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TECHNOLOGY AT SIBFORD

EDITORIAL
In my reading over the past few months I have come across these
quotations:
"All real American men love to fight. " General George S. Patton
"Ali i knew was that you had to run, run, run, without knowing why
you were running." Allan Sillitoe In "The Loneliness of the Long
Distance Runner".
These words depress me. They say something about the life lived
by so many people in today's world, about having to use violence
because that's how we prove who we are, what we're worth, and
about feeling pressurised all the time, running just to keep still.
All structures which perpetuate such messages are bad for
people.... dare one say "sinful" ? We know deep down in our truest
Selves they don't contain the truth which gives life. It' s something
of a mystery how they manage to survive the way they do....or is it?
And Sibford... . . ? I believe it struggles to be something different, a
school for life and for people. It isn't perfect, but it has a vision.
By the way, when I discover the perfect school, of course I shall go
and teach in it, but then it won't be perfect any more, will it?
W.H. Auden in his Christmas oratorio "For the Time Being" has the
Magi explain their strange mission in these words:
To discover how
To discover how
To discover how
To discover how

to
to
to
to

be truthful now ...
be living now .. .
be loving now ...
be human now .. .

They were wise men indeed. Sibford is a school attempting to
teach wisdom to the young men and women of today. I hope
something of this spirit communicates itself to you as you share
these pages with us.
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FOREWORD
FROM THE HEADMASTER
"An empty theatre is very romantic - every actor knows the feeling of it:
complete silence, emphasized rather than broken by the dim traffic noises,
apparently a hundred miles away, the muffled hoot of a motor horn, or the
thin, reedy wail of a penny-whistle, being played to the gallery queue."
With these words in his autobiographical book " Present Indicative", Noel
Coward vividly conjures the atmosphere of the theatre between the matinee
and the evening performance. Yet how similar it is, in essence, to that of the
school campus between the summer and the autumn terms. During the long
summer break, there are those days at Sibford when all is so still, when our
"dim traffic noises" are a passing horse or a tractor, our "penny-whistle" a
bored sheep or a couple of wood pigeons enjoying the sunshine and each
other.
The theatre comes to life as a new audience arrives and the curtain goes up.
That moment at Sibford is marked by the return of some pupils and staff, and
by the arrival of others, for the first time as members of the community.
Instantly, the scene is transformed, and another school year is under way, to
be filled with all those activities that make up life in a busy Quaker boarding
and day school, before the curtain comes down again, after the two intervals
at Christmas and Easter, the following summer.
The pages of this magazine will illustrate, in words and pictures, some of
what happened here, "on stage", during 1992-93. Much of the reporting, I am
delighted to note, comes from the pens of pupils, and you will catch a sense
of their commitment and enthusiasm, and indeed of their creative powers
too. You will have the chance to relive some of those moments that made the
year a special one - "Brilliant the Dinosaur"; the new Business Centre; the
girls' 7-a-side rugby team as champions of Oxfordshire. You will know of
other events that this year conferred the highest distinctions on Sibford acceptance into SHMIS (The Society of Heads of Independent Schools);
accreditation by the Independent Schools Joint Council; the best-ever GCSE
results.
The magazine is a snapshot, albeit enlarged with much fine detai l, and its
editorial team and contributors deserve every congratulation.
Finally, I return to the image of the empty theatre, for it is in reality a most
inadequate one! Our theatre, of course, which, despite the outwardly
"complete silence", is never empty. As we absorb the variety of all that
follows in these pages, let us remember the teams of people - usually unsung
in a school magazine - whose dedication "off-stage" (or, more appropriately,
"behind the scenes") makes that variety possible. Let us remind ourselves
that, far from disappearing for a seemingly endless summer, the maintenance
and grounds staff are at full stretch improving and preparing the very
campus we live and work in; that the housekeeping, catering and cleaning
departments have a full schedule of visitors and lettings to manage, generating
valuable additional resources for further school development; and that the
offices - in the manner of that legendary theatre can truly say each summer
holiday: "We never close". And how grateful so many have been for that.
It was quite a momentous year for education in this country. The Sibford
magazine will remind you that, in our little corner of it, there was much of
moment, too.

John Dunston
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WELCOME

DIANE LO UISE GREY

M ICHAEL BURKE
Michael was born and bred in Hartlepool in the north-east
of England. He studied for his degree at Newcastle upon
Tyne university.
During his degree, Michael developed an interest in "Third
World" issues, cam paigning for the university's Third
World First group. He then worked for Oxfam while doing
part-ti me teaching in the
Dept.
of
Religious
Studies at the university.
He then completed the
Post Graduate Certificate
of Education course at
the university and comes
to Sibford as the new
Head of R.E. Michael
says he has a fascination
with world religions and
with
the
political
dimensions of Christian
faith.
Now
that
he
has
ventured south into leafy
Oxon. we wish him a
hearty welcome and a
long stay in our school
com munity.

ANDREW BUSBY
Andrew has joined the Maintenance Team around the
school as a carpenter. He lives in Banbury and his skills
are going to be of great use to us at Sibford. We wish him
a long and happy stay with us.

ROSALEEN CLARKE
Rolie Clarke joined the Maths Dept. as a part-timer in
Spring Term '92 but somehow has never been properly
welcomed in the m agazine before.
She lives in "Chippy"
and has taught for seven
years in Australia. Back
in the UK her teaching
career has been in the
public school and Prep
sector.
Rolie enjoys the theatre
and takes an active part
in
fund raising
for
No rton
Chipping
Theatre, and recently
took part in an amateur
dramatic production of
"Oklahoma".
This sum mer she spent
3 '12 weeks pottering
through France by car,
and she hopes one day
to buy a small property
over there - don't we all.

I originate from Saddleworth, close to the moors and
went to school in Oldham. At 18, I ventured southwards to
Leicester where I worked at Marconi CCSL for 12 months
prior to them sponsoring me to take a degree in Combined
Engineering at Coventry Polytechnic. Due to the recession
in the defence industry and a desire to get out and meet
people, after graduation, I moved into sales. After a couple
of short stints selling retail and office equipment, I moved
to London to work for Pharos Marine Ltd. selling
lighthouses and buoys around the UK, Spain and Portugal.
After 3'12 years of practically living out of my car and a
suitcase, I realised a move was in order. Having bought a
house with my fiance Dave in the Midlands, his work
being in Birmingham, I returned to studying. I attended
Birmingham University
where I qualified as a
teacher in July 1993 by
achieving m y Post
Graduate Certificate in
E ducation. Som ehow,
during this one year
course, I managed to get
married the week before
Christmas and then in
June this year was
offered my position of
and
M a t h e m atics
Science Teacher at
Sibford School. Finally,
I am a keen skier, enjoy
watching and playing
m o st sports and I
confess to supporting
Oldha m Athletic. Oh,
and I am still under 30!

MARTIN GU LLlFORD
Martin is originally from Woolwich and at the tender age
of 6 his family emigrated to Adelaide in Australia, so, at
the tender age of 22 he came back to Britain!!
He is working as one of the chefs in the Catering Dept. of
the school but also very ably operated as Care Assistant in
Penn Boys, prior to the arrival of Paul Rae in October.
Martin really enjoyed his time in Penn and is now the
regular third m ember of the staff team, taking house duty
one night each week.
H i s hobbies include
music (a solid Kate Bush
f a n ) , m o st outdoor
sports, and squash,
while his interests are
teaching, photography
and nouvelle cuisine.
Martin has won three
national titles in nouvelle
and would one day like
to become a lecturer in
the subject.
He is very welcome at
Sibford where he is
already well established
as
a popular a n d
respected m e m ber o f
the school.
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LlNDY HARRIS
I was born and brought up in Macclesfield, Cheshire. I
trained as a teacher in Liverpool and started my teaching
career as a class teacher in Macclesfield in 1972. I married
David in 1973 and some time after we moved to Toronto
where we lived for two years. We returned to England to
live near Windsor where our children Sarah and Peter
were born. They are now 14 and 13 respectively.

My daughter Tanja is currently working in a bank in
Frankfurt; my elder son, Peter, is studying law with German
at London University, whilst the youngest member of the
family, Ben, attends the Warriner School, where I have
also been teaching for the past two years.
As well as teaching German part-time, I enjoy having
foreign students to stay for short intensive courses in the
English language.

In 19871 completed the R.SA Specific Learning Difficulties
(dyslexia) course in Guildford with the Helen Arkell
Dyslexia Centre. I worked with the Helen Arkell Centre for
some time and with the Maidenhead Dyslexia Association.
I subsequently joined a prep. school in Ascot where I
became head of the
Dyslexia Support Unit.

I have always been a keen tennis player and have recently
discovered the thrills of mountain walking. I wish I had
started long ago, there are so many beautiful mountains
to be climbed.

I n S e p tember 1992
D avid started a job
based in Banbury and
we
to
moved
Oxfordshire and settled
in Bloxham. I had, for
some time, known of
Sibford
School's
excellent reputation for
teaching dyslexics. I feel
very privileged to be a
part of the Sibford team.

Marie has been with the Language Dept for one year now.
She briefly made an appearance in last year's edition of
the magazine where'
the Editor spelled her
name wrongly, for
which he apologises! !

MARIE HUG HES

Marie is a graduate of
University College,
Dublin and has many
teaching
years
experience behind her.
She is teaching French
at Sibford and also
undertakes translation
work
two
for
i n t e r n a t i o n a l
organisations.

My interests outside
school
and
family
include
swimming,
yoga, " fair weather "
gardening and skiing.

She and her husband
live in Bloxham and
have two grown-up
children.

DIANA H UGHES
I a m not a complete newcomer t o Sibford School and
some of you probably recognise me from my temporary
periods of teaching here.
Neither am I a stranger to North Oxfordshire, for prior to
our move to Sibford Ferris in April 1992, my husband
David and I together with our family lived in Shutford, and
before that, Hook Norton.
However, much of my life has been spent in Germany.
Coming originally from Bournemouth, I studied German
at the University of Wales, Cardiff and at Marburg, and
after graduating, lived and worked as a teacher and
interpreter in various parts of North Germany for the
following 18 years.

ALEXANDER IDNURM
I'm Alex, a resident student from Australia.
I attended Canberra Grammar School for 13 years and
spent my spare time orienteering, growing cacti and
involved with music.
I came to Sibford for a year's break before starting tertiary
education and arrived to work primarily in the music
department (my perception of dinosaurs will never be the
same again! ). I liked the
music
de partment
was
I
because
employed in a wide
range of activities. I've
also
enjoyed
my
occasional House and
sporting duties.
I return reluctantly to
Australia in December
to study Science at the
Australian National
University. I'd like to
thank all those who've
made this year so
memorable for me. I'm
pleased to have been
part of Sibford and for
Sibford to be part of me.
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JANICE JOHNSON

PETRINA LAWLER

in
born
was
Blackburn, one of the
industrial towns of
Lancashire,
and
studied French and
other languages at
Manchester University.
Over the years I have
taught boys and girls
aged 1 1 - 18 in Wigan,
Sale,
Banbu ry,
Kidlington, Eynsham
and at Tudor Hall
School. These have
included
grarrfmar
s c h o o l s ,
comprehensive
schools
and
an
independent school.
The I�nguages I have taught are French, German, Spanish,
Russian and Latin. I believe languages are vital to
everyone's education - firstly because you cannot study
anything else without using language, and secondly
b�cause it is so worthwhile getting to know people from
different parts of the world. I have long been interested to
know more about Sibford School, and when I was offered
the opportunity to teach here I welcomed it.

Petrina lived in Canberra, Australia, before coming to
England. She attended Red Bend College in Forbes
studying Chemistry, Maths, English and Geography in he �
final two years.

My other interests are: listening to music, travel, local
Gove�nment, the Unit�d Nations Association, the Society
of Friends; I also enJoy doing canvas embroidery and
cookery. My husband used to work at Alcan Laboratories
in Banbury, but he died in 1986. I have two sons, Mark,
aged 29, living in Bolton, and Richard, aged 25, living in
Romsey. They both work in the production of computer
software.

She arrived in Sibford for the Spring Term to undertake a
resident studentship. She has spent her time helping in
.
the DyslexIc Department, as well as in the Manor House,
both of which she found rewarding and worthwhile.
Returning
to
Australia
for
C h r i s t m a s ,
Petri n a will be
going
on
to
further
her
education, doing
an Arts degree
majoring
in
and
English
Psychology at
Sturt
Charles
University.
She extends her
thanks to all
who've
those
made her time
so
here
enjoyable.

PAU L LUDLOW
Paul joined the school in
Se ptember
a
as
residential
Care
Assistant in the newly re
opened Gillett House. He
hails from Brentwood in
Essex, but assures us he
is not "an Essex-man" .
H e spent his childhood
in east London, but lives
now in Rye in East
Sussex.

DAVID KENNON.
Dave arrived at Sibford in January after completing the
Higher School Certificate (equivalent to A levels) at Knox
Grammar School in Sydney, Australia. He joined Sibford
as Assistant Housemaster in Penn Boys and as a member
of the PE Dept. for his first two terms. Dave settled in very
well due to what he describes as the "warm atmosphere
of Sibford" and he met "a lot of nice people."
He travelled around England last Easter and around Europe
over the summer and had two great experiences.
Dave returned in September to coach rugby, work in the
EFL Dept. and to also help in Fielding House. He intends to
make the most of his last term at the school and wants to
thank everyone who made it
ble.
When he returns to
Australia,
he
firstly
have
to
intends
Christmas in the sun (! )
before moving on to
study and work in the
hospitality industry.
Dave says he's enjoyed
his GAP year at Sibford
immensely and that he
will miss the school very
much. We can assure
him that he will be
missed here, too, where
his
work
is
much
appreciated and where
he has made many
friends.

He
has
previously
worked at the Thomas
Peacocke School in Rye
and the Royal Alexandra
and Albert School in
Surrey. His hobbies
include photography
and playing Gilbert and Sullivan operas loudly on his
stereo system. The boys of Gillett have been warned ! !
W e trust that Paul will settle well a t Sibford and become
an integral part of our school community

GAlL M I LLS
I was educated at Burford School and Charlotte Mason
College, Cumbria.
Since graduating in 1991 I have lived and worked in
Ambleside. I trained as a chef at a Vegetarian Restaurant
and worked as an Outdoor Technician for a Management
Training Company.
I spent my free time enjoying and exploring the mountains
and v�l eys of the Lake District, on foot and bicycle. I was
a training member of the Langdale and Ambleside
Mountain Rescue Team.

�
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During my holidays I
lead e x pedi tions for
young people to remote
mountain areas and
islands of Scotland, in
association
with
' B rathay E x p loration
Group'.

After teaching part-time and four years in industry, she
joined the care staff at a special school for pupils with
speech and language handicaps in Derbyshire. She
subsequently held posts as Matron at Tettenhall College,
Wolverhampton and Housemistress at The Holy Child
School in Birmingham.
Alison has little spare time for hobbies, but does enjoy
travelling, reading, photography and watching sport!

enjoy
travelling
e x p l oring
different
places and the cultures
of other people. I joined
Orchard
Close
in
September '93.

JACKIE PENNY

JAMES NASH
James, who is popularly known as Jay, comes from
Sydney, where he completed his Higher School Certificate
at Knox Grammar School. Suffice it to say he was quite
chuffed at the recent choice of his home city by the
International Olympic Committee to host the Games in
2000.
He joined us at Sibford in the Autumn term to coach rugby
in the PE Dept and to work alongside Andy Glover in the
EFL Dept. He really enjoys both types of work and finds
the Qu aker ethos of
Sibford "interesting and
very enjoyable to work
in."
Along with his friend and
old school mate, Dave
Kennon, Jay will be home
to enjoy Christmas on the
beach before starting
university' in March '94,
studying for a B.Applied
Science in Building.

Jackie originally qualified as a teacher of Modern
Educational Dance. When her sons started school she
studied English at Reading University. Since then she has
taught mainstream English in schools in Berkshire and
South Oxfordshire, mostly in comprehensive schools and,
more recently, in a preparatory school. During those years
she developed a particular interest in support teaching for
pupils with learning difficulties. In 1992 she spent a year
living in Spain and on her return took the Trinity College
Certificate for Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages.
Jackie has a long-standing interest in the performing arts,
particularly theatre and dance. One of her greatest
pleasures has been working with young people in the
creative arts. She has run drama workshops in schools
and in her local community and has directed many school
productions, ranging from informal presentations to full
length plays and musicals.
On site, she is assisting Gill Manthorpe in Fielding House
and, when not in school, will be spending time on her
narrow boat, 'Gloriana', presently in Stratford. She hopes
to move her home around to the North Oxfordshire Canal
next year and in the summer is planning to take her ninety
year old father on a summer-long excursion on the Kennet
and Avon Canal.

In his short stay with us,
Jay has become a very
popular and respected
member of staff. We
thank him for all he's
done and wish him great
success in the future.

ALlSON PEARCE
Alison joins Sibford as a
Residential
Care
Assistant in the newly re
opened Gillett House.
Originally from Bristol,
Alison was educated at
School,
Rodway
M angotsfield, Bristol
and Prince Henry's
School,
Grammar
E v e s h a m ,
Worcestershire,
and
trained
at
Bishop
Lonsdale College of
Derby,
Education,
s pending part of her
course there at the
University of Caen,
Normandy.
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PAU L RAE
As from October 1st Sibford
bade welcome to Paul, who
has joined the staff as the
residential Care Assistant in
Boys,
working
Penn
alongside Mike and Penny
Spring.
Paul is originally from
Northern Ireland but has lived
in England 22 years. His
current home is in Lincoln.
Paul comes to us from the
Royal Alexandra and Albert
School and his hobbies

include camping, outdoor pursuits, swimming and karate,
some of which he will share with students on the 0 of E
courses.

enjoyable." He is very welcome amongst us, where we
hope his stay will be a long one.

We hope that Paul will be very happy with us here in
Sibford and that he will soon become an indispensable
member of our community.

And finally . . . we are delighted to welcome the Bunney
twins - Rosanna and William who were born in October.
Many congratulations to Stephen and Uz Bunney.

SARAH SPITILE
I join Sibford as a newly
a p pointed teacher of
Home Economics / Food
Technology.
Originally I am from
Leicestershire, although
I moved to Yorkshire at
the age of two, so I feel
that York is my home
town, where I have
become quite familiar
with two other Friends'
schools; The Mount and
Bootham, having played
many hockey and tennis
matches against them
both.
I graduated from Bath College of Higher Education in
1991 with a BSc honours degree in Home Economics. I
then carried on to study a PGCE in Design Technology at
Leeds Metropolitan University - more commonly known
as Carnegie College.
I enjoy most sports, but in particular hockey (especially
tours ! ) and tennis. I have played hockey for clubs in Bath
and York and I have recently joined Banbury Ladies.
Apart from sport my other main interest is music and I
have been known to play the piano occasionally, (although
not very well)

DIANA THORNE
Diana joined us in October as the new secretary to the
Bursar. She lives in Shenington. We will publish a full
appreciation of Diana and Andrew Busby next year.

JOHN VIGGERS
John Viggers has joined
us in the COT Dept. as
the new technician.
He was educated in
Banbury and worked in
his family's local dairy
business until 1969
when he moved to a
Kidlington dairy. Here
John also initiated a fruit
juice processing plant
which in 10 years had
achieved production in
excess of one million
litres a week.
John's skills include
jew ellery
making,
engineering and metal work, with wood turning, especially
miniatures, something of a particular interest.
John is busy sharing these many skills with our pupils
and says he finds "the new challenge exciting and very

*

*

*

*

*

FAREWELL
GILL BARKER
Gill joined Sibford's English Dept. as a part-time teacher
working with Year 9 pupils preparing for their KS3
assessments this year, having moved with her family to
the area.
They are now happily resident in Hook Norton, from
where Gill is able to continue her association with Sibford
as a supply teacher and an occasional leader in workshops
in Creative Writing.
So it's a case of hallo and goodbye in the space of the
same breath to Gill. We're pleased she can still be part of
our school team.

LlSA CHOWNE
Usa Chowne was at Sibford School for thirteen years. She
came as Usa Taylor, a newly qualified teacher of religious
education and assistant housemistress of Uster Girls. She
left in July 1993 as Senior Mistress.
Sibford has the ability to attract staff with many talents
and Usa was no exception. Her interest in pastoral work
was ap p a rent from her early role as assistant
housemistress and this was followed by a period as senior
housemistress of Uster Girls. Following her marriage to
Andrew Chowne she moved off campus but continued to
play a major role in the pastoral side of the school,
becoming Head of First Year in 1989.
In 1990 Usa was appointed to the joint role of Director of
Studies and Senior Mistress, a role which was redefined
after two years to allow her to concentrate on being
Senior Mistress. One of Lisa's most im portant
achievements during this time was her development of
Records of Achievement as the school's preferred method
of reporting. It is a reflection of her managerial skills that
she steered this important, but potentially difficult change
to wide acceptance amongst staff, pupils and parents.
Equally worthy of mention is Usa's leading role in the
establishment of Personal, Social and Religious Education
(PSRE). This pioneering programme of work enables pupils
in Years 10 and 11 to explore the world they are growing
up into, and their feelings about it and themselves. The
course covers both the National Curriculum Cross
Curricular Themes and core Religious Education
entitlement. It is now an established part of Sibford life.
As Religious Education teacher Usa saw her area of the
curriculum through the vicissitudes of educational change
in the 1980s and it speaks much for her enthusiasm and
abilities that RE is now a central pillar of the Sibford
Curriculum at a time when it is being marginalised by
many other schools.
It was a sad day for the school when Usa decided, after
much heart- searching, to resign to allow her to spend the
precious years of her son Robert's infancy at home with
him. She will be missed, not least for her calm efficiency
and ever ready smile.
Thank you, Usa.
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RACHAEL FAULKNER
Rachael gave a valuable year t o Sibford a s Artist i n
Residence and through her help with the girls o f the
Manor. She generously donated a triptych painting to the
school, one of her own creations, which now hangs in the
Hall.
We wish her well as she pursues her career in the world of
art, and promise that she will be remembered on the
tennis courts as well as in the art rooms. She was an artist
in both places.

SIMON RODDA
Simon returned to Canberra last Christmas after twelve
months service to the school in the PE and EFL Dept.s and
with the boarders at weekends.
His quiet good humour won him many friends and
completely vindicated the excellent reputation his alma
mater, Radford College, had at Sibford, having sent us
some excellent GAP students over the years. Simon was
the last and one of the best.

JANETTE SKEATH
When I think of Janette, I immediately think of a bright,
i mmaculately dressed woman who has already

accomplished more in that hour than I probably will in the
whole day, and who's now busily on her way to do
something more ! !
Janette joined Sibford in 1976 to teach Geography and as
Assistant in Lister Girls. In those days she was Janette
Long. Her marriage to Tony Skeath took place in the
summer of 1981, from which time it was Nansen Boys
who benefited from her ministrations.
During her time here, Janette taught Geography in the
Main School and helped establish Orchard Close with
Mary Bennett in 1979, having "trained on the job" at the
Gower Endowed Primary School beforehand. (Mr Patten
would approve.) She was also Librarian and latterly a
keen member of the Specific Learning Difficulties Dept.
having passed her RSA Di ploma with flying colours in
Evesham. She also taught the flute locally.
In recent years Janette's great interest in travel, first
demonstrated in her treks over the Andes and later the
Himalayas, led her to organising her own expeditions to
Tanzania and Nepal, journeys several Sibford pupils will
long remember.
Add to this her skills in gardening (the Memorial Garden
is a lasting legacy), cookery and needle work and you
have something of a picture of this all-round character
who has now left us to go on to Bruern Abbey. Their gain
is Sibford's loss.
Thank you, Janette, and good luck.

HOUSE REPORTS
FIE LDING
The year in Fielding began with the students getting to
know each other, as the Year 13 students made a really
special effort to welcome everyone to the House. As in
past years, we had a Hallowe'en party with traditional
party games - these i ncluded apple bobbing, eating
doughnuts tied onto string (without using your hands)
etc. It is always a very enjoyable evening with a real party
atmosphere. The same can be said for the House Christmas
party, with silly games and presents for everyone. For
both events the House benefited from the expertise of the
catering group who put together buffets, much to the
delight of everyone. Most events in "Fielding" seem to
involve food - our Pancake Evening was certainly a great
example of this, everyone had at least three pancakes
making a grand total of 120!
During the summer term we made some changes to the
exterior of the House, by converting the area outside the
portakabin into a really attractive patio area where
everyone enjoyed the evening sun. The patio was created
by Simon Ingham, who won the Horticulture cup as a
result; our thanks and congratulations to him. Success in
other areas of the school was very evident too with many
pupils winning colours for a wide range of sporting
achievements; Melissa Sturgeon won the Art cup and
Jenny Leathem won the cup for Achievement in Craft. The
students from "Fielding" in I 992-93 were evidently a very
talented group.
We also ran a variety of activities at weekends and these
were well supported by students and enjoyed by us all.
We went bowling, quad racing, swimming and to Laser
Quest, travelling as far as Swindon or Oxford.
We were fortunate enough to have three House Assistants
during the year - Sean Kenny, Pauline Wypior and Roger
Cookson. They each made their own unique contribution
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to life in the House and we thank them for that. This year
the House Assistant will be Jackie Penny; we welcome her
to "Fielding". We also welcome David Kennon who will
be the Resident Student, who will be running regular
activity sessions and joining in on life in "Fielding".
The Tutor team has also changed this year because we
now have the Vocational Staff as Tutors for Years 12 and
13. Consequently, we say farewell to Hazel Kaye, Graham
Thomas, Mark Paine and David Goodwin, our Tutors for
1992-93. However, Graham Thomas will remain as "Third
Man" and David Goodwin and Mark Paine will be staff
attached to the House. This means that David Goodwin's
calm, experienced manner will not be lost to us nor will
Mark Paine's musical contribution. We hope Mark Paine
will be able to inspire us to sing in the Carol Service again
this year !
Because of the mix of students and staff attached to the
House last year we had a very varied style of House
Meeting - including work undertaken by the Theatre
Studies group or musical Meetings. Some of our House
Meetings were very moving occasions, especially our
final House Meeting of the year, when many students
spoke - expressing their hopes for the future or reflecting
on their time at Sibford. Our best wishes go with those
who left Sibford this year, and we look forward to seeing
them at Old Scholars events in the future.
Gill Manthorpe
Head of Sixth Form

GILLETT HOUSE
Just one year after closure Gillett is 'back in business',
now as an all boys house.
It is a great pleasure to be back, especially in my new role

THE YEAR IN FIELDING
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of Housemaster. I am also pleased to welcome two new
residential assistants to Gillett - Paul Ludlow and Alison
Pearce. They bring with them a wealth of experience of
caring for children and are already a great asset to the
whole school community.
This year there are nearly thirty boarders in the House as
well as a number of attached 'day boys'. Although many
of the boys are new to boarding, and indeed new to
Sibford, a sense of community is already present within
the House. Given time the identity of the House can only
flourish and grow.
And what of the future? Well, Paul and I already have
plans to establish a photographic dark room within the
House which will be available for all the boys to use. Paul
is also brushing-up his decorating skills and, with the help
of some of the boarders, is planning to re-decorate the
Common Room. In addition he and Alison are re
establishing one of the rooms as a study/games area.
Gillett will also be 'adopting' the Guide Dogs for the Blind
Association as the charity it intends to support. As part of
this we will be collecting aluminium foil and used postage
stamps. If you have unwanted foil/stamps at home please
send it to us.
There is a lot to do but the enthusiasm of both staff and
boys is already being channelled into making
improvements for all. Clearing the overgrown garden,
with a view to it being used in the better weather, is a
possible project for the future.
If any parents or friends of the school are willing to help
with any of the above projects we would be only too
grateful for their help.
Board games, pictures etc., all help to make the House
into a 'Home' and are always appreciated. Any surplus
kitchen equipment you may have can always be put to
good use.
So here's to a long and prosperous future for Gillett
House and all those who live there!
Andy Glover

LlSTER BOYS
This year for the first time since the House was completed
in 1962 for 43 boys, we have seen a deliberate reduction
in our numbers to 38, which we are hoping will further
reduce to 35 in the future. The extra space is already
evident and appreciated as the junior dormitory now has
easy chairs and occasional tables in four of its bed areas,
as has one other dormitory, for pupils and staff to sit and
chat. Books and board games are available in these areas.
Gideon Hedley continues in the House in the new post of
Care Assistant allowing him more time to spend with the
boys and being around the House during the day,
organising laundry and our daily routines. So far we are

Lister House 8-8-Q
all benefiting from this new initiative and we look forward
to its development.
I cannot help reflecting that as some aspects of boarding
life improve, others have had to suffer. Old Scholars of
the 70's and early 80's will remember our immense model
railway and hobby room, which took several years to
construct, the railway travelling all around the ground
floor perimeter of what has now, quite rightly become our
Care Assistant's living room and kitchen. We have also
had to lose a hallway hobby bench and landing sitting
area to make these exits safer in case of emergency.
There is little doubt that our amenities are fewer in the
House and so we must make the most of those we have
remaining and add to them as we can. With this in mind
House Council has decided to purchase a cafe type sitting/
eating area for the common room making this small area
more useful and fun to use.
A very popular and well organised chess competition was
won by Chi-Chen Lin. This was conducted seriously and
enthusiastically and we hope that it will become an annual
event now. The House snooker competitions were won by
Daniel Lesher and Eddie Bates.
We are continuing to support our School in Ghana and
sent out £200 in July along with newsletters and
photographs of the House and boys' Christmas activities,
and a copy of the school magazine. We will need another
fundraising sale in 1994.
We had a splendid House B.B.O. at the end of the Summer
term when we said our farewells to Chi-Chen Lin and
Richard Johnson, our House Captains and already James
Hudson and Christopher Newman are showing equal
organisational skills in their new positions as House
Captains. We are looking forward to a happy and positive
year.
Stuart Hedley

James Hudson and Chris Newman (House Capt. &
Assistant 1993-4)
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MANOR HOUSE
And so another year has passed in the Manor and now it
is time to reflect on the changes and our hopes and
aspirations for the coming year.
The changes have included the departure of Mrs Gregory
and we would all like to say a big thank you to her for the
time spent with us, but very much like an airport lounge
as some leave so others arrive and so we say 'Hello' to
Sarah Spittle and hope that she will find her time with us
happy and fulfilling.
We will shortly be saying 'Goodbye' to our Australian
friend Petrina, but as Neighbours is not the only Aussie
product to reach these shores, we will be welcoming two
more Antipodeans in January 1994.
It is a pleasure to report that Carolyn Lovejoy has been
appointed to the post of Care Assistant. There is very little
one can add except to say that we wish her well and hope
that she enjoys her new role. The dedication and energy
that she has for the welfare of the children in our care will
be channelled solely into the Manor and not shared, as it
has been for many years, with her work in the Laundry.
The Laundry's loss is the Manor's gain.
All of last year's 5th formers have moved on to further
education and we wish each and every one of them success
in their chosen field: it is also a pleasure to report that we
have maintained our high numbers and with an extra
large Year 11 we look forward to them helping with the
day to day running of the house.
We would very much like to thank our School Council
representatives who over the last 12 months have done
such sterling work putting forward our views and
suggestions for improving the environment in which we
all live.
It only remains for us here in the Manor to enjoy the
coming year and look forward to developing our ideas in
creating more room within the Manor to encompass both
the academic and recreational needs of the children in our
care.
Lesley Norton
Housemistress

ORCHARD CLOSE
We began the year with a very full boarding house,
welcoming the Year 7 boys to another year's stay in
Orchard Close. Owing to the pitch of the dormitory roofs
and the height of bunk beds, the boys and girls changed
'ends': it didn't take long for everyone to settle in and
readjust to a somewhat revised routine. The Year 7s gained
a small, but valuable, common room and the staffroom
housed the piano and was used for music practice.

Felix and Giles
Many children opted for weekly boarding but the full
boarders were not idle. They had regular trips out with the
school and with Christine, including to Bedford Leisure
Centre, Spiceball, Ice-Skating and several jaunts out for
burgers and pizzas. During leisure time skateboarding,
roller-skating and tearing about the field continued to be
popular, as did Gameboys and Walkmans.
Much of the Summer term was occupied by rehearsals for
'Brilliant the Dinosaur': in which every member of Orchard
Close was involved. It proved to be an exhausting, but
immensely satisfying end of the academic year. The Spring
family bade farewell and the Young family were welcomed
to begin a new era in Orchard Close's life.
Mike and Penny Spring
September 1993

The House has reverted to its original concept of boarding
facilities for Orchard Close pupils, as a result of the demand
for Junior boarding places. This academic year has
commenced with 16 boarders, over half of whom are new
to boarding. They are not alone as we are also relative
newcomers to this boarding experience.
However our years in Nigeria prepared us for the
"extended family" environment.
We are also extremely fortunate to have inherited a caring
happy house from Mike and Penny Spring. Dorothy
Griffiths and Christine Jones are marvellous with their
quiet organised support.
We have already experienced some enjoyable weekends
with the full boarders, our most memorable being a journey
on the "Flying Scotsman".
My only concern is that Tamsin, our younger daughter,
has already selected one boarder as a "house brother".
How many more will she have by this time next year??

Singing in the Rain - Sports Day

Elizabeth Young
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PENN BOYS

PENNMAN

The school year began with Penn welcoming a number of
'new' boys from the recently closed Nansen House, a few
who were new to the school and a new student assistant,
Simon Chard. Simon had come to help in the P.E.
D epartment only to find that he had the added
responsibility of forty-two boys to help look after. A new
'third man' in the form of Dr. Newbold visited the House
each Monday evening to help out with House duties.
Visits during the evenings of the Autumn term from various
staff including the Headmaster and Mr. Bunney gave the
House an occasional change of face and conversation.

I have a collection of House offices lists that cover every
half-term since I arrived for my second spell in Penn
House. The second half of the summer term 1993 was
number 102. Fifty-one terms, seventeen years and many
names to bring back memories of that period of my Sibford
School career

There was no appointment of Head of House, but our
games captain, Tom Weedon, ensured a good start to the
year by marshalling our rugby players to success in the
inter-House competition.
During the Summer holidays a start had been made on
repainting the House interior and the Christmas break
allowed this work to be completed. In addition the linen
room was converted into a small bedroom for two and
our numbers rose to forty-four boys, the most the House
had ever accommodated.
The start of 1993 brought another student assistant to
Penn. Although Dave Kennon had come from rather further
afield; he was one of three students to arrive from Australia.
We welcomed Mr. Bunney who began to help with more
of the evening House duties, a task he continued to the
end of the school year. Comic Relief Day in March saw the
House well decked out with red noses and the suspension
of lessons during the afternoon, so that the staff could
make themselves look silly, went down very well. Red
faces were the order of the day when a fire-fighting
demonstration was put on for the House one Thursday
morning. At the crucial stage, with the fire raging (in a
small waste bin) the fire extinguisher proved unequal to
the task. The gas escaped through a hole in the side of the
canister and the water jet could not reach the fire.
The summer term ended with the customary barbecue in
the garden. We said goodbye to Dave Kennon, thanked
Mr. Bunney too for all his help and a presentation was
made to Mr. and Mrs. Wollerton who were leaving the
House at the end of the term. We were also able to
welcome Mr. and Mrs. Spring, the next resident House
Staff.
September has brought one or two new faces to Penn
once again. A healthy crop of juniors occupy the now
more spacious end dormitory. A new Year 10 pupil, Mitchel
Henson joins us from Zimbabwe, and the Spring family
have taken up residence in the Housemaster's flat. Changes
are also visible in the newly carpeted and furnished quiet
room, whilst the appearance of several inexplicable
abstract paintings on the stairs suggest the presence of
an Art teacher in search of a gallery. Martin Gulliford has
been acting Care Assistant for the first three weeks of
term, and we are soon to welcome his permanent
replacement, Paul Rae, to the resident team. Martin will
not be severing his links with the House, and we look
forward to seeing him regularly in the role of attached
staff. His efficiency and lively personality have been greatly
appreciated by all in Penn.
Michael Spring and Michael Wollerton

My first period in Penn was as assistant Housemaster and
began in April 1964. These were in the days before Houses
had T.V. sets, when boys' dormitories had no curtains or
carpets and the boys had grey suits as part of their uniform
and had to produce a school cap for Meeting on Sunday.
Casual clothing consisted of a white shirt, for best, an
alternative tie and a non-uniform jumper. Jeans and
tracksuit tops were usually worn for Sunday 'walks'. Life
at school in those days seemed very much less
complicated. Much of the entertainment at weekends and
on occasions like Halloween provided times when Staff
and pupils showed off talents not seen in the classroom
during the week.
I left Penn in 1971 to move with my family into Fielding
House, which was opened for the first time in September
that year. A five-year period establishing routines in a
mixed Sixth form House was followed by an opportunity
to return to Penn in 1976 when Kenneth Francis was
appointed Senior Master.
By this time the Wollertons had acquired three sons and a
bassett hound. All spread themselves into the more
spacious accommodation in the Housemaster's flat at
Penn. The sons subsequently all attended Sibford, Mrs.
Wollerton joined the teaching staff and we were all very
much involved in the life of the school. Happy times
always stand out in one's memory and rare occasions
when the House won most of the trophies must rank
among these. Times of adversity too have been notable
for bringing the House together. Bad weather and
particularly periods of snow and loss of power have seen
the House gathered around a single gas heater singing
carols, not always the correct words I must add. Not that
Penn were poor singers. In the days of the House concerts
one of the most memorable was the year they performed
and won the competition with 'Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs'.
Visits from past pupils who were in Penn have always
brought back names and incidents they remember from
their schooldays and contact with parents, particularly
those of boys who were with us for four or five years,
have been rewarding too. A number have kept us in touch
with their sons' progress and we have been pleased to
hear their news.
Sibford. August 14th. 1993 was removal day and by
coincidence all Wollertons were at home to experience
life in a non-boarding house situation. For my sons they
had never known anything other than sharing term time
with 'the boys' and life at Hillfield was going to be
somewhat different. We will all have our memories of life
in Penn, certainly an experience I would not have missed.
Would we have stayed had we not enjoyed the life as
much? In the mean time school life is too busy to even
think of fitting in House duties, especially trying to find
time to write reports for the magazine to keep Mr. Kenny
happy.
M.R.w.
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AROUNDTHECAMPUS
DEPARTMENT OF ART AND DESIGN
The department has continued to offer students a varied,
appetising and nourishing menu of activities throughout
the year. As senior pupils progressed towards their A'
Level final shows, a deepening of personal expertise
emerged in a variety of media. Maano Obeyesekere worked
principally in pastel, achieving some stunning results,
Melissa Sturgeon extended her competence in the
handling of oils and acrylic paint, and we were all delighted,
but not altogether surprised, to learn of her A grade in the
examination. Simon Garne was the first Sibford student
to enter exclusively sculptural work for his final exhibition
with the Cambridge Board, achieving a well earned grade
C. Personal studies, which form an integral part of the
syllabus, ranged in subject from Gauguin and Max Ernst,
through Braque's cubism to Modigliani's portraits and
the textile inspiration of Kaffe Fassett.
The GCSE course has generated a wide selection of
responses to the broad-based design briefs. Projects have
covered such diverse areas as: The Horse, Rene Magritte,
Tribal Totems, Celtic Knot patterns, Dancers, Underground
Posters, Slavery, Pointillism, Aztecs and turtle skulls. The
group mounted several exhibitions during the year, and it
was encouraging to see how many of the school found
the time to come in and have a look. The examination
results were pleasing, with 50% of the students being
awarded A grades. Several visits were made to exhibitions
including a fascinating retrospective of Peter Lanyon's
paintings and constructions, a morning in the Tate Gallery
and a tour of the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition.

department is looking healthy. We have welcomed Penny
Spring to the art staff and seven new Sixth Formers to the
A Level course, while in the Upper Sixth, Simon Ingham
and George Bayraktar are perpetuating the sculpture
tradition. I look forward to reporting on all our art students'
successes in the next edition.
Michael Spring

BUSINESS STU DIES
WHEW! WHAT A YEAR! WE'RE EXHAUSTED! Comments
that came from students in the Sixth Form (Well the
printable ones, anyway), with regard to how hectic our
lives have been in this department since September '92.
Looking back, I can't really believe we've achieved so
much and survived to tell the tale. The main objective for
me personally was to get to know students & Staff as
quickly as possible, (in 'Geordie' terms - "How to Gan
on") and to establish a new Business Centre that would
be fully operational to generate interest and activities
from the students and members of the Sibford Community.
Lots of Catalogues, Leaflets, Brochures etc.. were scoured,
phone calls made, faxes sent, information gathered,
meetings and plans drawn up to try to ensure that we got
it right. A centre which reflected a good business working
environment and fully equipped. Not as easy as it sounds.
Students were tremendous in their enthusiasm and once
the work got underway to transform what had been an Art
& Sculpture Room into being a Business Centre, they
were carried along on a huge wave of excitement.
My thanks must be extended to John Dunston, the School
Committee, and the Senior Management Team for their
support and commitment to this new venture, as well as
to the Old Scholars' Association for their extremely
generous donation to 'get the idea off the ground'.
Maintenance crews worked extremely hard in an already
over-loaded work schedule and by January 1993 the room
was ready for fitting out.
Office World in Oxford got a fright next, when Jenny
Wollerton and I began "shopping". We presented
ourselves early one morning and began filling trolley
after trolley with "goodies" and eventually arranged for
delivery of major items of office furniture and equipment.
Once delivered, a mammoth task of unpacking and
constructing of workstations etc. . . had to begin and again
students played a major part in this (thanks particularly to
some members of Year 1 1 '93 and Colin Conroy (my
partner), for his efforts too.

In the younger years we have had the opportunity to
welcome Lesley Norton to the department staff. Her
teaching, with its bias towards textiles has done nothing
but enrich the pupils' experience, and add a new facet to
the subject. Coursework for the juniors has included
projects on scale, texture, colour, perspective, tone,
composition and different drawing techniques. Work has
been produced using a range of media, such as: collage,
lino cutting, mosaic, stone carving, plaster casting, stained
glass, wool, fabrics and plaster bandage.
It is hoped that ceramics will soon be included in our
departmental menu, following the appointment of a
resident potter, further complementing the variety of
experiences on offer to the Sibford art student, and
revitalising our excellent pottery.
As I write, the new academic year is underway, and the

When completed everyone marvelled at the results and
all the efforts of previous months were realised. The
official Opening by Frances Morrow, Chairperson of the
Banbury and District Chamber of Commerce, coincided
with the School's Annual Open Day (June 26th 1993) and
many visitors came to the centre to see at first-hand
where we worked and what we had achieved.
Many students have used the centre. GCSE students gain
from working in an environment which helps them to
focus better on their option choice and allows them access
to up-to-date Technology and Resources.
Years 12 and 13 students working for a City & Guilds
Diploma of Vocational Education Qualification, specialising
in Business and Administration Services have enhanced
their learning too. Real tasks/assignments set by various
personnel within the school as well as members of the
Neighbouring Community, have given them good working
agendas and deadlines to meet. The biggest challenge set
for them, was to undertake the 'Box Office' Function
relating to the successful musical production of "Brilliant
the Dinosaur" and they succeeded - Well done! We've
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had visiting speakers from Industry as well as a visit out to
Mr Kipling Cakes, (Manor Bakeries) in Rugby to see a
Distribution centre at work. Everyone commented on the
'exceedingly' good day that we had.
One of our latest ideas is to organise a Sixth Form
International Study Tour to Prague in February 1994,
another challenge, but one which we hope will be just as
successful. We hope to be visiting a car plant, a brewery
and a recently formed Bank where presentations and
tours will give us an insight into aspects of the companies'
activities: No doubt we'll have much to tell on our return.

Finally may I end this account by extending my personal
thanks to Jenny Wollerton for her interest in the Centre.
She has been a great personal support to me in my first
year here, as well as more recently donating a generous
financial gift from Top 86. Thank you!
Pam Gibson

P.S. The centre would be grateful for offers of help with
demonstrations/talks etc . . . from parents/friends, in helping
students to understand how business applications apply
in the real business world - if you can help please contact
us! Thank you!

Centre marks school-business link
A SCHOOL is now in business for links with

S tu d e n t s

local commerce and industry.

Vocational Education i n the new centre have

On Saturday, Sibford School launched its new
Business Study Centre, equipped with the latest
information technology to help students
develop their skills.
The opening by Frances Morrow, chairman of
Banbury and District Chamber of Commerce,

Diploma in

been actively involved providing business
services for the school and hope to expand this
within the community.
Headmaster John Dunston said: "Education
has regularly been in the news during the past
year.

marked not only the start of the school ' s annual

The centre will give the students inspiration as

open d ay but the c l imax of months of

they prepare for their careers in the world of

preparations with funding being provided by

today".

the Old Scholars ' Association and other donors.

Frances Morrow goes for the scissors!!
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s t u d y i n g for the

A STU DENT'S ACCOUNT OF THE
BUSI NESS CENTRE
I have been a student at Sibford School for seven years
now, I have seen its ups and downs and its many changes.
I am also studying the City and Guilds Diploma of
Vocational Education s p e cialising in Business
Administration. This is just one of the vocational areas
studied in the year 12-13 division of the school. It is also
somewhat of a mouthful so we call it D.v.E. Bus/Admin.
To study this course means I have to work in the much
publicised Business Centre. To say that the centre is a
useful addition to the daily life of the community is most
definitely an understatement. The Centre is involved with
most of the school's major projects and since its birth it
has been hard to imagine how we coped without it.
I have been involved more with the school now than ever
before, thanks to my connections with Bus/Admin. Due to
the dramatic change from the original room we studied
in, I have been made more aware of the conditions
demanded in a working environment. The sheer size of
the room allows a sociable and practical working
environment. Right! Got to get set for my visit to Prague!
James Clubb, Year 13.

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Clive Spare retired in April after three very productive
years as our Technician. During this time Clive left no area
of the workshop untouched with improvements in
equipment, environment and visual aids all with his mark
of meticulous care and skill. We have recently welcomed
John Viggers as our new technician and he too has already
carried on where Clive left off and in the same vein. We
hope that his stay with us is a long and happy one.
Both workshops are now equipped with multipurpose
work stations which enable pupils to handle all hard
materials in either area with hand tools re-racked
accordingly. All alterations and new benching have been
completed "in house" making a considerable capital
saving.
We were very pleased with last years examination results
with two pupils passing A Level design, Christopher
Hepher and Jennifer Leathem, and four pupils gaining
grade A at GCSE. Even more satisfying was the range and
quality of practical coursework. Chih Chen Lin's Chinese
Chess table in cherry and ebony, Richard Johnson's
keyboard stand, James Taylor's golf/cycle trailer, Robbie
Easterbrook's cherry coffee table and Nigel Hodgson's
child's play area were all fine pieces of work in their own
right and many hours of work went into them all.

Chih-Chen Un making a table.
James Taylor entered his project in the "Inventor of the
Year Competition" organised by the Rotary Club of Great
Britain. Most schools in the Banbury area had entries and
James' project was well received but did not win.
This term we are looking forward to taking a small group
of seniors to the Design and Technology Exhibition at the
N.E.C. and a much larger group to the triennial International
Plastics Exhibition at the same venue.
Stuart Hedley
Head of C.D.T.

E . F. L DEPT.
On Wednesday 27th January, Sibford marked the
beginning of the Chinese New Year - the Year of the
Rooster - with a day of special activities. Sibford has a

Rupert Silman and Ben Hedges working on their
projects.
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Our Year 9 students prepared for their Key Stage 3
assessments by studying " Romeo and Juliet" in detail. To
this end most of the year attended the performance of the
play staged in Oxford by the university students, and we
had two follow-up workshops on Shakespeare, one at
Oxford and the other at the Everyman Theatre in
Cheltenham.
Year 10 and 11 got to grips with " Macbeth" and saw a
very powerful interpretation of the play at Cheltenham.
Again we had a follow-up workshop in school with the
theatre's education officer leading the day. I certainly
learned things from watching him, and have tried some of
them out in class, too. The pupils really responded very
well to these workshops.

small but significant number of overseas students, mainly
from the Far East. With the help of Christine Chin from
The Commonwealth Institute in London they were able to
organise a programme of workshops for over 100 of the
school's pupils. There was a chance for everyone to join
in the celebrations as the school caterers laid on a Chinese
style meal for all who wanted it. The Sixth Form were

We had a really excellent set of GCSE results in the
summer and said goodbye to the 100% coursework
syllabus, much to our regret. Our present Year 11 students
will be the first to sit the newly re-written syllabuses in the
summer of 1994. They are working hard in preparation!
Jackie Penny has joined the Dept. and brings considerable
experience with her. Gill Barker has left us, but she's not
gone far, and we are pleased she is able to share her
expertise with us on special occasions.
Sean Kenny

BOOK WEEK
This week is Book Week, a week all to do with reading and
books. We were all told to go to the Library because an
author was coming to talk to us. Her name was Angela
Hassall. I had not heard of her before, but I knew it would
be interesting.

treated to a session on Chinese language and calligraphy
with the opportunity to learn a little of the origins of some
of the basic Chinese characters. This was followed by a
chance for Orchard Close and Year 7 to learn something
of Chinese New Year traditions, customs and legends.
The final session of the day involved Year 10 and 11 GCSE
drama groups having the opportunity to learn The Lion
Dance, a special good-luck dance traditionally performed
at New Year. Christine also demonstrated the art of Tai
Chi. Usually involving exercises for relaxation and health
purposes, it can be adapted as a form of self-defence.
Throughout the day the emphasis was on the active
participation of all the students while offering the overseas
pupils a chance to show something of their cultural
heritage.
Andy Glover

E NG LISH DEPT.
We've had two Book Fairs this year and a Book Week in
which Angela Hassall paid a return visit to Sibford to talk
to junior pupils about writing books and developing
characters and 33 of us went to hear the Merseyside poet,
Adrian Henri, reading some of his work at Chipping Norton
Theatre. This was a very enjoyable evening out and I hope
to invite either Adrian Henri or Roger McGough to the
school next year as a result.
Year 7 teamed up with some of Orchard Close to attend a
modern retelling of the myth of Rapunzel at Warwick
University Arts Centre and later to see a new play called
" I n the Land of Whispers" at the same venue. This play
examined the importance of story telling in a culture.
After all, we all watch the odd soap now and again, don't
we?
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First of all she asked us some questions about certain
things. Then she started talking to us about writing books
and what you need to do. She told us that she always
starts her stories by thinking of a place and whether or not
she will change some of the things there or leave them as
they are. You have to think of a new name for the place,
otherwise people could write in and complain! You also
have to find out information about the place, and the best
people to ask are the ones who live there.
She told us it normally takes her about eight or nine
months to finish a book, working twice a week all day, and
even then sometimes they are not published.
Then she talked about characters. She told us we should
know everything about them, from the colour of their hair
to what their hobbies are, to what frightened them. Angela
Hassall uses boys as her main characters because she has
three sons and so she knows a lot about boys.
She does not design her own book covers, but she does
have some say about what part of the story gets illustrated.
She has four books published and her most recent one is
called "The Sun People" . I would like to read this book,
which is now in the school library. She is working on
another book which she should have finished by about
May/June.
Hannah Maxwell-Wood, Year 7

FOOD TECHNOLOGY
During the last year the Food Technology Department
(more commonly known as the Home Economics
Department) has introduced various food-based
technology projects in conjunction with construction
materials and textiles.
Under the context of "my new school" Year 7 have been
looking at how technology has made changes in cooking

methods and in the equipment we use since Sibford was
opened.

p.m. This was the end of our Roman day, which I wish
could have lasted a week instead.

Year 8 have centred their work around the school tuck
shop, basing practical work on developing new and
exciting alternative foods to chocolate and sweets. They
have considered healthy alternatives and have surveyed
our friends as to what simple snacks they might be
prepared to buy.

Andrew Walker, Year 8.

Year 9 studies went further afield as they based their
recipe development on cookery from around the world
looking at traditions and cultures from abroad as well as
at home.
Food and nutrition as a GCSE option in Years 10 and 1 1
successfully continued with frequent wonderful smells of
super tasting dishes drifting from the room.
S. Spittle/J. Davies

GEOGRAPHY DEPT.

HORTICU LTURE DEPT.
Sibford's Horticulture Department has had a very
productive year. The Walled Garden, which is the hub of
the Horticultural Department, is now starting to look well
established only nine years after being totally redesigned
and replanted.
It looked at its best for Open Day in June when the roses
and herbaceous borders were in full bloom. We enjoyed
showing many enthusiastic visitors around the gardens
during the summer months.
This autumn's harvest has brought us a bumper crop of
vegetables with enormous pumpkins weighing in at 29
kgs (4.5 stones) along with carrots, parsnips and onions

New carpet in Room 4 has certainly made for a pleasant
environment in which to teach. I am also indebted to
Andrew Chowne for his gift of a map chest. The students
in the lower school continue to enjoy the newly acquired
"Key Geography" while the present Year 11 have been
investigating the impact of tourism on Broadway. One of
the most interesting pieces of fieldwork promises to be on
the various methods of disposing of sludge i.e. human
waste !
Brian Holliday,
Head of Geography.

HISTORY DEPT.
James Tipper and Simon Mills (Year 12) with the giant
pumpkins.

OUR ROMAN DAY

It all started at about 9.00 a.m. when we got on the coach,
glad to get away from school for the day.
We spent about 1'12 to 2 hours on the coach before we
reached Wall, which was a Roman staging post on the
highway. It is in ruins now, but there is a small museum
where you can listen to a tape telling you about the sights.
The writing in the museum is large , so there's no problem
reading it. It's a great place to go and ,he gift shop was
good too.
After about 90 minutes we had to get back on the coach to
travel to Wroxeter, a Roman city. It took nearly 2 hours to
get there but it was all worth it. Even though it's all in
ruins now it still looks good. At one end of the site there
was a building where you
could try on some Roman
armour, build a house or
see how the Romans
cooked, all great fun.
Outside there was a tower
from which you could
look over the whole site.
The
was
museum
excellent and again I
could read everything
easily.

which would qualify for a prize in an oversized vegetable
show. Year 11 students harvested the produce from their
vegetable plots and struggled home on buses and trains
for their first exeat with polythene bags bursting at the
seams with their vegetables.
Following the school's tradition for tree planting, the sixth
form
Diploma
students embarked
upon a Tree Planting
Scheme
on
the
school's playing fields
in November last year.
They instructed Year 7
in
the
students
planting o f 4 0 native
trees,
jointly
to
celebrate the Queens
40th Anniversary of
her ascension to the
throne and Sibford's
150th Anniversary.
sixth
same
The
formers spent a period
of three weeks in
March
on
Work
Experience.

Then we had our lunch
hour, one of the best parts
of the whole day. We set
off for home at about 4.00

Charles Good meeting a
Roman cook at
Wroxeter.

Tom Eadie, Head Boy, with ewe
and the quadruplets.

Placements included
w o rking in garden
centres, nurseries and
on farms. Tom Eadie,
our present Head Boy,
spent a successful
p eriod of time a t
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Hornton Grounds Farm in their lambing unit. On my first
visit there I found him lambing a ewe who produced
quads; what an experience for him! !
In July all of the Year 10, 11, 12 and 13 Horticulture
students went to the Royal Show at Stoneleigh to spend
the day experiencing an enormous range of exhibits at
this very important Agricultural Show. They returned to
school full of enthusiasm, having gathered pamphlets
and information on the areas within this enormous industry
which most appealed to them.
I have now returned to Sibford as a full-time member of
staff, after 4 years part-time teaching combined with my
children's pre-school years and am looking forward to
further developments in the gardens and conservation
areas of the school.
Angy Bovill
Head of Horticulture

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Information Technology continues to develop at a fast
pace within the school, reflecting the breakneck speed
with which technological change is affecting society at
large. The great innovation this year of course is the
opening of the Business Centre, but improvements have
occu rred on other fronts too.
The word-processing base in the Library now has nine
word-processors on continuous open access to pupils
and the school network has expanded to ten stations.
It is a measure of the speed of change that by Christmas
we will have installed a 500 megabyte hard disc on the
network to replace the current 45 megabyte disc. The
network will also shortly have a laser printer.
This year, for the first time, Year 10 students are following
a specific LT. course - " shadowing" a National Curriculum
short course. We continue to embrace change in order to
exploit its educational opportunities.
Simon Horsley
Head of LT.

INTEGRATED H U MANITIES
In search of family

What is a FAMILY? This is one of the questions posed to
pupils in the Family module of the integrated Humanities
GCSE Course. What we discovered was that in the 1990's
there are many varied and acceptable versions as to what
constitutes a family unit.
Our trip, on a fine Autumnal day, was in quest of a
different style of family life. At the Camphill Village
C o m m u n i t y in N e w h a m - O n - S e v e r n we visited a
community for mentally handicapped adults. It was a
community that stressed the importance of being a
community that deals with handicapped people and those
with special needs, but stresses that they are not for the
handicapped. We all had many questions about how they
lived and worked together, reflecting on the fact that we
too are in a community that shares these two spheres of
life. What we also had in common was a spiritual ideal
that supported our community life.
After a brief introduction we were divided into smaller
groups to view the workshops. The workshops included
agriculture, horticulture, pottery, basketry, woodwork and
various other craft skills. We were impressed to find out
how important the production of their products was to the
funding of the community. But what was even more
enlightening and even a little u n-nerving was that on first
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entering the workshops it proved difficult to distinguish
between the helper and the helped.
Our guide lived with his young family in a house in the
grounds and they had /ieveral mentally handicapped adults
living with them. Almost all of the co-workers and their
families lived and worked side-by-side in a way that
fostered mutual help and understanding. Their way of
living offered a dignified and human way of living for the
handicapped.
At the end of the tour we were graciously invited into one
of the co-workers' homes for coffee, biscuits and a question
and answer session. All of us had been impressed by the
strong sense of calm rhythm and seemingly harmonious
atmosphere, so we were interested to hear about the
struggles and tremendous demands on those involved in
such a committed way of life. It was of particular interest
to the pupils to hear about how the children of the co
workers responded to such an unusual family life.
Our lives were enhanced by this brief visit to the Camphill
Village as well as our ideas about family life being
broadened. To see mentally handicapped adults treated
as individuals in a family based community challenged
many of our assumptions and perhaps helped us all to
reflect on the importance of the family structure today.
M. Guy

MATHEMATICS DE PARTMENT
"Why do we do maths?" is a frequent question in a lesson
especially when pupils are tired and u nwilling to work.
Why Do Maths?

The main reasons for studying maths are that it is
interesting and enjoyable. People like its challenge, its
clarity, and the fact that you know when you are right.
Solving a problem is both exciting and satisfying.
Mathematics is about pattern and structure; it is about
logical analysis, deduction and calculation within these
patterns and structures. When patterns are found, often in
widely different areas of science and technology, the
mathematics of these patterns can be used to explain and
control natural happenings and situations. Mathematics
has a pervasive influence on our everyday lives, and
contributes to the wealth of the country.
The Importance of Mathematics

The use of arithmetic and the display of information by
means of graphs, are an everyday commonplace. These
are elementary aspects of mathematics. Advanced
mathematics is widely used, but often in an u nseen and
u nadvertised way.
The mathematics of error-correcting codes is applied to
CD players and computers. The stunning pictures of
faraway planets sent by Voyager 11 could not have had
their crispness and quality without such mathematics.
Voyager's journey to the planets could not have been
calculated without using the mathematics of differential
equations.
Whenever advances are made with supercomputers, there
has to be a mathematical theory which instructs the
computer about what is to be done, so allowing it to apply
its capacity for speed and accuracy.
The development of computers was initiated in this country
by mathematicians and logicians, who continue to make
important contributions to the theory of computer science.
The next generation of software requ ires the latest
methods from what is called category theory, a theory of
mathematical structures which has given new perspectives

to the foundations of mathematics, logic and computer
science.
The physical sciences (chemistry, physics, oceanography,
astronomy) require mathematics for the development of
their theories. In ecology, mathematics is used when
studying the laws of population change. Statistics provides
the theory and methodology for the analysis of wide
varieties of data. Statistics is also essential in medicine,
for analysing data on the causes of illness and on the
utility of new drugs.
Travel by plane would not be possible without the
mathematics of airflow and of control systems.
Body scanners are the expression of subtle mathematics,
discovered in the 19th century, which makes it possible to
construct an image of the inside of an object using
information on a number of single x-ray views of it. Thus
mathematics is often involved in matters of life and death.

Spring Term 1 993

Sat 30 Jan.

Banbury Musician of the Year competition:
heats for string players (2 1 competitors) ,
woodwind and brass (21 competitors) and
piano (22).

Tues 9 Feb.

Party of 53 pupils, staff and parents to see
CATS at the New London Theatre, going
backstage (and under the stage!) after the
performance.

Sat 6 March

Banbury Musician of the Year competition:
26 finalists, in two age groups, compete
for the coveted title "Banbury Musician of
the Year. "

Fri 26 March

First full-cast rehearsal of "Brilliant the
Dinosaur. "

These applications have in many cases developed from
the study of general ideas: numbers, symmetry, area and
volume, rate of change, shape, dimension, randomness
and many others.

Tues 11 May

The study of mathematics can satisfy a wide range of
interests and abilities. It trains the mind in clear and
logical thought. It is a challenge which offers a variety of
difficult ideas and unsolved problems because it deals
with questions arising from complicated structures.

Thurs 10 June Richard Stilgoe makes his first visit to
Sibford for rehearsals with dinosaur choir,
small choir and soloists.

Yet it also has a continuing drive towards simplifications,
to finding the right concepts and methods to making
difficult things easy, to explaining why a situation must
be as it is. In so doing, it develops a range of language
and insights. These can be applied to increase our
understanding and appreciation of the world, and our
ability to find and make our way in it.
Andrew Chowne
Head of Mathematics

Summer Term 1993.

Thurs 1 July

Evening technical rehearsal, full cast plus
orchestra, with Richard Stilgoe.

Fri 2 July

Small choir perform a selection of show
songs at Hook Norton Primary School.

Mon 5 July

Dress rehearsal with an a udience of
around one h undred.

Tuesday to
Thursday

Performances of "Brilliant the Dinosaur"
to full houses each evening.

Tues 6 July

Sixth Form catering team pick and prepare
70lbs o f strawberries for sale at the
evening performance.

DIARY OF M USIC

"Estuary Tidings " goes on sale and the
Clademouth Choral Society makes its
debut performance.

Autumn Term 1992.

Wed 9 Sept.

Richard Stilgoe accepts the invitation to
con duct h is m usical "Brillian t the
Dinosaur" at the end of su m mer term.

Mon 28 Sept.

L unch - h o u r recita l g iven by To n y
Chapman, clarinet, and Eleanor Matthews,
piano.

Thurs 8 Oct.

Lunch-hour recital given by senior pupils.

Thurs 15 Oct.

Concert at St. Olave's Church, City of
London; a programme of chamber works
by Corelli, Boismortier, Handel, Woodcock
and Hargrave.

Sat 21 Nov.

Musical presentation to General Meeting.

Sat 5 Dec.

Concert by the A vison Band o f the
Birmingham Conservatoire.
Bach: Wedding Cantata, Cantata Es ist
genung.
Hadyn: Cello Concerto in C major - CIa ire
Spencer Smith, cello.
Mozart: Clarinet Concerto in A major Rela Spyrou, clarinet.

Mon 7 Dec.

Choral Society Concert at A ll Saints
Convent, Oxford: a programme of Baroque
instrumental works and Christmas choral
m usic.

Thur 10 Dec.

Sibford Carol Service.

Thirty pupils from Sibford Gower Primary
School begin regular visits to rehearse
"Brilliant".

Wed 7 July

Strawberry and cream tea for the full cast.

Fri 9 July

Parents, pupils and staff help strike the
s e t a n d return th e Hill b u ilding to
normality.
Mark Paine
Director of Music.

ORCHARD CLOSE 92-93
The size and number of the pupils in O.C. in September
seemed very small after our bumper crop had graduated
in July 92. Upstairs, the numbers were boosted by some
year 7 boarders, so we did not lose contact with them ...
Our Victorian theme in the autumn term involved many
activities as well as regular class work. We had a Victorian
schoolday when everyone dressed up suitably and we
teachers found out what it was like to teach perfectly
biddable children who addressed us respectfully as Ma'm
and did not speak until spoken to!
We also visited the Black Country Museum where everyone
donned hard hats to go down a coalmine and find out
what life was like for children who didn't have the luxury
of going to school. We finished the term with a Victorian
evening, with parents invited to dress up and enjoy the
spectacle of their children reciting,with mince pies and
carols round the Christmas tree to end the evening.
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on the stepping stones, climbing the steep hills and
discovering the springs of this beautiful area.
Our trip finished with a barbecue at the Brooker-Careys'
house, on a day that turned out to be ideally sunny and
warm.
Theatre trips have included 'Alice in Wonderland', a
production using people and puppets.

Victorian Lessons - Clare Hardwick
We came right up to date in the spring term, with a theme
of Structures and Materials. Marvellous if messy structures
appeared, from the basic pyramid to a range of devices to
control the flow of water. Although this flow was not
always successfully controlled, the importance of
improving design through failure in problem-solving was
a lesson learnt by all the designers.
Famous structures of the past and present were also
studied, as well as more homely but no less important
articles that we use every day.

Delinquents rule - Comic Relief '93
Over the year, Orchard Close pupils have taken part in the
many activities organised by the school, have featured in
school sports teams, learnt to play a variety of musical
instruments and to sing in the choral society, and of
course, every child took part in 'Brilliant the Dinosaur'. By
the end of the term snatches of the songs punctuated
every day as the pre-performance excitement mounted.

The original chocolate hunters - Adam, Abigail,
Rebecca, Giles - Cadbury's World
Our major outing this term was to Cadbury's World.
Enveloped in the scent of chocolate, we went through the
history and manufacturing processes used then and now,
and came away with bulging goody bags !
In the summer term we studied water in all its forms,
which neatly followed the water devices of the spring.
This topic is rich in material for cross-curricular studies,
both practical and more formal. We studied our local
water sources and how our streams develop into rivers
leading eventually to the sea, with all the associated
industries and activities.
Groups visited farms and mills and streams, met curious
cows, collected creatures in jam-jars and lost wellies in
the mud. We were given a tank full of frog spawn, some of
which reached maturity as frogs. There was also a day in
Stratford, with a boat trip up and down the Avon, a
crossing on the chain ferry and some hands-on study of
how lock gates work.
Year 6 children spent several days based at Matlock Youth
Hostel. From there we went to Alton Towers, where the
thrills of the rides were accompanied by the study of the
effect of constant rain on teachers. On our last day we
visited Dovedale, following the stream, paddling, crossing
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This year we have started the year with 41 students,
several from homes as far away as Hong Kong and Geneva.
There have been many changes, in the house as well as
the classroom. Everyone was sorry to see the Spring
family leave the house that they had established four
years ago - but they haven't gone far, only across the
drive to Penn House. In their place, we all welcome
Elizabeth Young, her husband Pete and their daughters
Bethan and Tamsin. Liz, of course, has been teaching in
Orchard Close for two years, so is well initiated into our
ethos. In the classroom, we have Gail Mills, bringing a
breath of fresh air into the lessons. This term we are
working on a theme of animals, with many activities
planned for our flourishing department.
Mary Bennett

RELIGIOUS STU DIES
1993 has been a year of change in the Religious Studies
Department at Sibford - with the departure, after 13 years
as head of department, of Lisa Chowne, and my arrival.
Lisa leaves Sibford School with a strong and progressive
understanding of Religious Studies and the contribution
it can make to the School's Quaker ethos, and leaves the
subject with a secure and well-earned place in the School's
curriculum. The success of pupils taking Religious Studies
GCSE this Summer - with a 100% pass rate, over 68% of
which was in the A-C band - is testimony to much hard
work on her part.
As far as the future of Religious Studies at Sibford is
concerned, I hope to build on the strengths of the forward
looking syllabus which Lisa has developed. In particular, I
would like to provide Sibford with a syllabus with a strong

Quaker subtext, which emphasises both the virtues of
tolerance and empathy and the Quaker u nderstanding of
faith as a dynamic force which can inspire individuals to .
transform society.
Michael Burke

Sp.L.D. DEPARTMENT
January 1993 brought a new sparkle to the department
with the arrival of Petrina Lawler, our resident student
from Canberra.
Still in the depths of winter, we were delighted to have
new sun blinds fitted, thanks to money raised at the FOSS
fair by selling prints generously donated by James Lithgow
Miles.
As spring approached, a party from year 10 attended a
study-skills day at Kingham Hill, together with dyslexic
pupils from other local schools.

Bart Kerswel/, Year 10, doing the same - notice the
Nepalese "memory hats"
Our long association with Evesham College has continued
with Elisabeth Escher completing her RSA Diploma Course.
She i s followed this year by mathematici an, David
Goodwin, who has already embarked upon a programme
of assessment and special help for our pupils.
Karen Turburfield

TEXTILES
At a time when most schools are dropping textiles as a
subject in its own right, here at Sibford it is becoming a
more popular examination choice, in many cases with
boys leading the way.

Felix Erskin, Year 8, practising a word in the salt tray.
Meanwhile, Year 1 1 were preparing for their GCSE exams,
to have their efforts rewarded by excellent results. We
were especially pleased this year to have our first two lap
top users typing their own papers. They themselves were
qu ick to recognise the tremendous help they had been
given in earlier years by Sue Gale, who continues to run
our occasional intensive typing courses.

For those who visited us on Open Day and had the chance
to see both the A' level and GCSE work on display in the
textiles room they will be pleased to hear that all students
attained very pleasing results.
Jenny Leathem whose stunning hand-painted silk work
was admired by many, was awarded the Dring Cup for
excellence in craft at the end of the summer term.
Wai Ming Doo who will be remembered not only for his

Sadly, in July we said au revoir to Janette Skeath who left
to take up a challenging new post at Bruern Abbey School.
This meant that we lost not only the brightness and
enthusiasm she always brought to her work, but also the
contents of her greenhouse.
In her place we welcome Lindy Harris, who, to our great
good fortune, had just moved into this area after a
distinguished career at Stubbington House.

Jonathan Phillips, Year 10, doing a memory game.

Kozo Aburagi working at his thread craft.
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original tapestry work, but for the excellent costume
designs for 'Brilliant the Dinosaur', achieved a Grade C in
his A' level. He has now returned to his new home in
Canada where he will study for a degree in Fashion and
Design. I look forward to seeing some of his illustrations
in the glossy fashion magazines of the future.

a seedy town and into Clademouth Town Hall. This was to
prepare the audience for the show. The set had been
made by Mike Spring and the 'time tunnel' was only
constructed in the afternoon of the first performance (as
the original aluminium was stolen from the factory and a
last minute delivery had to be made from Wales! ).

Following in his footsteps are Kozo Aburagi and Joseph
Paice, both in the upper sixth Form, who are both studying
GCSE Textiles, and who have been inspired by Wai Ming
to specialise in thread crafts.

Hazel Kaye organised the actors (mostly from her drama
club), who wandered about the town looking bored. People

With a very healthy examination group of 14 in Year 10
the school can look forward to shining displays of practical
work in the coming months - also to my delight Helen and
Paul Geeson have kindly agreed to put together the loom
featured in last year's magazine.
Lesley Norton
Head of Textiles

'BRI LLIANT THE DINOSAU R'
This year is going to be a quiet one' - Mark Paine, January
1993
People a rriving at Sibford for the long a wa ited
performances of 'Brilliant the Dinosaur' would have been

A tiny bit of the Dip/odocus
were surprised by children counting bricks or watching
spinning washing machines. The acting continued on
stage and in the seating to give the impression that the
world 30 years from now was 'a very boring place for
children'.

Fergus (Jeremy Thomson) reasons with Dad (Sean
Kenny)
surprised to find themselves outside the South Corridor,
where strawberries (picked that day) and cream were
being served by the Sixth Form catering group under the
guidance of Maddie Johnson. The production didn't look
promising, as signs read 'emergency lighting in Hall due
to power cuts'.
In truth, the hall had been rewired from the Oliver Studio,
so had a greater lighting potential than ever before and
the signs were to encourage the audience to read their
programmes, as this was important in setting the scene
for 'Brilliant the Dinosaur'.
The programme itself was the idea of the producer and
articles were mostly written by pupils; Sea n Kenny
arranged these and James Bond and his wife did the
typing. It was a last minute rush to get the programme to
the printers.
The pre-performance singing by the Choral Society
extended the evening, as 'Brilliant' only runs for 55 minutes
which is too short for a normal concert. The relaxed
approach enabled parents, friends and staff to catch up
on the events of the year. After the seven songs the
audience had half an hour before they needed to be
seated in the hall. The Choral Society rushed off, older
members preparing and supervising younger ones for the
musical.
Before people arrived in the hall, they had to pass slowly
through a 'time tunnel', which resembled the inside of a
dinosaur and transported everyone to July 2021, through
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95 children came on the stage towards the end of the
acting and sat on blocks. They were dressed in black and
covered in black make-up ... which didn't wash out easily
(despite promises of the suppliers) and the following day
they looked tired because their eyelids were tinged black.
Make-up was organised by Mike and Wendy Finch: they
made up the Small Choir and soloists while parents and
staff had the unenviable job of blacking the dinosaur.
The dinosaur choir started learning its music in January
during lunchtime rehearsals and class music. The Sibford
Gower Endowed Primary School taught 27 of their pupils
the music and joined Sibford School pupils for preceding
rehearsals and performances.
A weather broadcast was read (finding 'Sailing By', i.e.
the music for the broadcast, was impossible until Richard
Stilgoe said it came from a 12.04am weather report). The
Narrator (Kelly Wright, who not only narrated without an
understudy and received praises in the Sibford Scene
review, but also had many useful ideas on presenting the
show) gave a brief introduction and the orchestra played
the overture. The scripted 'Brilliant the Dinosaur' was
underway.
Describing the whole performance would be long winded,
however some aspects must be mentioned.
The orchestra composed of pupils, school instrumental
teachers, the headmaster and various connections of the
producer came together at the technical rehearsal and
played very well considering the limited orchestral
experience of some. Obtaining the instruments was not
so easy, as nine congos and four thundersheets were
hard to find.
The Small Choir's singing and dancing (choreography by
Penny Spring), especially in the 'We done a project on it'
song was very memorable. These people were Choral
Society members and singers selected from the dinosaur
on the grounds that they would have confidence to sing in
a smaller group. They practised at lunchtimes, during

tapes, at lunchtime and evening rehearsals and during
Choral Society. The music was very enjoyable to sing
even if it did test the range of most soloists! Memorable
songs were Mum (Penny Spring and Marion Paine) and
Dad's (Sean Kenny and Alex Idnurm) argument, Jessica's
(Rachael Davis and Lorna Hills) 'You must learn by heart',
Fergus's (Jeremy Thomson) 'calendar' song with the small
choir, Dad's lullaby and of course Tim's (Adam Keeling
and Neil Morris) unforgettable 'G' to bring the performance
to a close before the bows/reprises.

...

,....

..

Putting back the curtain, which had to fall dramatically
during the second hurricane.
Choral Society and in class music. They learnt very quickly
and as a result performed their numbers to Hook Norton
Primary School.
'Bri lliant' herself was the 95 chi ldren covered by
hoolahoops and a gauze, constructed by Mike Spring. The
design was deliberately simple, but still caused difficulties
in getting through doors and around bends. Other
problems were the heat, watching R i chard Stilgoe's
conducting and dying. Turning around on stage was solved
by the eyes (Duncan Carr) moving from head to tail.

A report on 'Brilliant' would be i ncomplete without a
mention of Richard Stilgoe. The composer of this musical
was very generous in coming to Sibford to rehearse and
conduct performances. Without his support the production
would have undoubtedly lost some of its sparkle and all
are grateful for his help.
Finally, none of this would have been possible without
the work of the producer, Mark Paine, who appeared to
spend 25 hours a day working on the musical. It's all very
well to hypothesise on the outcome of the production
without key individuals, but undoubtedly 'Brilliant the
Dinosaur' would have been left in the Jurassic period
without the work of Mark Paine.
Many thanks to everyone who took part and came to the
performances. Hopefully all i nvolved went away with
satisfaction and something to reflect upon from 'Brilliant
the Dinosaur'.
Alex Idnurm

The hurricane scene (which was one of the most worked
over parts of the musical) i nvolved the dinosaur leaving
the stage, the cliff falling down, the orchestra playing
frantically with all four thundersheets thundering, bits
flying down from the ceiling and lightning flashing. For
the lighting Ron Buckler and Tom Eadie brought into
proper use for the first time the school's lighting machine
to create and record the effects. Originally the plan was to
drop polystyrene from the roof but this contravened too
many regulations for it to be possible, so Erlend Webb
threw bits from the scaffolding tower where he controlled
the spotlight. The cliff (curtain) fall was easy to achieve (if
it hadn't been sewn tightly such as at the dress rehearsal)
but on following days the Maintenance Department had
to come in to lift it back up because it was so heavy.
Microphones hanging down from the ceiling and speakers
in four corners of the room made it obvious that the
sound was being amplified. Six radio microphones were
used on principals and field microphones picked up the
orchestra, di nosaur and town's children. Sound was
controlled by Chris Cox, having had some quick lessons
from Gordon Moore.
Of the 161 performers, the soloists probably worked the
hardest in preparing their parts. They learnt music in
singing lessons, on Saturday mornings, at home from

Small choir boys wearing their Dunford-Wood
technicolor ties and waistcoats.

TATVANA BU LAYEVA
Sibford School welcomed Tatyana Bulayeva, a Deputy
Head from Lithuania, for a four day visit in April/May
1993.
Three years ago when I for the first time had the pleasure
of visiting England with a party of students from Vilnius
(Lithuania) 59th Secondary School, I just could not think
that I would be given the opportunity to see your lovely
country once again.
The recent years in Lithuania, a small Baltic state with a
population of 3.7 million, were years of exciting changes
and reforms. Even the economic and financial problems
and hardships that we suffer at present cannot detract
from the proud and joyful feelings of freedom that we
have acquired, freedom to speak, freedom to travel,
freedom to do what we Lithuanians think appropriate and
all the other things that we have for so long been deprived
of. It is a feeling that gives us all the strength to face our
difficulties and the optimism to cope with them in the
near future.

Soloists rehearse.

Li thuanian education is undergoing a lot of changes now.
A new national curriculum has been introduced to our
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Schools. There are many things that we have to learn to
do. That is why we were so pleased to get an invitation
from the Secondary Heads Association for a party of 5
Lithuanians to visit the U.K. We are very grateful to
members of Rotary Clubs who paid for our travel. We
express our sincere gratitude for a very warm welcome to
the heads of all the schools we have visited during our 3
week stay. It was extremely interesting and very useful to
learn how the national curriculum works in this country,
and how the teachers deal with the new system of key
stage testing.
Having visited schools in Liverpool and Huntingdon, and
now being at Sibford School, I understand what a great
variety of schools there are in the country. But unlike ours
they are well equipped and provide well for the developing
of all the talents of the students. We hope that very soon
our schools will no longer suffer shortages of textbooks
and technical aids and that we won't have to work in two
shifts, having enough schools for all pup i ls. Our
government has urgent problems to solve: firstly the
control of inflation, and improving the well-being of the

people whose life is on the edge of poverty. Teachers
especially now need to work very hard to give the next
generation a high quality education for the future of our
country.
This visit has been very useful in many respects. It has
not only acquainted us with how schools are run, how
teachers are trained, how parents and local communities
participate, but it has also given us new ideas, set good
examples of what should be done to improve education in
Lithuania.
I shall never forget the hospitality of the host families, and
the eagerness of teachers, Deputy Heads and Heads to
share with us their experiences. I shall bring home as
most precious feelings: the peace of mind and a renewed
sense of purpose for living that I experienced at the Quaker
Meetings, the feeling of oneness with all the kind people I
have met travelling across the country; for we all have the
same aim - striving for perfection.
Tatyana Bulayeva
Assistant Head of Vilnius Secondary School No. 59

OUT AND ABOUT
ACTIVITIES WEEK.
In the last week but one of the summer term a coach full of
years 7 and 8, and staff, took to the highroad in driving
rain in search of sun, sea, sand and surf as well as activities
week. This year it was in the Dordogne region of France.
We arrived at the centre at lunchtime the next day, tired
after a night's driving, hot but excited from the heat. Most
people had already changed into shorts on the journey
down, there had only been a few brave enough to travel
from England in shorts.
The centre was perfect; it had been a small French hamlet

that had been taken over and converted to take groups of
children for an activities holiday. And activities is what the
children, and staff, got. That very afternoon the archery
and shooting competitions were underway, explorations
of the site were made and a ni ght walk planned.
Anticipation of the next week did not help the children
settle that night and a lot of bleary eyes were around the
next morning.
Most of the week was centered on a lake about 15 minutes
drive from the centre. This was a wonderful place for
learning and picking up the skills needed for windsurfing,
topper sailing, raft building, canoeing, kayaking and
keeping dry. Every day was hot and suntan oil was
splashed liberally everywhere.
One day was spent away from the lake and that was the
rockclimbing and town exploring day. In the morning one
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THE FOOD SHOW TRIP
The first thing which we did was to visit the box office for
the British Gas Celebrity kitchen. We were told that all the
tickets were sold out. But this didn't matter because we
found out that both Sainsburys and Tesco were doing
kitchen demonstrations which we saw later on in the
show. We then started the endless tour of the stalls and
companies and at every stall we tested new produce and
of course it all tasted wonderful. I went on collecting
plenty of recipe booklets and books, My favourite stands
were the fish and chip stand because they gave out free
fish and chips, the Indian cookery stand because of their
lovely new spicy treats and the Aga Cookers stand because
I am very interested in their cookers and I found out a lot
about how they work. The best presented stand, in my
opinion was the Sainsbury's Masterchef and Books stand.
Their demonstrations were wonderful and they were done
in such a professional and understanding way.
group went rockclimbing and the others went souvenir
hunting and then in the afternoon they swapped over. The
rockclimbing will be remembered by ali i think, as a great
many people reached new heights with themselves. No
pun intended there!
The food was excellent and making your packed lunch in
the morning from half a baguette was a challenge in itself.
The children got a lot from the large number of very
friendly staff and judging by the tears from both the
children and instructors on leaving the village a fantastic
week was had by all.
PS. The baseball caps and T-shirts were bought, books
were written, but I am still waiting for the video to be
released. The director is a very difficult man to get hold
of! !

Later in the day, Mr Ken Holm was signing his cookery
books, and as I am a fan of his, I brought his latest book
and he signed it for me, which I shall treasure for the rest
of my life! We then went to the Tesco demonstration
kitchen, where they demonstrated new equipment and
many recipes, and I eventually enjoyed the demonstrations
which were on offer. After staying there for about three
quarters of an hour we went to the leisure stand to see
Michael Barry demonstrate his recipes for Christmas, in
his own humorous and professional way.
Our trip to the 'Good Food' show was wonderful in
everyway and I shall have to go again next year. All of us
would like to thank Mrs Davies for taking us on a wonderful
day out.
Adrian Douglas Year 1 1

PPS. A big thank you, of course, to Andy Newbold and all
involved in making it happen.
Gideon Hedley.

B. B.C.2 GOOD FOOD SHOW OUTING ON
THURSDAY 1 2TH NOVEMBER
The Food Show was held a t Birmingham N.E.C. a s i t is
every year. About forty of us went by coach from Sibford;
Mrs Davies' home economics group, Mr Hedley's C.D.T.
group and the E.F.L. unit. We arrived at the N.E.C. at 10.30
am, an hour and a half after leaving school. We ate a
hurried packed lunch, and then made our way through the
station to the hall where the show was being held.
We arranged to meet up again at 3.30 pm and one by one,
disappeared into the writhing mass of crowds and the
maze of stalls. It was something of a challenge not to get
lost in the massive hall, let alone actually fight the crowds
and get where you wanted to go.
I think we managed to see all the stalls, although not
being fans of self torture, we avoided the wine department.
We collected bags full of leaflets and freebies and tasted
numerous testers. At one stage we were given a pint of
free frozen yoghurt. We managed to grab a space on the
floor, out of the way of the feet and eat it. After that we felt
thoroughly sick and went to look for more testers. These
included ice cream, yoghurt, biscuits, bread, cheese, juice
and soda stream.

BUNGEE-J U M PING - liTHE U LTIMATE
ADRENALlN EXPERIENCE"
Event: 150 ft Bungee jump into the sea
Place: A yia Napa, Cyprus
Date: A ugust 1993
Motivation: Obviously compelled by too much sun (or
lager!)

There were lots of well known shops which had set up
stalls and companies trying to promote their machinery.
There were recycling units and people selling products
only remotely connected with food. We finally left about
4.00 pm after a quick trip to the photo booth.

Initially I just stood watching other mad jumpers have the
ropes attached to their feet whilst they were on the ground
bounce towards the cage and be lifted up into the air for
150 feet - then lemming-like, hurl themselves off into
oblivion, held only by a wing and a prayer - oh yes and a
bungee cord although the likelihood of that saving you
from impending doom seems minimal.

Naomi Cordiner Year 11

Gradually I became braver and bringing out my flexible
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the Australian who I had stopped listening to 149 feet ago.
The air had cooled, I could see all of Cyprus and little ants
whom I assumed were my friends, by now fighting over
who would have my bed space in the apartment, who
would have my sun lounger in prime position by the pool
and happily dividing up my share of the holiday kitty,
looking up expectantly at me having already said our
goodbyes.
We stopped suddenly. Silence. Panic. Help. I can't do it.
I've paid. I can't go down now - think of the shame. What
would my mother say? Who will look after the cat?
It was a very, very long way down. The ocean was a large
blue dot. The gate was opened in the cage. I curled my
toes over the edge and stood. My mind now a blank. I
can't do it. From here in you'll have to use your imagination
because it's unprintable. I wished I could become a
gibbering wreck, at least I'd know that I hadn't lost my
voice.

friend coughed up the money to do this irrational act
myself. Now there was no turning back.
The terror had begun - with sweaty palms I signed the
Visa ticket. With trembling voice I asked about the safety
aspect - "Oh you're adequately insured", came back the
reassuring reply. Having previously heard about a poor
soul who jumped in Britain without checking to see his
cord was attached, I was less than excited by the
encouragement.
5 people before me. 5 sad people with a death wish? 5
maniacs? 5 very sane people with a desire to hurl
themselves off a very high platform for the fun of it? (5
teachers knowing the start of another term is nearly upon
them ! )
I watched 9ft 10inch 30stone hulks o f men reduced to
gibbering, screaming wrecks as they leaped off the
platform crashing into the water and then being saved
miraculously from certain death by the sudden tightening
of the cord, being plucked by a mysterious force and
launched back into the air only to bounce around like a yo
yo out of control until coming to a sudden, triumphant
stop. Then yelling and whooping for joy like the macho
heroes they really were ! !
As I bounced across to the cage my feet now having been
tied together, the Australian Bungee operators tried to
make me feel relaxed (no chancel.
"Are you an aerobics instructor?" (Athletic physique and
obvious lack of anything between the ears?) "Yes", I
replied (anything to shut them up) "Done this before?"
"No" (Do you really think I would be stupid enough to do
it again?)
"Great weather isn't it?"
"Mmm" (Why does he keep talking to me when he can
see I can't speak? Does he have a death wish?)
With two stamps on my hand Air Mail and Rush I was
away being lifted higher and higher and higher and higher.
Everything became silent apart from the inane chatter of
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Something propelled me over the edge head first into the
silent, blue oblivion (and no it wasn't the poor Australian
who thought I had been struck dumb). I fell, free fall down
and down and down with no thought other than, 'isn't it a
long way to the sea.' This lasted around 10 minutes.
Suspended animation - free fall, nothing holding me, no
tight rope. Where's the sea I thought, then it was there. I
went head and arms completely into the great blue
paddling pool to await hitting the bottom of the 15ft
shallow water, head stuck in the sand like a stranded
(drowning) ostrich. But no, what's this, I'm going up like a
rocket, '' I'm alive ! " Euphoria engulfed me. Absolute
ecstasy. I began to shout very loudly from my puppet
string as the puppetier bounced me up and down and I
waved my arms wildly as though I had just scored the
winner for England in the World Cup (yes indeed you are
propelled into a world of fantasy).
Unattached, I staggered back (legs shaking) to the group
and received my T shirt, my certificate and my well earned
beer to calm the nerves.
It is certainly the 'Ultimate Adrenalin Experience' worth
doing again and again if everyone around you can put up
with the unbearable bragging ......
Been there, done that, got the T shirt !
Tracy Knowles

CHILDREN'S CAM P
'Children's Camp' this year took place between the 12th
and 16th July, the first week of the Summer holidays.
Twenty pupils from years 1 1, 12 and 13 had put their
names down to help. We arrived at Sibford on the Sunday
night and spent some time with the teachers discussing
plans for the coming week.
The next morning, before the children arrived was spent

students, Chr i s Legg,
Tab i t ha W e s t ,
Rupert
Silman, James Tipper, with
Hannah Ford representing
Year 10.

The
Coast to
Coast
Walk

The walk took us two weeks
and by day nine we were in
the Lake District, which was
really good - very different
from where we had begun.
The events of day nine are
a good sample of our walk.
We set off that day for a
place called Patterdale and
the first obstacle which was
aptly named Helvellyn. It
�ok abo� fuur hou� �
reach the foot of t h e
m o unta i n and then a n
hour's cli m b t o t h e top
where it was really cold and
the wind was very strong.
We ate our lunch in the
shelter of a wall in the shape
of a cross.
We then walked along to

/sobe/ Tay/or and Sally Travers, Year 7 7, with some of
the children.
preparing rooms and sorting out sleeping arrangem ents.
The m i nibuses arrived about lunchtime and Fielding House
seemed to come alive. Each pupil paired up with a child
from either Phoenix or Stormont House school.
During the week there were many outings and activities
to be enjoyed by both pupils and children alike. The staff
were there too, to give a helping hand. It was a great
responsibility to have a child to look after. It was a
demanding, yet rewarding experience which required a
lot of thought and patience.

The start on the East Coast.

There were trips out by m inibus to the Cotswold Wildlife
Park, a farm, horse riding, kite flying and many others.
The children had lessons, taken by their teachers twice
daily, which gave us a break. When the children went to
bed each night, we had a chance to discuss any problems
or points of interest with their teachers.
By the end of the week everyone was tired out. However,
we were sad to see the children go and Fielding seemed
empty without them. I will certainly not forget Children's
Camp for a long time and I don't suppose the children will
either.
Naomi Cordiner, Year 1 1

T H E COAST T O COAST WALK.
Andy Newbold and his intrepid family set out on the
Coast to Coast Walk this sum mer with some of Sibford's
hardy outdoor types . .....
The Coast to Coast Walk was originally worked out by a
man called Wainwright and the route that most people
follow today is generally thought of as Wainwright's classic
Coast to Coast original.
Follow Wainwright and you are taken right across northern
England for 190 miles. Most walkers tackle it from west to
east, but we did it from east to west, Robin Hood's Bay to
St. Bees. There were nine of us altogether: Andy and Gill
Newbold; their sons, Tim and Peter; and four Year 1 1

Striding Edge
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The top of Kidsty Pike
In addition to the usual British Red Cross Youth First Aid
course run for the service section, we also attended a Fire
Service course at Banbury Fire Station as well as learning
about the theory of fire fighting and fire safety in the
home: participants had a chance to climb ladders, use
high-pressure hoses and put out fires using extinguishers.

l
,

The usual practice and assessment expeditions were
held for Bronze on the Ridgeway near Avebury and in the
Peak District, respectively.
Silver

The top of Haystacks
the best view and eventually set off down towards our
night stop at the youth hostel. We were glad when we
arrived and we all collapsed, but we really enjoyed the
two weeks.
James Tipper and Tabitha West

D UKE OF EDINBURG H'S AWARD
The Duke of Edinburgh's Award scheme has continued to
flourish at Sibford this year with twenty-two new entrants
at Bronze level and eight from last year going on to Silver.
Bronze

A wide range of activities have been undertaken for the
skills and physical recreation sections of the award. This
year these have included Rugby, Hockey, Horse Riding,
Orienteering, Squash and Dance as physical recreation
and Art, Drama, Computing, Horse Care, Shooting, Music,
Cookery and Fishing as skills.

For the Service section 3 pupils attended an intensive
three-day First Aid Course at the school during the
Christmas holidays, along with several of our resident
students and full-time staff.
Others chose to take the Bronze Medallion life-saving
instead.
Expeditions were held at Easter in the Forest of Dean and
then during the Summer in the New Forest. I think that
those involved were surprised how difficult navigation
through woodland can be. However, success on this
venture and mixing with participants in the award scheme
from all over Oxfordshire will hopefully encourage many
of our pupils to go on to Gold, as it did last year.
Andy Newbold

SAI LING
The sailing club has now moved from Banbury to Oxford.
We now sail at Farmoor Reservoir and use the Oxford and
District School Sailing Association boats.
We now have available:
6 Alpha Dinghies
6 Other dinghies
5 Enterprise dinghies

i
,

16 Topper dinghies
4 Wayfarer dinghies
1 Rowing boat
1 Junneau Safety boat
2 4m Dory Safety boats (25hp engines)
Teaching area with blackboard, slides or video
Changing rooms with showers, use of Oxford club room
Life jackets and buoyancy aids
You would expect that this would cost more than Banbury
- but it doesn't ! It only costs £55 a year as opposed to
£200.
Please see me if you would like to join the sailing club.

Silver Assessment Expedition in the New Forest.

Andrew Chowne

SIBFORD VI LLAGE CRICKET
After many years of playing cricket for the village team,
two members of the school community, Roger and Phillip
Gilbert, won winners medals this summer.
Sibford played neighbours Tysoe in the final of the George
Clark Cup on September 4th. and won with a couple of
overs to spare. Both men have worked at the school for
years, providing sterling service, and Phillip even tends
the wicket. To add to the occasion it was an Old Scholar,
Nigel Fletcher, who hit the winning runs for the Sibford
team.

had a guided tour around it. It is a very significant building
since George Fox lived here and for many years it was the
headquarters of Quakerism.
The whole weekend was exciting if tiring, but most of all it
was fun and very enjoyable to meet other young Quakers
and hear their views on many different topics in the
world. I came back to school with many new ideas and
ideals, not to mention now knowing much more about the
"founding" of Quakerism.
Peter Mace, Year 12.

Congratulations to the Gilbert brothers and to all the
team.

THE SOUTHERN SCHOOLS QUAKER
PILGRI MAGE 1 993.
After waiting 26 years, Stuart Hedley left both Lister Boys
and the COT Dept in capable hands and set off north with
several Sibford sixth formers for this year's Fox Trot.
Here, one of them tells the story......
.

The Quaker Pilgrimage takes place once a year for us and
it is a great chance to learn more about the roots of
Quakerism and George Fox. The Fox Trot this year was
brilliant and even though I have nothing to compare it to,
for me it was great fun. I made lots of friends from the
other southern Quaker schools and the one in northern
Ireland.
Over the four days we covered most of Fox's route to
Swarthmoor Hall and as we got to each place we were
told that part of the story by Kenneth Greaves, our guide,
and ex-Sibford Headmaster no less.
After the long and cramped journey in Sidcot School's
minibus on the Friday, we were told the first part of the
story by Ken before climbing Pendle Hill, where Fox had
his vision of the Westmorland Seekers "a great people
waiting to be gathered."
Once down, we headed for our place of rest, the Yealand
Old School House, which was dark and warm when we
arrived. The first thing we did was head for the kitchen to
make ourselves a lovely warm cup of tea! Very welcome.
We got to know the people from the other schools we
hadn't met already and that night we fell asleep very fast.
Saturday morning we went to Brigflatts which Fox visited
and where there now stands a very lovely meeting house,
not much added to over the years. Here we heard the next
part of the story and had tea with the local Quakers before
we went on to Firbank Fell, where Fox addressed 1,000
people. We moved on to the impressive meeting house in
Kendal, where Fox had also stopped.
The next day, Sunday, we went to a full meeting for
worship at Swarthmoor Meeting where the local Friends
were very pleased to see us. We went on to the Hall and

On Firbank Fell.

Inside Brigflatts meeting house.

THE INTERNATIONAL CONNECTION.
Like so many British schools, Sibford has a large
intercontinental dimension to its student body, pupils
studying here from all over the world and British students
whose families live and work all over the world. Just one
look at the international flight tickets purchased by the
Bursar's office at the end of each term proves the point!
Each term we host a German student from the
Odenwaldschule and as we go to press Nils Kaessens is
with us as their representative. One thing Nils says that's

Back, from left: Nils Kaessons and Kate Deacon, front,
from left: Kristian Troalic, Kristoffer {Jiestad and Simon
Mills.
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Back left: Sagar Shah, right: Fabian Col/is; front left
Ghasson Jaber, right: Nken Igwebe.

Chaiwat Luangkamthorn.

different is the starting time for school. He's used to a 7.30
a.m start! Amon al-Marhouq, whose name has all the
sounds of Iraq in its form, will be spending time there as
our representative.
In Fielding this year we have Simon Mills who joins his
friend James Parker from the International School in
Geneva. Both are bi-lingual in French and English, an
increasingly useful skill in these days of the European
Community.
A real European with international connections is Kristoffer
0iestad who h ails from Oslo, in Norway. At age 4 his
family moved to Kenya and it was there that Kristoffer
first began to learn English with an American accent ! At
age 10 he returned to Norway to experience great difficulty
learning his native tongue. All this ended when the family
moved to Saudi Arabia where Kristoffer's dyslexia was
discovered, so he transferred to the Gstaad International
School, Switzerland, where h e
was one o f a total o f only 12
students. It was from there,
and now speaking French, that
Kris came to Sibford in 1992.
What a saga of international
travel for a modern day Viking!
His next step is to properly
learn Norwegian.
Lorna Hills in Year 11 is an
English girl whose family live
and work in Riyadh, in Saudi
Arabia, and she flies there and
back t h re e t i m e s a y e a r .
Lorna's account o f h e r times
in Saudi concentrate on the
swimming pool and the parties
she and all the other ex-pat

Sophia Chou and Eisa Kwong with Artur Glover.
African contingent at Sibford. One thing Ghasson says he
misses is being able to drive his own car and Nkem
honestly reports that compared to Nigerians most Brits
are "all closed up." Food for thought there.
Kristian Troalic looks to have a very foreign name, but in
fact comes from Jersey. Kristian can rightly claim, in
some respects, to be an international student at Sibford
because Jersey has its own Parliament and the Jersais
are not British. The Queen is only recognised by them as
the Duke of Normandy (not the Duchess.)
Kate Deacon is from Dublin while Clara O'Neill is from an
Irish family living in Moscow, no less. Chris and Katy
Harper can now fly off to California where their dad works
while Amy and Andrew Gunnett fly off to Prague in the

Meassum Hassan.
students t h row ! S h e
certainly enjoys t h e
climate and describes life
there as "laid back and
fun loving."

John Chuang.
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Jonat h a n Snow and
Fabian Collis come to
Sibford from Gambia and
Kenya respectively and
together with Gh asson
Jaber (Gambia), Sagar
S h a h (Kenya), Mitchell
Henson (Zimbabwe) and
Nkem I gwebe (who was
born in t h e US but is
Nigerian)
form
the

The internationals of years 5 and 6 with their classmates
of O. C.

Some of the Far Eastern students together.
quite difficult to study in another country, but if you do
overcome those problems like me you will find it is quite a
lot of fun looking after each other."
Just to i nject a note of r e a l i s m into not i ons of
intercontinental travel, Jennifer Chou from Taiwan writes
of the boredom of a 14 hour flight. "It's best just to go to
sleep," she recommends.

Clara O'Neill with Chris Harper, front left and Lama
Hills, right.
Czech Republic at the end of each term being lucky enough
to live in one of Europe's best preserved medieval cities.
Meassum Hassan comes from Karachi in Pakistan and
flies home once a year. He is a very recent arrival at
Sibford and is coming to terms with a different culture
very well. Not surprisinsly he now finds it odd being one
of the very few Muslims in Sibford, coming from a city
where the call to prayer in the mosques is frequently in
the air.
Several of our Sibford students come from the Far East.
and it is good to see people from Hong Kong, Taiwan,
Thailand and Japan all getting on so well together and
enjoying education in a culture and a language so different
from their own. Johnson Wong reports an old Chinese
saying as being "At home, a man depends on his parents:
abroad, he needs the help of his friends." Johnson happily
continues, "I met a very good friend. He taught me a lot of
things. I have now settled down."
Jesada Kiatnawanand is one of our Thai students and
reports that he is pleased to have gained the skills of
independent living from being in a boarding school, while
Philiup Tsui, from Hong Kong, probably speaks for many
of our Asian friends when he says, 'To be honest, it is

Leonardo Maggi was born in Switzerland of a Brazillian
mother and an Italian father. Leo now lives in London and
is in Fielding House. His name conjures up delicious
flavours of the Mediterranean.
Year 6 in Orchard Close is a particularly intercontinental
year group. Martin Peers has recently returned from 3
years in Bonn, while Phi lip Tsatsas was born in Chile and
educated in Holland. Duncan Forrester was born and
brought up in Geneva.
Chloe Healy has just returned from 3 years in Hong Kong,
Alison Dale-Green (her brother, Richard is in Year 7) has
lived and continues to holiday in Bahrain, while Christina
Fantechi, born in London of Italian parents, is overheard
in fluent Italian on the telephone.
So it goes on. There are many other students who could
be named and whose stories could be told. They are as
much an integral part of our school as the sons and
daughters of the Oxfordshire farmers who also form a
distinct group at Sibford.
We rejoice in our common humanity while celebrating
something of the rich and diverse experience of the human
family reflected in our classrooms on any day of the week.
And education is taking place under our noses. Heaven
knows, as the tragedy which was Yugoslavia daily fills our
TV screens, we need it.
Editor.

Amy and Andrew Gurnett.
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MY PET RAT

LITTLE HOUSE ON THE HILL.

I have a pet rat. It has a long tail, creamy white fur and it has big

A n indescribable feeling, maybe of enlightenment,
struck me as I lifted the d u sty lid of the chest, for the
seeming v ulgarity of the object was overwhelmed by
the feeling of f u l fil ment, satisfaction, and, strangely
enough, of justice. A dog in a box seemed slightly
coarse, b u t it made one wonder what might have
happened to this v u lgar creature.

beady red eyes. I have to clean it out once a week. This is a very
messy and smelly job. You can't imagine how many times a rat
can go to the toilet in j ust one week!
When I first got my rat, my cats did not like it at all. I ended up
putting my rat ' s cage on top of the wardrobe so the cats could not
get at it. Even then the cats still prowled around the bottom of the
wardrobe. In the end I shut the cats out because my poor rat was
so scared.

My rat cost £3-50 from a pet shop in Banbury and I also bought
the cage for £20. I think the rat ought to cost more, because it is
living, but the cage is just the material from which it's made,
nothing more.
My rat makes dens in his cage out of some very wiry straw that I
got free from a shop that uses it for packing. He bends this straw
round in circles to make a round nest in which he spends most of
his time.
When I hold my rat he always tries to crawl up my shirt or my
jumper. I think this is cute, but some people don 't and make a
great fuss about it. I ' m not sure why he does this. I think it is
because of my body heat. Whatever it is, my rat does it and likes
it a lot.
When you hold my rat, if you tickle under its chin it will lick
your finger. My rat has quite a rough tongue, so when he does
this it tickles.
Most people are scared of rats, probably because of the plague. I
think that is stupid. It's like hating humans for the wars we have
had. When you think about it, humans are much more horrible

The symbolism of the ring, not val uable, but made of
silver and some semi-preciou s stone, did not strike m e
as meaningful. It was as though i t (the dog) had worn
the ring, since its foreleg had been slim enough for the
ring to fit.
It was spooky being in a house which was obviously, to
me, uninhabited which yet had that smell, that aromatic
fragrance of fireside m eals and cooking.
The canine skeleton and ring linked in a s u btle way to
the house, the s u rrou nding environment, the walk I
had had coming to the cottage, am bling along the
pastures, eating the deliciou s blackberries at my will
and p l ea s u re.That skeleton, that same shadow of a
dog, I felt, no, I knew, would be always walking with
m e, at my side. That same feeling fil l ed m e again with
comfort, strange satisfaction and joy.
It explained a lot to me. Maybe it didn't physically help
me, but it helped m e overcome that uneasy feeling I
had about h u m ans. It made me feel I had a companion
who would be with m e for ever and fil l m e for ever with
comfort and ease.
Adam Keeling, Year 10.

than rats are, because humans kill each other by the million.
Rats, if they kill another rat, would only kill one in a fair fight.
Rats (at least mine) are the nicest and the most intelligent rodents,
I think.

Stephen Clarke, Year 9

THE TORTURE OF LIFE.
The wind whistled into every nook and cranny of the slimey
damp cave, the fire' s reflection flickering in his dark eyes - eyes
that were staring, seeing beyond the angry red flames? "What is
it?" The voice was like cool ice slicing through the warmth of the

LIFE

fire.

Once I went to a game park.
Before we reached there, something started to worry
m e. I began to real ly worry about the destruction of
l ife.
Why does this make me worry I asked myself.
So, after we u nloaded o u r things,
I really began to think into it and
I came to know something.
What was it?
Was it to do with life, birth or death?
Or perhaps something else?
I real l y wanted to know.
I think it is about Life.
B u t what kind of life?
So I asked my parents
What does the oestruction of life mean?
Is it every kind of life?
They answered yes.

There was no answer; the only change was on his face which had
a moist dark streak stretching from the corner of his closed
mouth to his pale white chin.
Though no other being could tell, inside his head a battle was
raging, the darkness of evil spilling blood and anguish upon the
clear forces of good. The power was immense. It filled the closed
space inside his head with not an inch to spare.
This was it then, what he had been waiting for, for years on end.
It was true - his life had flashed before him, but only for an
instant. Then there was darkness, like a night without a moon. It
lasted for what seemed like hours.
Suddenly, in a flash of wonder, the darkness was no more. All
eternity was stretched before him - an infmitely long crystal
white tunnel.
Death, he thought, was worth all the torture of life.

Felicity Day, Year 10.

Then I saw two h u nters and
again I felt sad.
Sad at the death of yet more animals.
Sagar Shah, Year 11.
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PARENTS, STAFF AND FRIENDS
OF SIBFORD SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION

THE WAY AHEAD
The Steering Committee for the new association met in September with the purpose of
drawing up a new constitution to be proposed at an open meeting on 6th November.
They also drew together suggested activities of the new committee for the forthcoming
year. It is proposed that each term there shall be an information meeting, a social evening
and a fund-raising event. This format should be in place for next term. Running alongside
this, it will be rewarding if the membership can rally together to form working parties, for
example, assisting in developing plans for an adventure playground and possibly forming
sports teams which make use of the sports hall. These are all still pipe dreams, but in this
year, if this is what the membership can use, we will endeavour to do our best to achieve
it.
The Christmas Fayre is a traditional event. In past years many parents, staff and friends
have come forward as stall-holders - they hire the stall, they keep the profit - and we are
usually supported by members of the general public. This year there will also be
attractions for the children so don't let them forget their pocket money. Who knows,
Father Christmas may visit us if we are lucky!
We hope to organize a theatre trip too and gradually incorporate a number of regular
annual events such as another skittles evening.
On exeat Sundays we are aiming to ease the long slog back to school by arranging
refreshments and a chance to meet friends between 6 and 8 p.m. in the foyer of the Hall.
All are welcome, parents and students alike. We hope this will produce a lively interlude.
It is a pleasure now to have the opportunity to meet parents at parents' evenings. This is
your association and we need your skills and enterprise to make it work. Parents'
evenings provide a chance for the committee to meet parents and perhaps invite them to
be involved.
An endeavour is being made by the committee to communicate with the membership of
the association. We hope to keep a lively notice board which is situated in the corridor by
the main entrance. Please do keep an open eye for information and the excellent
photographs taken at some of our events by two committee members. Lord Lichfield has
met his match!
As parents, staff and friends this is your association, so please feel that your views will
always be valued.

THE AIMS OF THE ASSOCIATION
The object of the Association is to advance the education of
the pupils in the School. In furtherance of this object the
Association may:-
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(a)

Develop more extended relationships between the staff,
parents and others associated with the School.

(b)

Engage in activities which support the School and
advance the education of the pupils attending it.

(c)

Provide and assist in the provision of facilities or items
for education at the School.

EVENTS
SKITTLES EVENING
A skittles match in a local pub can be recommended as an
excellent way to spend an evening. So said a large number
of staff, parents and friends when they met at the 'Oxford
House' Chipping Norton, on Friday, 26th March. The
mixture of good food, drink and entertainment was very
successful and the opportunity to get to know one another
better was appreciated. Grateful thanks are extended to
Stephen Bunney from one and all for making this event
possible.

has not gone unrecognised. We are sorry to lose her from
the committee and offer our sincere thanks. Kath Morris
has kindly offered to organise the co-ordination of this
event this year, and already things are underway. She can
be contacted on 0869 38413 if you would like to take part
in the Christmas Fayre, to be held on the 4th December
this year. The stalls are the source of income and any type
of item or produce is welcomed for your sale and profit
and any donations of cakes, etc., for sale as refreshments
will be received with gratitude as we hope to have many
people to feed.

"We bought a tent
for the Duke of
Edinburgh ".. . . . .

/

We were all bowled
over at Stephen
Bunney's skittles
evening

G RAND AUCTION
Never has the hall seen such a strange selection of items.
On 22nd May, F.O.S.S. held an auction as a fund-raising
event. There was a substantial amount of interest in over
100 lots as varied as a weekend break and a witches
cauldron, a garden scythe and a set of Latin mottoes.
The event was great fun, with Bob Thompson as an
energetic auctioneer who was presented with one of the
lots (a somewhat technicolor tie) for his trouble.
Richard Tustian was responsible for this nail biting evening
of head nodding and nose twitching which raised a healthy
£1500, for which we express our thanks.

WHERE DO THE FUNDS RAISED GO?
Through the efforts and contributions from the
membership this year, the association raised around
£5,000. Some of this money has been distributed as
follows:Video equipment for the drama department and
vocational education department
Equipment for use in the production of
'Brilliant the Dinosaur'

£1,000
£700

Table tennis table

£250

Reebok steps for the PE department

£240

Lightweight tent for the Duke of Edinburgh
Scheme

£199

Vertical blinds (for room 15)
CD/Cassette player for the drama department

£160
£120

There is a promise of money to the school for lighting and
an interest-free loan for the sports hall of £1000.
Each Autumn term the committee considers bids submitted
by the school departments. These help to identify areas of
school life which it is considered can most benefit from
your contributions. Much appreciation is always shown
by the School for the 'extra icing on the cake'.

Left, Richard Tustian and Bob Thompson at the auction.

CHRISTMAS FAYRE
An annual event when our Hall becomes a market square!
Stall holders regularly return each year to sell produce of
a high quality. The stalls have provided a good source of
income.
The contributions of home-made cakes and produce for
sale as refreshments are always welcomed by the busy
shoppers. This is an event in which ideal Christmas gifts
can be found, and we can well recommend a visit in order
to find something with a little difference for the stockings
this year.
The hard work of Charmaine Tuthill, over several years

. . . . . . Nand over £700
went to Brilliant the
Dinosaur"
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If you have anything you wish to contribute to the
Association, or would like further details, please contact:Lynda Herbert on 0543 2644 16
Tony Johnson on 0865 58420
or
Frank Surry on 081 998 6968

Our thanks go to Mary Faux who ended a most successful
term of office as Chairman this summer. We are grateful
for her leadership and enthusiasm. Her report appears
below.

CHAIR'S REPORT TO FOSS AG M,
26TH J U NE, 1 993 .

Barbara Taylor has carefully and admirably held the purse
strings for this last year. We are sorry to lose her
tremendous skill as the honorary treasurer of the
committee from 6th November, as she has been a great
asset to the committee in this role.

THE ANNUAL GEN ERAL MEETING
On 4th June, the last Annual General Meeting of F.O.S.S.,
as it was warmly known, was held.
Having given much thought and deliberation to the role
FOSS might most constructively adopt in the future, in
order to advance the education of Sibford pupils, it was
decided to propose a new constitution. It must be
recognised that whilst the association is moving on, the
contributions of friends who have long associations with
FOSS are not forgotten. Friends are members for whom
great respect and warmth will always be felt.
It gave everyone great pleasure, at the AGM to extend 'An
Honorary Life Membership' to John Baseley, who for a
short while acted as 'Night Watchman' and Chairman of
FOSS.
John was at Sibford from 1929 to 1935 when Arthur
Johnstone succeeded James Harrod as Headmaster and
the development of the new Hill site began. John has now
been retired for 14 years after a varied career of work in
education and lives just a few yards from where the
photograph (below) with Japhet, the donkey, was taken
on a picnic to Whichford sixty years ago.

FOSS activity this year has been exceptionally busy for
the committee and has made demands on all those
involved. That committee members have given so freely
of their energy, creative thinking and practical organisation
speaks powerfully of their commitment to Sibford School.
As I reflect on all that we have undertaken I feel that it has
been a privilege to chair the committee.
Last year's AGM gave us a mandate to look at the
functioning of FOSS and its constitution, and to review its
contribution to the life of Sibford School. As parents and
friends of the School we are concerned to try to deliver a
full and active contribution to the partnership that exists
between ourselves and Sibford School.
Our mandate to review the constitution and to consider
our role and functioning has resulted in a great deal of
thought, debate and discussion and much work. Following
last year's General Meeting in November a minute was
recorded that a small working party be set up to consider
and consult about the relationship of FOSS with the School
Committee with an emphasis on communication with
parents, their participation in the life of the school and
options for representation of parents on the School
Committee. The working party is now formed and Frank
Surry, Vice-Chair of FOSS, is taking that work forward. We
thank Frank for this work and we wish his group well in its
deliberations.
I noted last year that we as parents and friends of Sibford
School needed to recognise that we have an active
contribution to make as the school moves forward through
the 1990s with the inevitable changes that emanate from
the wider world of education policy, demographic changes
and the social and economic situation obtaining in this
country. Our focus for looking at ourselves and our identity
was to review our constitution. This review and its
ex p loration has taken the full twelve months and its
progress has not been without tensions and hard work for
all involved. Change inevi tably brings problems and
dilemmas for all those involved; it would be disingenuous
of me to say that achieving a positive, productive dialogue
has been easy, but we as a committee have been
determined to keep the channels of communication open
to all and to establish a sense of trust. This needs to be
built upon at all levels.
A small working party was formed to draft a new
constitution that reflected needs and would be relevant to
the Sibford School of the 1990s, and to the year 2000 and
beyond. Much effort and thought went into this as we
struggled w i th formats, objectives and rules of
membership. An approach to NCPTA was followed up
and they afforded us enormous help. Their model
constitution has been the basis of our work. The result is
that a proposal to wind up FOSS has been formulated and
to reform as "Parents, Staff and Friends of Sibford School".
The question of this association's charitable status is still
to be decided and legal advice needs to be sought.

Since retirement, as well as involving himself with the life
of the School, he has worked as a Q.P.S. volunteer in
Kenya, taught English in China, travelled extensively in
the Far East and Australia and enjoys sailing his small
yacht in the waters around the Isle of Wight.
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Lynda Herbert, Chris Clarke, John Dunston and Brian
Morphy have undertaken much of this work. We as a
committee, and myself in particular, are extremely grateful
for their perseverance, struggles and hard work to bring
this project to fruition within the time-'scale.

A questionnaire was distributed to establish the wishes of
parental members from the association. There were only
a small number of replies, but the Com mittee decided to
accept these as a representative sample of opinion.
Through subscriptions, we have made an input directly to
Sibford School which we know from the generous thank
you letters is much appreciated. Barbara Taylor's report
will detail those projects and social activities which have
been undertaken with, in March, a skittles evening which
sadly I had to miss, and recently a successful auction.
As the year changes, people arrive and people depart. A
thriving organization needs this process of renewal, which
serves to help us keep in touch with reality and current
circumstances.
I need to m ention a few contributions:John Baseley: his outstanding contribution to Sibfor.d
School over many years and in so many ways, giving of
his thought and care so freely. He was my predecessor
and held my hand so kindly for quite a while. In recognition
of this I propose that we make John an Honorary Life
Member of FOSS and I trust that the new organization will
take this forward. I hope, John, you will accept this honour.
Mary Bennett: with her practical, calm counsel and
unstinting hospitality. Our meetings benefit from the
stimulating and interesting surroundings of Orchard Close.
Michael Finch - School Development Officer: has made
the decision that he will not be joining the new organization
and is standing down. Thank you, Mike, for your
contribution.

No com mittee functions without its stalwarts whose quiet
but efficient contribution keeps the whole thing going. It
is invidious of m e not to m ention them all but to Julie
Webb, our secretary, I extend my personal thanks for her
calm efficiency, coping with my answerphone and chaotic
timekeeping, and the superb production of all the
secretarial work.
Barbara Taylor: always knows what is what with the
accounts.
Stephen Bunney: his gentle humour enlivens our m eetings.
Best wishes to Stephen and Liz for the forthcoming birth
in October.
Especially warm thanks to our new com mittee members,
who didn't hesitate to pitch in and get involved.
My personal highlights of the year - again the spirituality
of the Carol Concert, and the privilege of speaking to such
a diverse audience at Evening Meeting - and I'm looking
forward to "Brilliant".
My sadness - my active association with Sibford School
comes to an end today. I am resigning, and the new
com mittee will have to elect a new Chair to take the new
organization forward. Sibford has given so much to Alistair,
Mark and m yself. I can only speak for m yself on this
occasion but I wish publicly to acknowledge the friendship
and support afforded to me through my association with
this remarkable school.
My best wishes to the new co m m ittee, the new
organization and Sibford School in its entirety - pupils,
teachers, staff and parents.
Thank you and good luck.
Mary Faux 26.6.93

FRIENDS OF SI BFORD SCHOOL
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
Year Ending March 3 1 st, 1 993
1992

Income

1680
565
77
27
468

Subscriptions
Donations
Bank Interest
National Savings Interest
Fund Raising:
Sports Day
Xmas Fair
Skittles Evening
Deficit for year

Balance April 1st 1992
Plus Cash Received
Less expenses

1 993

1992

Expenditure

4315.00
459.50
49.61
23.07

1380

Gifts to Sibford School
Interest Free Loan to Sports Hall
School Magazine
Photocopying Expenses
Postage
Skittles Evening Expenses

462

33.62
277.28
175.00
388.41
5721.49

150

5645.24
5333.08
10,978.32
5721.49
5256.83

1993

3570.00
1000.00
863.60
82.14
205.75

572 1.49
Cash Resources March 31st 1993
Barclays Bank Plc Current Account
Barclays Bank Plc Deposit Account
National Savings Invest. Account

89.29
4870.77
296.77
5256.83

Life Membership Fund

50
74

Balance 1.4.92
Subscriptions
Interest

780.65

Balance 1.4.92

1177.65

63.15
843.80

Payment to Sibford School
Balance as at 31.3.93

780.00
63.80
843.80

Sports Fund

Payment to School Sports Hall

1 177.65

Friends of Sibford Sports Fund Closed 1.8.92
Account now known as Sibford Sports Club under the authority of its own com mittee who have continued using the
National Savings Account.
Auditor's Report

The above accounts have been audited by me and give an accurate view of the financial position of Friends of Sibford
School.
Signed: D. John Miller
June 14th, 1993
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1903 -1993

OLD SCHOLARS
"Ye Menne of Sheep-ford wendath withersoever they wilen"

90TH BIRTHDAY
Editor's note - Hello! This will not make a regular appearance but I thought that I should just introduce m yself as the new
Editor of the Old Scholars' section of the magazine. Please bear with me whilst I learn the ropes; my thanks to Mike Finch
for all his help in showing me how things work, and for his great contribution as Editor in the past. If there is anything you
would like considered for future issues, then please let me know.
Caroline Bond
(at Sibford 1982-87)

PRESIDENTIAL PROFILE
lan Weatherhead has had a long and varied career since
leaving Sibford School in 1964. He commenced his career
at the Metropolitan Police College at Hendon, where he
spent three years.
lan was then selected as a management trainee for Thomas
Cook Bankers, at that time owned by the B r i t i sh
Government, and was subsequently posted to Washington
DC, New York, Melbourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Delhi and Bombay, Columbo, Johannesburg,
and finally back to Florida and New York.
Much of that time was spent in the development and
marketing of the local currency issue of travel cheques
and the promotion of foreign exchange dealings, together
with the marketing of various business programmes
worldwide.
In 1974 lan married Christine Nelson in Florida and they
now have three children, Trenham (16 yrs), Mary (14 yrs),
and Richard (12 yrs).
He returned from New York in 1976 and was appointed
personal assistant to the Chairman of the Thomas Cook
Group. In February 1977, lan joined the London Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, whose work is primarily
directed towards two-way trade and assisting British
companies with the poli tical, economic, procedural,
technical, financial and marketing of their needs and all
other aspects of developing business specifically with
North America, Caribbean, North East Asia and the
Aerospace Industry.
In 1986 lan reg
i stered under the
Foreign
Agents
Registration Act, as
an official lobbyist
in Washington DC
for the London
Chamber, and was
secu r i t y cleared
with the US Dept.
of Justice. Si nce
th i s time he has
lobbied vigorously
to
protect
the
interests of British
Trade w i th the
USA. He has also
been fortunate to
have been invited to
the
past
three
P r e s i de n t i a l
i naugurat i ons of
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President Reagan, Bush, and Clinton. In 1990/91 lan was
awarded "Business Traveller of the year award", by The
Hon. Michael Portillo MP, Chief Secretary to The Treasury,
for achieving £160 million in Export Sales for British
companies.
In April 1993 1an was promoted to the Management Board
for the London Chamber of Commerce and is now
responsible for all " I nternati onal Events" and the
"Aerospace Industry".
lan's personal interests and hobbies include: International
Travel, Photography, Tennis, Snow-Skiing, and when
permitted Water-Skiing!

SOSA REUNION REPORT 1 993
This year's August Bank Holiday reunion started, as usual,
late Saturday morning. Coffee was provided in Fielding
by Julie's "Little Helpers" a group of recent leavers who,
throughout the weekend, efficiently and inconspicuously
ensured that tables, chairs, tea-urns and the like, so taken
for granted, were in the right places at the right times.
Most people had arrived by lunch, where we were
welcomed by this year's President, Daphne Maw, and
introduced to the School Committee Guest, Richard Owen.
Afterwards Arthur Harrison shared his passion for steam
engines by driving a model he had built around Orchard
Close car park. This gave people breathing space before
they moved to the Oliver Studio for the Annual General
Meeting. During this Christine Weatherhead took some of
the children to the swimming pool to begin her unofficial
role as the weekend's swimming nanny.
The Leslie Baily lecture in the evening, entitled 'Back to
Basics' was delivered by Katherine Stewart and concerned
the reverence of life in all its forms. This was followed by
refreshments and then 'Happy Hour' in the Oliver Studio,
which involved the shedding of all inhibitions on the part
of those taking part. We passed the parcel, musical-statued,
trod on newspapers and got undressed for the Committee
Guest. before finally prancing around the Hill Building in a
tuneless conga.

Trenham lan Weatherhead
President 1993 94
-

After Happy Hour all the 'young' Old Scholars trooped off
to the Bishop Blaize pub before heading for Traitors' Ford
for the annual party and game of 'Pooh Bottles' - 'Pooh
Sticks' using empty drinks bottles. Each year the collector
of the bottles manages to spectacularly slip and land in
the ford. This year Nigel outdid his predecessors. Instead
of being the one to collect the bottles, he was standing on
the bridge, safe, so everyone thought. He watched the
Pooh bottles being dropped from one side of the bridge,
then ran to the other side to watch them emerge. However,
Nigel had forgotten that the bridge at Traitors' Ford is not

Oaphne Maw dedicates the Peace Garden.
garden with their coffee, talking as only Old Scholars can.
On arrival back at the school we gathered in the Garden of
Peace for a short period of dedication. It was amazing to
see how this area has been transformed, from the one
Copper Beech we planted last year, into a beautiful garden.
Table tennis matches, hockey practice and a ramble were
on offer in the afternoon. The ramble took place after
lunch and was to include commentary by Philip Manasseh.
However Mike Van Blankenstein had planned a five-mile
hike, forgetting that his legs are a little bit longer than
most. Therefore time ran out before the walk was
completed, resulting in a route change, over ploughed
fields and viewing little more than beans.
.

Russell Steed and Janet Williams.
very wide and, in his
excitement to see the
emergence of the
bottles, totally mis
judged it and didn't
stop when the bridge
did. This, of course,
sent Nigel over the
side to find himself
sitting in the middle
of the ford. By 3 am
people were getting
cold so we headed
back to Gillett to carry
on the party there. At
5am three of us were
still partying.

Julie Greenhill and frene Coxon-Smith.

Despite not having
been to bed, Sunday Hug Maw
h
.
morning saw us at
breakfast as usual. Afterwards Daphne Maw took the
opportunity, during
Choral, to teach two
rounds. The result
was
a
pleasant
surprise, especially as
one was 'Dona Nobis
Pacem',
a
complicated round in
three parts. John and
Susie Dunston's two
small
child ren
certainly enjoyed the
singing, moving to the
music alongside their
father at the piano.

Jenny and fan Wright.

It
was
a
lovely
morning for those
walking to Meeting.
lingered
People
afterwards i n the

The ramblers arrived back at Sibford just in time for tea on
Holly House lawn. As usual lrene Coxon-Smith and Jeanne
Southam provided the cakes. Julie's "Little Helpers" were
kept busy reviving the weary ramblers with tea. Once tea
had been consumed, it was time for the reunion
photograph. No sooner had everyone got settled than it
was over. It seemed a lot quicker than in previous years.

Before the rush for coffee.
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Usa Rogers with Guy Kingham and Mike Herm in the
background
Three Oriental ladies, Kay and Susie Bohm and Bryony
Elias, and an Oriental gentleman, Joost Elias, attended
the Oriental buffet in the evening. Afterwards, in the
Oliver Studio, Hugh Maw entertained people at Presidential
Choice with an account of his and Daphne's experiences
of, amongst other places, the Galapagos Islands and The
Holy Land. This was illustrated with slides and music.
Daphne called the presentation 'Oh what a beautiful world'
which was proved by the photography.
During this a number of the younger Old Scholars joined
a reunion of 1986, 1987 and 1988 leavers at the Bishop
Blaize. At 9.30 we departed for the Elm to await the arrival
of the President, for 'Rockets'. Due to Hugh's enthusiasm
Presidential Choice overran, leaving us waiting for some
time. Whilst waiting, David Watling named key participants
in the Rockets ritual: 'Chief Ignitor' - Mike Finch, 'Chief
High Wizard' - the President, and 'Big Banger' - the General
Secretary. Then came the 'Rocky Babies' - first timers,
'Rocklets'- younger Old Scholars, and 'Rockers' - everybody
else.
Rockets finished, the reunion at the Bishop Blaze was
rejoined, and then back to Gillett for the official party.
U nfortunately the night before proved too much for some
people - I wasn't the first to bed at 12.30.
Monday morning dawned too early for those of us in
Gillett. Harriet went the rounds to make sure everyone
was up as this was the day of the Treasure Hunt, which
no-one was allowed to miss. 9.30 saw Old Scholars eagerly
lining up in cars next to Clem and Margaret Cox, ready to
be handed those wonderful sheets of cryptic clues. Again,
this year, the younger Old Scholars piled into the mini
bus, some strapped to the back seats, dangling their legs
out of open doors. As usual we had two sets of clues, one

Helping the thirsty after Meeting.
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Arthur "engine " Harrison with brother, Leslie.
for the sensible Front-Seat Girls and one for the not-so
sensible Back-Seat Boys. Being rather cramped this year,
it was difficult to hear or look for clues.
This year the directions proved just as cryptic as the clues.
Gill and Paul Manthorpe drove past us in the other direction
three times. One missing direction caused many people
astray.
go
to
Fortunately Harriet
was driving and
knew the area well.
However,
the
Weatherheads were
not so lucky.
Monday afternoon
was taken up with the
Summer Fair, a new
venture this year, as
well as the hockey
the
for
match
treasured Golden
Doll trophy. The
Summer Fair was
smaller than had
been anticipated but

David Watling and James
Thompson.

Please . . . no more partying!

Presentations were made to John and Michael Farr,
winners of the Motor Treasure Hunt, Michael Herm, the
'Cockney Classics' captain, and tennis partners Roland
Bohm and lan Weatherhead. Then, after rockets and Auld
Lang Syne, Gillett had a final farewell party.
Tuesday saw depleted numbers at breakfast, after which
tidying-u p preceded departure and promises to meet again
next year.
Nicola and Michael Grimes

Michael Grimes was at Sibford from 1984-9 1. Both he and
his sister, Nicola, are a vid supporters of the Reunion.

The Presidential Dinner.
still created interest, with ice-cream, tea, cakes, Guess-the
Number-of-Sweets-in-the-Jar, a treasure hunt, and other
stalls. To add to the excitement, a window in Fielding got in
the way of a pigeon's flight path, and shattered.
The hockey match used
to be fought between
the 'Somerset Yokels'
and
the
'Aston
Brummies'. This year,
however,
the
were
B r u mmies
re placed with the
'Cockney Classics'.
Despite
having
a
County player, Richard
Owen, and scoring the
opening goal, the
'Yokels' could not keep
up with us 'Classics'.
That opening goal was
all we needed to spur
us on. Scoring the next
seven goals we were
Paul Frampton
c o m f o r t a b l y
congratulating ourselves when the 'Yokels' fought back
with two more. Fortunately they mistimed it as the whistle
went just after the second was scored, ending the game
with the 'Classics' winning seven-three.
The Oliver Studio was the site for this year's second new
venture, the Presidential Dinner gathering. This was a
chance to talk to the President, or anyone else, over a
glass of punch before the Dinner. Down at Gillett the fact
that the gathering meant we should be ready half an hour
earlier than usual did not stop the last-minute rush, getting
to the Hill just in time to move to the Dining Room.
The kitchen staff
and the helpers did
us proud with the
Dinner. Well fed and
relaxed, we sat back
with rapt attention
to listen to o u r
President's address.
Committee
Our
Guest, in response,
sang
his
way
through highlights
of the weekend to
his
own
g u itar
accompaniment.

Pat and
Chris Grimes

Guy Kingham, Michael Herm and Rachel Davis (hIdden
by hair).

ANNUAL GEN ERAL MEETING
SATU RDAY 28th AUGUST 1993
HELD IN THE OLlVER STUDIO
Daphne P. Maw (In the Chair)
85 were in attendance
In our silence we remembered the lives of:
Andrew Carlton-Smith*
Dorcas Carter (nee Harris)
Tom Clayton
John S. Finch
Marguerite Hardy
Philip Hendley
Michael Rice
Kenneth Southall
Richard O.Steele*
David Stiles*
Marjorie Turner (nee Hawkins)
Muriel Whiteman (nee Lloyd)
(NB. details of the above obituaries appear elsewhere
except those marked with an asterisk which appeared in
the last Magazine)
President:

Greetings were received from:
Godfrey Baseley, June Ellis, Elsie Mitchell, Janet and Joe
Sewell, Norman Smith, Alison Terrington, Lilian and John
Ward and Otto Wolf.
1. MINUTES of the last AGM held on the 29th August
1992 were printed in the 1992 Magazine sent to all
Members.
These were approved as a true record and duly signed
by the President.
2. GENERAL SECRETARY'S REPORT
The Secretary extended a cordial greeting to all present
and in particular those joining an AGM for the first
time.
There had been a varied number of important items
discu ssed over the past twelve months by the
Committee and these are highlighted overleaf:
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I

(a) Business Centre

The first important task of the year was for the President
to present the Headmaster with an initial cheque for
£5407 towards the setting up of the Business Centre at
our November committee meeting. The balance of
£1192 was paid over earlier in this year.
(b) Garden of Peace

The Garden of Peace is now completed and special
thanks were extended to Nick Bennett for the design
and implementation of the Garden. The Committee
had agreed that a garden seat should be purchased to
commemorate SOSA's ninetieth birthday. A dedication
had been planned for the Sunday of the Reunion.
(c) Constitution and Rules

The Committee had felt that an updating and overhaul
of the Constitution and Rules was long overdue and
after discussion proposals have been raised for
presentation to the AGM later in the Meeting.
(d) Membership

331
2 18
17
39
33
42

�

UK Ordinary Members
UK Life Members
Honorary Life members'
Ordinary Members living abroad
Life Members living abroad
Recent Leavers
Total (as at 28.08.93)

This is the highest that the Membership has reached
for many years. Out of 74 Recent Leavers, 42 had
become members - 57%. The net increase since the
last AGM is 37. There were 15 Members in arrears with
subscriptions who were written off but that was offset
by the addition of 10 new members outside of Recent
Leavers. A very satisfactory situation.
(e) Magazine

Special thanks were recorded to Mike Finch who once
again ensured an excellent Magazine production ably
assisted by Caroline Bond.
If) Sports Events

We were able to renew the soccer fixture last winter
with the SOSA side winning 8-4. The annual cricket
match on Sunday 23rd May was also won by SOSA.
(Full reports appear elsewhere)

Association was in good shape and the year concluded
30th June 1993 showed a surplus of approximately
£2000. The Treasurer reminded Members however
that the Association had made a commitment to the
School to assist in refurbishing the Archives. The
accounts were unanimously adopted and the Meeting
minuted its thanks to Paul Frampton for his excellent
stewardship. The accounts are presented in detail
below.
Balance Sheet as at 30th June 1993

30/06/93

30/06/92

45

45

15539

9301

ASSETS
Land at Elm
ASSETS OF SPECIFIC FUNDS
Quoted Investments (30/06/93)

138

Leslie Baily Memorial Fund
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash at Bank: Current AlC
420
4094
Investment AlC

Branch Secretaries:
London - Margaret Fairnington and Allan Kidney
Midland - Irene Coxon-Smith
SW

- E. Jeanne Southam

The General Secretary concluded his report by thanking
the Headmaster and his staff for their assistance
throughout the year and for once again accommodating
SOSA for their Reunion. Thanks were also extended to
the SOSA Committee and to the President for their
unfailing efforts and time given to the Association.
3. CONSTITUTION AND RULES
The proposed Rule changes as outlined in the paper
sent to Members before the AGM were discussed and
two minor amendments were included by the Meeting.
The amended changes were unanimously accepted
and were incorporated with immediate effect. Copies
of the redrafted Constitution and Rules will be sent out
to all Members with the next magazine.
4. TREASURERS REPORT
The Treasurer, Paul Frampton presented his financial
report to the meeting which indicated that the
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10749

PREPAYMENTS
378

261

1993/1994 Reunion: Paid Out

-291

1993/1994 Reunion: Paid In

206 1 1

20068

TOTAL ASSETS
REPRESENTED BY
Accumulated Fund:

3 104

Balance Forward 01/07/92

5709

Revaln of Investments

1238

203

6947

3307

Plus Excess Income

2064

2402

Total Available for Gifts

9011

5709

Gifts Paid 1992/1993

6746

(Business Centre/Archives)
Balance Remaining (see note)

2265

5709

Life Membership

6498

6423

11305

8341

Recent Leavers Membership
Leslie Baily Memorial Fund

--.13.8

20068

(g) Branch News

The Branch Secretaries were thanked for the work
carried out during the year including fund-raising
a ctivities. The Reports of the Bra nches a ppear
separately in the magazine.

4514

484
10265

206 1 1

Note: Remaining Unpaid Commitment to Archives £2354.00

Income and Expenditure Account as at 30th June 1993

30/06/93
I NCOME
Investment Income

30/06/92

1052

486

Annual Subscriptions

3841

3317

Reunion

3258

2685

Donations

100

305

Travel Bursary (Donation)

300

100

Bank Interest
Peace Garden Project

999

553

-.IJ

--

9623

7446

2153

2465

EXPENDITURE
Magazine
Postage & Stationery
Bank Charges
Reunion
Repairs to School Minibus

535
91

82

3208

2325

241
172

Arthur Johnstone Memorial
150th Anniversary

1331

Excess income over expenditure

7559
2064

Excess expenditure

5044
2402

--

9623

7446

5. E LECTION OF OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE

Subscription Income

3QLQ6L93
Ordinary Subs
Life Membership
Recent Leavers 5 year
Recent Leavers 10 year
Recent Leavers 15 year

2380
75

The following Officers having been duly proposed and
seconded were unanimously elected:

3QLQ6L92 3QLQ6L91

1286
100

2106
225
35
851
100

1957
505
88
462
100

3841

3317

3112

President 1993/94 - T. lan Weatherhead
Joint Vice-Presidents 1993/94 Chris and Pat Grimes
General Secretary 1/9/93 to 3 1/8/96 - T. lan Weatherhead
Reunion Secretary 1/9/93 to 31/8/96
Julie Greenhill
Committee Members having been duly proposed and
seconded were unanimously elected:
-

-

Investment Account - 30 day savings

01/07/92
13/07/92
20/07/92
28/09/92
28/09/92
30/1 1/92
02/12/92
10/12/92
07/0 1/93
11/0 1/93
15/01/93
19/01/93
10/02/93
01/03/93
10/03/93
26/03/93
02/04/93
13/04/93
10/05/93
24/05/93
10/06/93
30/06/93

Balance forward
Invest Excheq Stock 9.75% Excheq 9.75% 1998 Div
+
Transfer from CIA
+
Excheq 12.25% 1999 Div +
Transfer to CIA
Trans from L. Baily Fund
+
Interest Investment Acc
+
Transfer to CIA
Monthly Interest
+
Transfer to CIA
Excheq 9.75% 1998 Div
+
Monthly Interest
+
Treas 8.75% 1997 Div
+
+
Monthly Interest
Excheq 12.25% 1999 Div +
Transfer to CIA
Monthly Interest
+
Monthly Interest
+
Conv 10.25% 1999 Div
+
Monthly Interest
+
Balance Forward

5029.64
178.43
4600.00
1 93.62
5000.00
138.19
820.99
300.00
25.49
1550.00
178.43
0.92
69.81
3.48
193.62
788.41
3.17
3.29
83.97
3.44

10265.07
5235.43
5413.86
10013.86
10207.48
5207.48
5345.67
6 166.66
5866.66
5892.15
4342.15
4250.58
4521.50
4591.31
4594.79
4788.41
4000.00
4003.17
4006.46
4090.43
4093.87
4093.87

Schedule of Investments as at 30th June 1993

Purchase Value

£2184
Conv.
Stock
10.25%
1999

£2127
Treas.
Stock
8.75%
1997

£4880
Excheq.
Stock
9.75%
1998

£4215
Excheq.
Stock
12.25%
1999

2196.87

1950.6 1

5000.64

4999.64

2270.00

2109.00

4922.00

2553.00

2303.00

5465.00

Market Value
30/06/92
Market Value
30/06/93
Total Value

5218.00

£15539.00

leslie Baily Memorial Fund

Account closed 02/12/92 and balance of £138. 19
transferred to savings account.
I have prepared the above Balance Sheet and associated accounts
from the books and records of the Association and confirm that
these accounts are a true and accurate reflection of the
Association 's financial position as at 30th June 1993, to the best
of my belief.

(
to . L-..
L:��� . . . . " . '

Paul Frampton - Treasurer

7 Webbers Way
Puriton
Bridgwater
Somerset
TA7 8AS
25.8.93
SIBFORD OLD SCHOLARS ASSOCIATION
have a u dited the accounts of the Association, for the year
ended 30.6.93, from the records made available to me, and find
them to be an accu rate statement of the fi nancial affa irs of the
Associatio n .

��---�_,l---

Recent Leavers - Melissa Sturgeon
- Jennifer Leathem
Ordinary Members - Guy Kingham
- Mike Herm
- Ashley Shirlin
6.

1/9/93
1/9/93
1/9/93
1/9/93
1/9/93

to
to
to
to
to

31/8/96
31/8/96
31/8/96
31/8/95
31/8/95

NOMI NATION FOR SCHOOL COMMITTEE REP.
1/1/94 to 31/12/97
The General Secretary had received two nominations
duly proposed and seconded and these were Michael
Farr and Nicholas Bennett and after a paper ballot,
Nicholas Bennett was nominated. The nomination will
be ratified at the November Sibford General meeting.

7. SCHOOL COMMITTEE REPRESE NTATIVE'S RE PORT
I think it was Paul Frampton in his last school committee
report to you who forecast a challenging year ahead
for Sibford.
He was, I assume, thinking of the very difficult financial
conditions which the school, and indeed the whole
country, was going through at the time.
Paul's forecast was, of course, a good example of
British understatement. The last few years have
required the School Committee to make some very
difficult decisions whilst maintaining the busy life
activities and morale of the school.
The main problem faced by schools like Sibford with
no large endowments is, of course, that the bulk of the
income to run the school - buildings, equipment,
furniture, salaries, insurance etc. - is derived from
pupil fees (in 199 1/92 this formed nearly 95% of the
total income). It only works when pupil numbers are at
or above the projected levels.
For some years, largely due to the national recession,
numbers, particularly of boarders, have been falling.
The School Committee has spent a great deal of time
upon this problem. Was it simply a short term problem
caused by the recession or a long term trend away
from boarding school education nationally?
The principal problem of balancing the budget in these
difficult times likewise occupied much of our time.
Here it was not all doom and gloom, for a reduction in
inflation and lower interest rates helped our overdraft.
Also a lower level of pay settlements eased the pressure
on our overstretched resources.
Another encouraging sign, which John Dunston will
be able to give you more up-to-date details on, is the
significant rise in pupil numbers; so much so that one
of the houses closed more than a year ago is to be
reopened.
The Committee were delighted when John Dunston
reported that the school had been granted accreditation
by the 'Independent Schools Joint Council' (I.S.J.C.),
and also membership of the 'Society of Headmasters
and Headmistresses of Independent Schools'. The
Committee warmly congratulated John and all the
staff and pupils in the achievements. I am sure it will
do much for the good name and reputation of the
school nationally both now and in the future.
Among the many other topics considered in a very full
year were the implications of the 'Children Act'; Sibford
now has regular visits from Oxfordshire Social services,
and, at long last after many years, and an enormous
amount of discussion, a standard staff contract has
been agreed.

Lance W i l l i a m s
M a nagement Acco untant
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We had several most interesting presentations durin g
the year including Usa Chowne on 'Personal and Social
Development' a n d M a rk Ha rrison, the Ca tering
Manager, telling us the problems of catering for the
diverse needs of the Sibford community.
A small sub-committee, of which Arthur Harrison is a
member, has been set up to help and advise Brian
Morphy on a buildings maintenance programme. This
will enable the most urgent work to be clearly identified.
Sibford is moving forward in spite of all the problems,
difficulties and pressures of the modern world and the
hectic pace of school life. I am optimistic that this is the
beginning of a period of growth and development
which will carry us forward towards the next century
in the spirit of our foundation a hundred and fifty years
ago.
8. HEADMASTER'S REPORT
Madam President, Old Scholars and Friends, welcome
back. With the reassuring regularity of mid-day chimes,
Old Scholars return. It remains such an important
event in our annual calendar, and I am delighted to
greet so many of you at Sibford this weekend.
This
year particularly, which marks a notable anniversary SOSA's 90th birthday - is an occasion to celebrate.
Pupils come and go within a time span which, as it
unfolds, can appear infinite, (we all remember how old
and grown-up the senior pupils appeared when we
were eleven or twelve), but which with the passing of
years, appears more and more like the brief instant of
a comet's tail. Staff and Headmasters too come and
go, sojourning for less or more than one pupil
generation, and sometimes for several. But Old
Scholars go on and on, representing in a way a sense
of unchanging permanence. We all feel rather better
for the continuing of Old Scholars, for their genuine
interest in the School of today and its vital development,
and for knowing how much you all still feel that at
Sibford you are also at home. It is good to have you
with us.
We have had quite a momentous y�ar, and in the few
moments kindly given to the Head at this meeting, I
have the opportunity to recall some highlights, and to
let you know a little of all that has happened.
Old Scholars will remember the generous donation
promised at last year's Annual General Meeting
towards the establishment of a new Business Studies
Centre, and I hope that many of you have already had
a chance this weekend to see the marvellous new
facility, which was officially opened in June, but which
has in fact been in active use since January. The
kindness of Old Scholars was complemented by
donations from the Boeke Charitable Trust, from the
School Shop T.O.P. '86 and from an anonymous donor,
and is now very well equipped with computers and
office equipment. As a result of the energetic efforts of
Pam Gibson, the new Head of Business Studies, the
Sixth Form students have been closely involved in
many areas of School life, including the managing of
ticket sales for productions, and the design and
producing of programmes and other documents for
School use. The gift of a microfiche machine from
Michael Farr was also greatly a ppreciated. In her
remarks at the opening ceremony, the Chairman of the
Banbury and District Chamber of Commerce, Frances
Morrow, rightly referred to the important broadening
of the skills base amongst young people in the area
that was being promoted by the Business Centre. We
were also delighted that Daphne Maw could represent
Old Scholars at the ceremony which took place on
Open Day, and I know that we will always remember
that the initial financial impetus for the Business Centre
came from Old Scholars at their AGM in 1992.
One other initiative from that occasion was of course
the proposed establishment of proper School archives.
Much thought has been given to the project, particularly
in the light of expanding curriculum development.
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Archives such as those possessed by Sibford will be of
immense value to several areas of the School's
curriculum, for example History, Integrated Humanities,
RE, and it is important that any development of storage
and access facilities for the archives should take this
into account. We are hoping to enable a group of
people to look at what might be the best proposal for
the archives, to build on the preparatory work that
Mike Finch has already undertaken.
In the immediate
future it will be important to arrange proper storage of
documents and photographs in a small room that is
a va i l a b le in The M a nor, before in the future
transforming the entrance hall of The Manor into an
a ppropriate area for display of archive material.
One of the most important items on this weekend's
programme is the dedication of the Garden of Peace.
Old Scholars will know that the idea for such a garden
came from Peter Baily in memory of Janet, and indeed
a special tree has already been planted by Peter and
the family some months ago. The idea has grown from
the original conception, so that now the School Campus
benefits from a beautiful and secluded Garden of Peace,
more in memory of all Old Scholars who are no longer
with us, and thus there will be an opportunity to mark
this at the dedication ceremony tomorrow. I know how
much we all value the untiring and creative work
undertaken to prepare the garden by Nick Bennett.
Within School there have been many developments
over the past year a part from the setting up of the
Business Centre. A new sculpture studio has been
established at The Manor, and there has been much
redecoration of Fielding and the Science Block, as well
as carpeting of several classrooms which improves
the teaching environment considerably. In addition to
this, information technology continues to spread across
the curriculum and the Network in Room 6 is now
firmly a part of our IT resources.
Old Scholars will probably be aware that Sibford
follows closely most of the National Curriculum, but
we do fortunately have a choice, and are therefore not
subject to every whim emanating from London. We
did however choose to take part in the second year of
the Key Stage 3 Tests in Maths, English and Science,
though advisedly not in Technology, and value
enormously the interim suggestions by Sir Ron Dearing
to relieve the overload placed on teachers. Special
Needs provision continues to be expanded, with the
introduction of specialist Maths teaching for dyslexic
pupils, and an increase in the number of staff involved
in providing learning support. These two areas, coupled
with the third Special Educational Needs area covered
at Sibford (English as a Foreign Language) - continue
to provide excellent if not outstanding help to many
pupils, enabling them to have access to a mainstream
curriculum in ways that would otherwise not be
possible. Simon Horsley in his first year as Director of
Studies has played a considerable part in these and
other curriculum developments. The curriculum in fact
broadens continuously (I referred last year to the
introduction of Spanish, and this September will see
two new GCSEs available to pupils: Business Studies
and Physical Education).
The hectic day-to-day life of a busy school is made
even fuller by the requirements of the Children Act.
We have had during the past year visits from Social
Services (themselves very stretched) and from HMI,
and their recommendations make interesting and
constructive reading for the most part.
Apart from those visits, we have also had a number of
other inspections. Following the vigorous inspection
by the Independent Schools Joint Council in March
1992, when they were not a ble to give us full
accreditation, we had a follow-up visit in March 1993,
to see to what extent the recommendations of the
previous report had been implemented or were in the
process of implementation.
We were delighted to
hear afterwards that, as a result of this visit, and the

considerable amount of work that had gone into
preparing for it, ISJC has now accredited Sibford and
directly following this, the Society of Headmasters
and Headmistresses of Independent Schools (SHMIS)
has also elected Sibford to its membership. These are
two very important marks of recognition by major
authorities within the education sector. We join 69
other schools in SHMIS, including as it happens three
Quaker Schools, at Ackworth, Saffron Walden and
Sidcot. These tributes reflect the high degree of
commitment and professionalism by our staff, and the
positive response of pupils at all levels to their efforts,
and are a timely reminder of the fact that the School is
now in very good heart indeed.
Last term there was, of course, one particular highlight,
and that was the production of "Brilliant the Dinosaur".
This was no ordinary production. Not only did Richard
Stilgoe write the witty words and delightful music, but
he also came to conduct a number of rehearsals to
work with the children himself, and in addition
conducted the three major performances at the end of
term, returning only shortly before from the summer
cricket tour of the Lords Taverners in Africa. The
production was colossal. It involved every member of
Orchard Close and the Sixth Form, as well as
professional soloists working with pupils in the
orchestra, many members of staff and main school
pupils in solo and choral roles, and 100 children in the
dinosaur alone, some coming from our local primary
school at Sibford Gower. The whole event was
spectacularly successful, and owed much to the
inspiration and meticulous organisation of Mark Paine,
Director of Music.
Many pupils coped with the demands of "Brilliant" on
top of major academic hurdles as well, and I know you
will share my delight in hearing that the GCSE results
at Sibford last year were the best ever. No less than
61.2% of the results were Grades A - C compared with
the national figure of 52.4%), and several Sibford pupils
gained passes in nine subjects. There were many
outstanding individual achievements too, including
those of several dyslexic pupils who passed no less
than six subjects, often including English Language.
This marks a real achievement on everyone's part.
In athletics too it has been an outstanding season.
Twenty three pupils took part in area trials in Oxford as
a result of which ten were selected for the County
.
Team, In all areas of athletic activity, and five became
area champion. In addition, two pupils were selected
to compete for the Southern F. i v e Counties
Championships.
After the difficulties of the past two years caused by
the recession, it is most gratifying to note the
substantial increase in pupil numbers this September.
We will start the new term with approximately 129 Day
pupils (compared with 78 only three years ago), and
altogether with nearly 40 pupils more in the School
this coming term than last September. Orchard Close
has been reorganised, and now has the largest number
of pupils ever. Elizabeth Young takes over as Head in
September, after Mike and Penny Spring have been
House Parents and Mary Bennett Teacher-in-Charge
for the four years since the School was founded. This
bringing together of all aspects of the education and
care of the children under one residential Head will
give the opportunity for considerable further
development of the Junior School in years to come.
We are having to re-open Gillett House as a result of
increased boarding numbers, and the quality of
boarding life should improve altogether with the
appointment of residential care assistants in most
Houses from this September. I am very pleased that
Mike and Penny Spring are not being lost to boarding
care altogether, since they are moving to Penn, from
where Mike Wollerton retires as House Master after no
less than twenty nine years of continuous service in
one House or another at Sibford. Fortunately he and

Jenny remain on the staff, and Mike will be taking over
as Head of Careers and Examinations Officer from
September.
The rise in numbers, both locally and from further
afield is testimony to the growing confidence felt
towards the School in the area, and naturally we are
keen that this should continue and develop further.
During this weekend you are all being very well looked
after by members of the support staff, in some very
obvious ways such as at mealtimes, but in other much
less immediately evident ways, but I am sure you will
want to record your thanks to all members of the
support team who have helped to make the buildings
and grounds look as they do for Old Scholars' weekend,
and to ensure that everything runs smoothly. They
have to fit in an extraordinary amount of work,
particularly on the maintenance side between holiday
lets, and we are very fortunate to have such excellent
teams to support the School in all of these areas.
I am pleased to report also that, following our recent
VAT inspection, there were very happy VAT returns
when Jo Neal in our Accounts Team became engaged
and married to Andrew Lovegrove who was carrying
out the inspection. There was also further good news
during the year when triplets arrived as planned to
Kevin Wyles, Head of Maintenance, and his wife Liz.
Thanks have already been expressed to Julie Greenhill
and her supporters for the marvellous organisation of
this reunion, and I am delighted to have heard of her
re-election to the post of Reunion Secretary for the
foreseeable future. I would also like to record my own
gratitude to Daphne Maw for her wonderfully warm
support during her year as President, and all the
encouragement and wisdom that she has brought to
the post from which we have all benefited. It has been
a very special year indeed. I am also immensely grateful
to lan Weatherhead for continuing to help the
administration of Old Scholars' affairs run so smoothly
and constructively, and would like to congratulate him
in this forum on his election as President. We clearly
have another excellent year to look forward to
immediately. And I would also like to let everyone on
the SOSA Committee know how grateful we at School
are for all you do on our behalf, and for the support
you give to individual projects and to the continuing
development of the School, of which everyone feels
so much a part.
Finally, thank you all for being here today. I do hope
you have an excellent reunion weekend, and Susie,
Matthew, Naomi and I are greatly looking forward to
having tea with you at home in the garden tomorrow
afternoon.
John Dunston
Headmaster
9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS
(a) The President announced that this year's Geoffrey
Long Book Prize had been won by Tom Rymer (year 9)
for his war poem 'Over The Top:
(b) Barrie and Sheila Naylor had given to SOSA a copy
of the book "The Life Story of James K. Baxter", New
Zealand's most celebrated poet who was also a Sibford
Old Scholar. The President, to loud acclaim presented
the book to the Headmaster for inclusion in the School
Library .
(c) On behalf of the Association, The President
announced that Honorary Life Membership was to be
bestowed upon Irene Coxon-Smith and Jeanne
Southam for their outstanding contribution to Old
Scholars over many years. The meeting received this
news with great acclaim.
There being no further business the Meeting closed at
5.45pm.
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OBITUARIES.
It is with deep regret that we list below the names of Old
Scholars who have passed on since the issuing of the last
Magazine.
DORCAS CARTER (Nee Harris) Aged 70. Was at Sibford
1933-39 and a life member of SOSA. Died from cancer on
30th October 1992.
TOM CLAYTON Husband of Sally Clayton (nee Law) died
on 11th March 1993
JOHN S. FI NCH Died 13th December 1992, aged 57, after a
long period of illness. He was at Sibford 1948-51 and was
a devoted supporter of Sibford. After leaving Sibford,
John developed a successful career in insurance as an
underwriter before he took early retirement four years
ago and moved to Alston in the Lake District. He was the
elder brother of Michael Finch.
MARGUERITE HARDY Died on 11th October 1992. Was
the Headmaster's secretary between 1936-46 and was a
life member of SOSA.
PHILlP HENDLEY At Sibford 1925-29 died 8th November
1992 aged 80. Bernard Blunsom writes...... "I was at School
with Philip in the late twenties and in the same form. My
memory of him is that of a gifted cricketer, a hard-hitting
left handed batsman. His powerful driving was a sight to
behold and at least on one occasion he hit a ball from the
playground over the roof and into the road ! He played an
innings of 79 against Shipston School and I was the
unfortunate scorer to keep up with the pen. This event
was announced by James Harrod after breakfast on the
following Sunday morning.
Philip was always modest and unassuming. He married a
Sibford O.S.- Muriel Harris. In the last few years they gave
service to B rentford Friends Meeting in many ways. Both
Philip and Mu riel were held in great esteem and
appreciation by that Meeting. "
MARTIN T. HOLMES Was at Sibford between 1940 and
1943, died in January 1993 in his adopted home in New
Zealand.
EDITH H. LEWIS Died on 25th March 1993 at Lincoln. Edith
who was affectionately known as 'Dith' was the widow of
that much loved SOSA character Jack Lewis. Both she
and Jack were devoted members of SOSA for many years
before Jack's death in 1964.
David Lewis, her nephew writes...... "When Jack's obituary
was written in the Magazine by Leslie Baily, he made
reference to a speech that Jack had made at an Old
Scholars' meeting shortly before his death. Jack had
ended his speech with the words "Above all, praise God"
and this is the epitaph which Dith Lewis would be pleased
to share with her husband."
CHRISTOPHER LITTLE, a Life Member who was at Sibford
between 1933-38, died in early October. Christopher lived
and worked for many years in Africa before returning to
England.
MICHAEL RICE Aged 56. Died in October 1992 after a long
fight against cancer. Michael Finch writes "Mike spent
most of his life after leaving school in the Banbury area
where he was Manager of the A.T.S. branch. His cheerful
and exuberant approach to life made him a joy to be with.
His bravery and zest for life were plain to see when he
attended the 1992 Reunion, in a wheelchair, determined
not to miss out ! A Life Member of SOSA, Mike was totally
devoted to Sibford and his pedigree included his mother
Kathleen Rice, a former popular President as indeed was
his Grandfather, Frank Snow."
FRANK ROLLETT. Just as this magazine was going to
print we heard of the death of one of SOSA's legends Frank Rollett - who passed away on 11th November 1993.
A tribute will appear in the next magazine.
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KENNETH SOUTHALL Died on 5th January 1993, aged
96. Although not a Sibford OS, he was nevertheless a
good friend of the School and was much involved in
refurbishing the swimming pool in the 'fifties'. He was
Daphne Maw's father.
MARJORIE TURNER (nee Hawkins) At Sibford between
1916-19. Was a Life Member of SOSA.
MURIEL WHITEMAN (nee Lloyd) Died 29 11 92. Was a Life
Member of the Association and was at Sibford 1929-34.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TO SOSA
30th AUG UST 1 993.
In 1903 the Sibford Old Scholars' Association was set up
about 50 years after the School started and Joseph Spence
Hodgson was made the first President. Ninety years on I
am very pleased to have been your President this year
and although there have not been 90 different ones (as
mostly during the first and second world wars some
served for several years) there have been 85 people serving
the Old Scholars either as President or Joint Presidents.
Life is a bit like a Tapestry, and as I looked at the names of
those Presidents I was reminded of the many and varied
ways their contributions had been woven into the School
before they served the Old Scholars Association.
We have seen one or two panels of the Quaker Tapestry at
our reunions which have kindly been brought over by
Arthur and Pamela Harrison who have given so much
time and effort to get the panels wherever they are needed
for exhibition. Arthur designed and made the travelling
boxes. The whole Tapestry is made up of 75 different
panels that celebrate the spiritual insights that motivated
the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) since it was
founded in 1652. I looked to see which depicted Quakers
in Education and found a number, some connected with
the year 1903.
I would like to pick up a few threads from some of them
that are also part of my own experience.
But first what was happening in 19037 Scott and Shackleton
set a new Antarctic record for Britain by travelling further
towards the South Pole than any other explorers, while in
England, the first Parliamentary Bill came in to register
and number motor cars and the speed limit was raised to
20 m.p.h! My grandfather, Wilfred Southall, was one of
the pioneers of motoring and tried many steep hills
sometimes getting stuck, then the family including my
father all got out and pushed. The Ford Motor Company
of
Detroit
was
formed after much
experimenting with
horse-less carriages
and
the
Wright
brothers made their
first four flights - the
longest lasted one
minute.
A Treaty was signed
to build the Panama
Canal whilst awful
were
things
happening
in
Bulgaria and Edward
V11 was proclaimed
Emperor of India.
Mrs Pankhurst was
pretty militant and
set up a women's
group which had the

Oaphne Maw

motto 'Deeds not Words' (Hugh's family motto! ), a new
eye operation for cataract had been developed but, most
important, porcelain was set to replace GOLD fillings in
teeth - which of course was much cheaper !
From Leslie Baily's Scrapbook series we can read about
some recollections of Sibford villagers. Alice Green, the
postmistress, reminds us that in 1903 the telephone was
just coming in but it was used mostly in offices and the
postman came out from Banbury with pony and trap.
Joshua Lamb recalled that it was the beginning of the
greatest rural change of all, the introduction of farm
machinery - the first successful agricultural tractor with
an internal combustion engine had just been invented.
And Fred Green remembered the folk songs which Cecil
Sharp began to collect and write down including one
sung to him by Fred.
Leslie reminds us that two very different giants - Elgar and
Shaw - were showing their paces and Mrs Richard Powell,
the 'Dorabella' of Elgar's 'Enigma Variation' refers to being
thrilled by "The Dream of Gerontius" and how much they
all enjoyed walking with Elgar in the woods and the
Malvern Hills. Elgar said "... there is music in the air, music
all around us; the world is full of it, and you simply take it
as you require".
Reading from the 1944 Old Scholars Magazine we learn
that "it was unlikely that any one person can lay claim to
be the sole originator of the idea of forming the Old
Scholars Association; many had a hand in it and in 1903 a
tentative scheme took shape and, greatly daring, the first
'Gathering' was advertised for Whitsuntide, 1904 (at the
school); since then all doubts and hindrances have been
heroically swept aside by a grand team of co-operators,
whose names should be carved on some worthy honours
board. But for their devoted work and enthusiasm, the
SOSA might have lain dormant for years and the happy
linkages 'twixt Past and Present lost for ever". So wrote
Edward P. Kaye who was the first secretary and then he
mentioned many names including Robert and Elizabeth
Oddie "who worked wonders, welcoming wholeheartedly
all and sundry, keeping open house for the period of the
Gathering." By 1943 the membership had grown to 700
from an early membership of about 180 and now we have
681.
Mike Finch has collected together much information about
all the stalwarts of the Association which will be kept in
the Old Scholars archives. It is most interesting and a
wonderful record. I would like to thank him very much on
your behalf.
Going back to the Quaker Tapestry: There is a panel in the
Tapestry about First Day Schools and the Friends Adult
School Movement which was at the height of its
membership in 1903 with very many thousands in
Birmingham. The aim was partly fellowship but at the
same time the teaching of reading, particularly of the
scriptures, and writing, but not arithmetic on a Sunday,
that was more delayed.
My Grandmother, Isabel Southall, wrote a poem for the
Friends Essay Society about a woman married to an Adult
School teacher. The gist of it was that she wanted to invite
a new-made bride and some friends to tea and wanted
her husband to be there. She tried asking him about it
every day of the week but he always had something on.
She got to Friday:-

"No Friday, dearest, I'm afraid I must prepare m y
lesson ".
"But why? I always thought that work for Saturday
you kept"!
And in her voice there was a sound as if she might
have wept.

"Quite right", he said, "and so I did but now, at
duty's call,
The Temperance Meeting I attend held weekly at
our Hall".
She heaved at length a weary sigh, "I see there is
not one day;
But you will give the bairns and me your company
on Sunday.
I know you have to take your class and meeting
follows soon,
Then all together we will have a pleasant afternoon
If.

"Well, no, dear", and his partner strove to keep
composed and cool
"I promised rashly to address the Children 's First
Day School.
I'll have some tea there since from home the
distance is so great
And then for meeting I shall have no fear of being
late.
A short committee will ensue but pray do not repine,
I have every reason to suppose you'll see me home
at nine ".
She finally ends - Young teachers, if you do not mean a
family to train,
And have committees, classes, clubs, and meetings
on the brain,
I know you won't take my advice, but briefly it is
this:
A void the matrimonial snare and live in single bliss.
Wilfred Southall was that adult school teacher I am sure,
and those of us who are or who have been wives of
Friends Schools teachers can recognise some of my
grandmother's sentiments! I n cidentally my other
grandfather, my mother's father, Wilfred Dale of Rochester,
was also a Temperance man and was turned down as
Mayor as he would not have alcohol at the Mayor's
Banquet. The following year he became a much respected
Mayor and there was no alcohol!
Well now for another thread: "Since 1903 people of all
ages and races have shared in Woodbrooke the Quaker
philosophy and prepared themselves for whatever service
may call them". This is written on the Tapestry panel
entitled Woodbrooke, Selly Oak, Birmingham.
Woodbrooke was set up when the Society of Friends was
excercised about numbers and about the need for, and I
quote: "a place where Quakers and others may receive
instruction with regard to and study of the Christian
religion, especially as it bears upon Quakerism, and for
the benefit of practical training" and so on. In 1902 George
Cadbury gave his house 'Woodbrooke', then on the
outskirts of Birmingham, for the purpose of a College. He
believed strongly in Christian ecumenical co-operation,
and a group of S e l l y Oak Colleges of various
denominations and faiths has grown up.
Woodbrooke is an integral part of the Selly Oak Colleges
Federation but remains an independent, international
Quaker adult religious education college, having full-term
residential courses, short courses, staff to lead 'On the
road' extramural courses, and study materials. It includes
in its curriculum Quakerism, Bible and Theology, Peace
and Justice issues, Women's Studies, some arts and crafts,
music, literature, social and international issues, etc.
Sometimes small groups use it just as a place to seek time
together.
The College is set among trees with a lake in the grounds
which are managed very much on sound environmental
lines as they form an important link in a 'Green' corridor.
All are welcome whatever their needs, and many find
refreshment from helping in the grounds as Hugh and I
have done but also we have been resident a number of
times and always found much benefit.
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I would like to mention two more panels of the Quaker
Tapestry that tell us about Quaker Education. The first
refers to the Leaveners which began as street theatre at
Yearly Meeting at Lancaster in 1978 and now is an
affectionate nickname for those involved in a range of
Quaker Youth Arts Projects. Many will have seen some of
the Youth Theatre productions which dispel the illusion
that Friends see no place for the Arts as they reach out to
speak of Quaker insights with music and song often based
on history such as the story of the Darby family and
Ironbridge. Incidentally the new Principal (better thought
of as the leader of a Management Team) of Woodbrooke,
John Sheldon, has been very supportive of the Leaveners
and he also led the team that put together the Quaker
Song Book.
The Quaker Festival Orchestra and Chorus have performed
two oratorios which we have sung in and they are
preparing to celebrate the life and work of their patron
Donald Swann with a concert of his new work 'Leavening'
next Easter. LEAP (the Leaveners Experimental Arts
Project) is another exciting development, linking a concern
for youth unemployment with the development of practical
skills in conflict resolution and community arts. The panel
has a creature on it not unlike Brilliant the Dinosaur! For
those who missed the production at the end of last term it
was 'Brilliant' and I lost count of the number of legs the
Dinosaur had as it stretched right through the hall and out
of the back door!
Finally I must of course mention the panel depicting the
Quaker Schools. It actually says "set up to instruct in
whatsoever things were civil and useful in creation" and
shows very cleverly many of the frontages of our Friends
Schools buildings including Sidcot and Sibford and the
six others in England and two in Ireland that continue
today. Of course all these had been set up before 1903,
the last being Leighton Park in 1890.
Last year Sibford hosted the Joint Friends Schools choirs
to sing a memorable performance of 'Israel in Egypt' by
Handel in Coventry Cathedral. It waS planned and
conducted by Sibford's Director of Music, Mark Paine,
and it was our great joy to be a part of that achievement.
We are delighted to see the revival of Sibford's pioneering
musical traditions.
I went to Sidcot during the second world war, well
protected from much of what was going on in the outside
world, and the school became a very close-knit community
determined to help each other through difficult times. It
has not been easy for the Friends Schools just recently
but as members of the Old Scholars Association we can
look back and remember the threads of the Sibford
Tapestry which are important for us and help to support
and build the School of the future which is adapting to
very different needs in the world to-day. I believe those
threads of many varied colours become part of us for the
rest of our lives and it is how we look after them that is of
value.
There is a book, which has just been presented to the
School Library by Barrie and Sheila Naylor, about the life
of James Baxter who was only at Sibford for a short time.
He went on to become a very well known New Zealand
poet but wrote when he left in 1938 aged 12 :Farewell to all the beauty,
That round old Sibford lies,
The daily round of duty:
The play 'neath the skies.
God give me strength and courage
To shape my destiny,
On Christ, the perfect image,
Of pure simplicity.
Whatever way our lives have gone I am sure we can
always remember some particular moments. Here are
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two of mine:- written on my biology prep. "7/10 not good
enough - see me", (70% not good enough! ), and later
when I was engaged, "I won't chain you to a sink and a
baby". Yes it was Hugh and it was 3 babies. I would like to
thank him for his support and counsel throughout this
year. We have just celebrated 44 years of marriage and
can look back on a richness of threads woven into our
tapestry and can say we have both survived and been
truly thankful for our Quaker education and background.
I leave the last words to Hannah Whitall Smith, a Quaker,
writing in 1903:-

I am convinced it is a great art to know how to grow old
gracefully, and I am determined to practise it...1 always
thought I should love to grow old, and I find it is even
more delightful than I thought. It is so delicious to be done
with things, and to feel no need any longer to concern
myself much about earthly affairs... 1 am tremendously
content to let one activity after another go, and to await
quietly and happily the opening of the door at the end of
the passage way, that will let me in to my real abiding
place".
Daphne Maw

THE 1 7th LESLlE BAI LV LECTURE
Given by Katherine Stewart on Saturday 28th August
1993 in the Oliver Studio at Sibford School
"BACK TO BASICS"

Good evening everyone. First of all I'd like to express my
gratitude to Daphne Maw for inviting me to give this
lecture tonight and to say how privileged I am to be
allowed to do so. May I also thank all of you for coming
and those who have worked so hard to make this reunion
possible.
My name is Katherine Stewart, I was born in 1968 and
attended Sibford from 1980 -1984. Our family connections
with the school go back many years. Altogether 8 members
of the family attended the school between the years 1938
- 1988. When my uncle Peter began in 1938 the fees were
just £10.00 a term! By the time my brother left in 1988
they'd multiplied a few times.
My mother attended a Quaker school in I reland. After
going to college in Dublin she came to England to work in
Eastbourne. One day a letter arrived from her mother and
inside she found enclosed a cutting from "The Friend" - it
was an advert for a cook at a Quaker school in Sibford.
She ignored it having already decided that she didn't
want to go and live in a little village.
Soon after, she received a letter from an old college friend
who mentioned that she was going to Sibford as an
assistant matron and suggested that she may also like to
come as there was a vacancy for a job as a cook. Again,
Mum dismissed the idea.
Not long after this, one Sunday during the coffee break
after Eastbourne meeting a young man came up to her
and talked about Sibford. Realising that this was the third
time that someone had mentioned Sibford School, she
talked to him about the possibility of a job interview there
and he replied that he was going to the school to fetch his
younger brother who had a broken leg and he would give
Mum a lift door to door, which he did.
She took the job and not long after this met my father.
There are lovely stories that she tells us about her life at
the school, how she used to live in the manor and how
she would leave her window open listening out for my
father as he revved his car engine at the corner of the
road. She would then rush outside and casually start
walking up the path. Dad would of course stop and ask
her out that night. Little did he know that she already had

remember walking down the corridor one day and by the
time I'd reached the other end I'd heard no less than 4
different languages. The mixture of colours and races
integrated together naturally cultivated openmindedness
and an understanding that although we may differ
physically and culturally we all have to go through the
same process of growing up and coming to terms with
the world in which we live.
For me this continued to develop after leaving Sibford,
through travels which took me first to Europe and next to
India and Africa before beginning my teacher training in
1987.

Katherine Stewart talking to the President, Oaphne Maw,
and Mike Finch.
her dress ironed and waiting on the bed! Sibford therefore
carries fond memories for Mum.
About the time Daphne asked me to give this lecture I had
just started meeting with a small group of friends with an
idea to start some environmental projects. The outcome
of the first meeting was the name of our group, "Back to
Basics". Today I'd like to explain how I came to do this
project and how two main trips, the first to India and the
second to Japan, have influenced my life.
Firstly concerning "Back to Basics", practically speaking
this group is still very small. We have needed time to
discuss the aims of the group and the implications of the
name.
When we originally formed the group, "Back to Basics"
meant returning to the basics of nature; our idea being to
encourage young people to be more environmentally
aware and to develop respect and gratitude for nature
and a more caring attitude towards the environment.
Our first step towards this aim was to organise a week
end at Stourton Lodge in Warwickshire. The Dunford
Wood family have converted their barn into a centre
where groups can come and hold various activities. Our
first week-end was teaching the art of hedge laying and
tree planting. Although this was an active week-end we
also left time to discuss future activities of the group and
what each person saw to be the main aims of "Back to
Basics".
A friend of mine suggested that "Back to Basics" meant
"returning to basic values" of caring for others. For her it
meant community and humanitarian work. Another friend
suggested beginning projects which teach basic skills.
"Back to Basics" to him meant basic survival skills. His
feeling was that we can never be sure when natural
disasters may strike and how would most of us survive if
our modern day amenities were taken away? He suggested
a course in basic survival skills.
Following this discussion we organised a survival week
end in North Wales.
So far I have spoken about the environment, humanitarian
work and survival training. Another area which we have
discussed is education. What are the most important values
in education? Are the basics the reading, writing and
arithmetic or is it I mportant that education incorporates
spiritual, moral and ethical values also?
E ducational issues are very close to my own heart as four
of my years since Sibford have been spent at the now
Kingston University in Surrey where I graduated as a
Primary school teacher with a B.Ed Honours in E nglish
and Drama.
I remember my school years at Sibford as not just an
education to help me pass my " 0 " Levels, but a much
broader education in living and working together with
people of different colours, cultures and religions. I

Following this I was introduced to a practice called "Sukyo
Mahikari" which took me also to Japan in 1991, and has
greatly influenced my life until now. Let me begin though
by explaining to you how I came to be in India.
After Sibford I went on to Banbury school to take ",A."
Levels. During my time there I was nominated for a youth
award scheme which is run by the Lions Club.
The Lions are business men who give support to various
charities. The daughter of the President of this particular
club had been to work in India in various eye clinics and
schools for blind children. This inspired me to begin to
prepare to go to India after my exams in 1986.
At that point I hadn't a clue which career I wanted to
pursue. I only knew that I didn't want to nurse or teach
which were the two things I found myself very much
involved in, in the following year. Let me tell you a bit
about my trip to India and how the experiences there
influenced my attitudes and life.
On January 17th 1987, I arrived in India. The next 3
months were for me both an adventure and an education
which were to take me back to the basics of life both
spiritually and materially!
Going to India was like going to another world. It's a place
where you are forced to abandon your old self and open
your eyes to look at the things that are truly important in
life. I believe it was a preparation time for work that was to
come in the future. This trip helped me to understand that
certain fundamental values are crucial in our daily lives.
The first of these fundamental values is respect.
My journey began in Delhi. From there I travelled to
Rajasthan, then to south India to a school for blind children
and from there back up the West Coast in childrens homes
and clinics.
In Rajasthan I met Mr. Rajmal Jain, who from that moment
on looked after me like a daughter. Mr. Jain, previously a
business man in Bombay, had put his money into building
hospitals, eye clinics and various camps to help the poor,
rural people. He invited the rich to give to the poor and he
united people of all castes and religions to work together
to help those in need. His work in Rajasthan is known like
Mother Theresa's work in Calcutta. He was known to
everyone as "Bhyshaab" which means elder brother and
he was respected by everyone around him.
His first hospital was named "Shree Bhairav" or "God's
Family"."God's Family" also included the creatures as
the first night I had an encounter with a rat! My room had
a fridge in it. It also had a resident rat which no one had
told me! The first night, just as I got in to bed, it came to
say hello! I screamed and ran out of my door and tripped
over someone sleeping in the corridor right outside my
room. At that point I knew that this trip was going to be a
challenge !
Mr Jain talked to me about the people who lived in
Rajasthan. We'd often stop and talk to people who were
walking along the roadside. He told me that many people
walked up to 20 miles a day to find wood to sell for a few
pence in the local town so that they could buy food for
their family. These people were particularly happy people,
often smiling and I found myself also smiling with them.
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As there had been a drought for 5 years it wasn't easy to
find water. At this time I learnt a lot about "gratitude" for
water and food. Every drop became a precious blessing
and I felt that for the first time I could say"thank you" with
my heart for food and drink instead of taking it for granted.
"Gratitude" is the second fundamental value that I began
to realise the importance of during my time in India.
Bhyshaabs philosophy was one of "giving". ln the camps
you were expected to give up your bed if a patient needed
it. At meal times we served others before ourselves and
basic values of respect and selflessness prevailed.
The poorer rural people have a very simple way of looking
at life. One day when I was ill one of the workers came in
to my room and said, "Today we are all very busy". I
looked at him wondering what was coming next... he
continued, "We are all very busy working and you are
very busy taking rest ! " There were many times when I
laughed so much I cried. In fact my 3 months in India were
filled with happiness. However, there were also plenty of
times for reflection.
In India there is no choice but to face issues of death as
well as life. You are confronted with both riches and
poverty, floods and droughts, life and death, and you
have to learn how to cope with these.
Although I couldn't communicate with the poor people in
English, I quickly discovered that a smile is a universal
language and can be shared with anyone.
One small boy I could communicate with was a student in
a school for blind children in south India where I was
allowed to live and work for one month after leaving
Rajasthan. This "boy" was 19 (I was 18 at the time). He
looked about six years old as he had a disease which
stunted his growth. He was also born without any eyes.
He and I became good friends.
This particular boy turned up one day and offered me a
gift. It was a bar of Lux soap. I thanked him and wondered
where he got the money to buy such a luxury. Later, one
of the teachers told me he had won a prize that year for his
hard work in school. The prize was a few rupees which he
had immediately given back to the teacher saying "Please
buy a bar of soap for Misuma" (Misuma means white lady
which was his nick name for me). This little boy had no
possessions in the world except that money which he had
no attachment to, he just used it to make someone else
happy.
Being with blind children made me wonder, who is blind us or them? We in the Western world have moved so far
away from these, what "should be" fundamental values
in our daily lives. Through my experience in India I was
able to feel deeper respect for others, deeper gratitude for
material blessings and to realise that it is the 'heart of
giving' that naturally brings happiness in to our lives.
On returning from India I began to prepare to go to
Kingston to begin a teaching degree. However, before
this I had 2 months free so I planned a trip to Kenya to go
and work in a school for blind children and also to visit a
friend, David Nicholas, who had been at Sibford with me.
I am not going to talk about Kenya today however there is
one story from my trip which I think will amuse you!
When I arrived in Nairobi I met David. We decided to go to
the well known 'Thorn Tree Cafe' and have a cup of tea to
catch up on the news. We were in fact talking about
Sibford when I became aware of a voice behind me. I was
sure it was someone I knew. When I turned around, to my
amazement I was sitting back to back with Harriet Jones
who had been in my sister's year at Sibford.
It turned out that she was on a six-month tour of Africa in
a truck and they were just stopping here for a quick tea
break ! The funny thing was that she had been living near
to Stratford-upon-Avon for many years and prior to this I
hadn't seen her since Sibford!
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There are many stories from Kenya but I am afraid I don't
have time to share them with you today. Instead I should
like to move on now to talk about something else that has
had a great influence upon my life, moving on from Africa
and India to my experiences with a practice that originally
began in Japan.
During my years at college, while visiting Italy one summer,
I was introduced to "Sukyo Mahikari". Over the past 2
years, especially, I have been working very closely with
this registered charity and I'd like to share some of my
experiences with you today.
The inspiration for the group "Back to Basics" came largely
through my experiences in Sukyo Mahikari. Going "Back
to Basics" is fundamentally about changing attitudes. Our
attitudes change through our experiences and our
experiences become our understanding. One of my major
experiences in Sukyo Mahikari has been working with
young people, particularly concerning the environment.
In the summer of 1991 young people from countries all
over Europe gathered together in Luxembourg to clear
and replant the forests that had been blown over in severe
storms. When we arrived I was shocked to see the total
devastation. The trees looked as though they had gone
down like matchsticks and where there had previously
been green forests full of life, now lay broken tree trunks.
For a moment I felt very tiny as I realised the immense
power of nature and how this energy can cause destruction
in a moment.
There were approximately 350 young people. We didn't
speak the same language, we didn't have the same cultures
but that day we united with youth energy and were amazed
at how quickly the whole area was cleared! This left space
for new seeds to be planted and new growth to begin.
This experience showed me how we can truly surmount
any difficulties as long as we unite with a common aim. I
also noticed that a few trees had not fallen and they were
the ones with strong roots.
Living in today's Society we need strong roots to survive
the storms. Our youth work in Sukyo Mahikari is to help
young people to develop a sense of gratitude and unity.
Part of this training comes from working with nature
through a specific type of agriculture called "Yoko
farming". Yoko means 'positive sunlight' and combines
organic farming with a way of using energy to cultivate
growth.
In 1991 I was able to spend 3 months in Japan. I stayed
with a family in Takayama which is a historic mountain
town in central Japan. Here I spent 6 weeks working on a
Yoko farm.
Nature is a very powerful energy. Through Yoko farming
we learn to work in harmony with nature. Firstly we were
taught 'to respect nature'. To work on the farm with a
positive attitude at all times. "If you become negative or
do not want to work any more please leave the farm until
you feel positive again, " we were told. "How your attitude
is will affect the environment around you. "
When we came in to the farm we were told to say "Good
morning everybody, thank you very m uch, " out loud. I felt
very stupid at first. 'Everybody' meant the workers, the
plants, the insects, the soil etc and through this our sense
of gratitude could naturally deepen. We were taught to
care for the plants with love and to radiate positive energy
to them. We in return would be able to absorb strong
energy from nature.
I naturally found myself offering gratitude for food before
each meal as I began to realise that so much effort went in
to the production of even one piece of bread I
Soon I felt grateful for paper, knowing that it came from
trees and even for the tools we used on the farm. Care of
material is another aspect that we were taught in Yoko
farming, for example cleaning the tools with care after

.

using them and expressing our gratitude in words by
saying "Thank you very much ".

As you can see, Yoko farming is as much about changing
attitudes as it is about growing pure organic food.

In Yoko farming we are taught that through nature we can
come closer to God. Nature is an immense power yet we
can relate to it because we can touch it and see it. Nature
also shows great humility. We were taught, "The more
grains an ear of rice bears, the more humbly it bows its
head. "

Before going to Japan I had many ideas about leaving
England and going to live and work abroad in India or
other countries doing what "I" wanted to do. After my
experiences in Japan I felt more of a desire to stay here
and work in my own Society and also to share my life with
my parents and friends more than I had been. As for my
life now, I am planning to move back to this area at
Christmas and go back into teaching.

As I spent time working on this farm, gradually I had
many realisations. When I came back to England I began
to practise these principles on a small allotment in London.
At this time I learnt a lot about my own personality. At the
beginning everything went smoothly, but unlike in Japan
where I could focus only on the farming, in London I had
so many other things to think about. Even though the
plants initially shot up, eventually the weeds overtC\ok
them and the garden became chaotic. Then it dawned on
me that I was trying to do too many things at once; that
what was important was that I worked on each area of the
garden step by step and focused my full attention on
working to the best of my ability. The situation in the
garden was very similar to my own life; I filled it too full
and needed to take time to slow down a little and do less,
but with more sincerity.

A NEW BOY'S JOU RNEY TO SI BFORD
1913
This journey was all so new to me - so much rushing
about of people and traffic. What a relief to walk quietly
through Hyde Park and then I was in this great hall place
with a queer steamy cooking smell, I cast my eyes upward
where a distant roof seemed glued to the sky. There was
this long, long platform as it was called with a train
waiting, so long, the end was lost in the distance. But
now we were making our way towards a little group of
boys and soon my father was chatting to a nice young
lady, who I realised was to be with us on our journey and
later found to be a member of the school staff.
It was not long before we were settled into a carriage to
ourselves and we were off.There were seemingly endless
houses on both sides, mostly with smoking chimneys.
At last these came to an end and we were passing fields
rather flat with cattle browsing.
But inside our carriage there was much excited talk,
most of the boys, it seemed, knew each other and there
was much to tell of the holiday time. Otherwise little
happened until one boy opened the window and with his
head outside was exclaiming. So as he withdrew, I had
to have a go. It was quite a sight as this long train was
rounding a great bend and I could see its full extent. We
seemed to be near the centre.
The little engine so distant puffing out smoke and
escaping steam was a lively sight and away behind a
long following line of carriages - this was grand until a
piece of ash found a way into my eye. So I spent the next
painful twenty minutes with people around imploring
me to close one eye which was more painful still.
Eventually relief came and then we were .slowing down
and I could not resist another look outside, in time to see
our engine with half the train puffing its way into the
distance on its way northwards.
Outside the station stood two waggonettes into which
we fitted ourselves with our little cases of nightwear,
and so began our seven-mile plod to Sibford - a road
which later became so familiar. Too soon we were told
to get out and walk the steep hill out of Banbury. This
walk up the hill was repeated three times as the road
rose with leisurely progression. Soon after walking up
Swalcliffe cutting there were shouts of "The Elm, the
good old Elm!", which I later played around and inside.
Our ride ended outside the archway where we were met

Concerning 'Back to Basics' we hope to be able to begin to
organise activities on a regular basis and if you're
interested in joining, supporting us, or just receiving a
newsletter please let me know.
I believe this is the 90th anniversary of S.O.S.A. and I'm
very grateful to have been allowed to give this talk on
such a special occasion - interestingly enough today is
also my parents' wedding anniversary and it's thanks to
Sibford that they met!
I hope you've enjoyed the talk today.
Thank you very much.

by a master who called our names. As he came to mine
he explained "This is the brother of Philip Wright who is
not coming back having gone to Saffron Walden". There
were cries of "What a shame! " and "Oh, oh Pussey is
not coming back! " Someone said to me "You will be
Pussey now" and so I was for the next four years even to
some of the staff! What a strange place the Manor
seemed, but I would not have had it any different as I
came to know the whole it represented of Sibford to me
including the village and the countryside with its lovely
honey-coloured walls of stone.
I was shown quaint corners such as the fives court but it
was little used. I was given a demonstration - rather as
squash is played but the hand was used to strike the
ball. The paved yard or playground was well used though
for so many games at every break. One of the favourites
was Irish-style hockey. The 'sticks' were merely ash
steam-bent into a hoop at the end and we struck the ball
with either side (a foul in hockey). Some boys developed
great skill, it was great fun. The one goal was the wall of
the dining room which also served as a wicket. Other
games were played in their season, but the playground
with its marble surface was perfect for roller skating at
any season.
The dark hole off the playground was the changing
room. All the walls were covered with numbered lockers
which did not lock. It was difficult to see in there as the
only light was from the door way. Just inside was the
boot cleaning pack (we all wore boots then). There was a
large tray of water and in the centre a big slab of
blacklead. After dipping a brush into the water then
rubbing vigorously on the blacking, one then rubbed the
boots even harder until the boots began first to dry and
then surprisingly to shine.
Two days later our trunks arrived having been collected
from the station by two farm drays drawn by magnificent
shire horses.
All this was to be our home for the next twenty weeks,
but with few visitors - this was made so difficult by the
war, which we at school were able largely to forget.
There were no shortages, with so much milk and other
farm produce, the Bournville Cocoa in great quantity
and also much treacle. On my first day I had pointedly
pointed out the treacle factory chimney rising high above
the dormitory building; no doubt every new boys for
years had had his attention drawn to this.
Geoffrey Wright
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SOUTH WEST GROUP
In such a wide-spread area it is difficult to arrange large
occasions, and so we usually make up our numbers by
inviting the Midland Group to join us. This we did with a
very successful outing to Barrie and Sheila Naylor's house
at Brockweir in July. About twenty of us finally met for a
picnic lunch, walk in the surrounding area and tea; all
interspersed with plenty of chat and mirth - all going to
show how wonderful the Sibford Old Scholars' Association
really is.
Jeanne Southam
LONDON GROUP
In March we went for a walk in the Colne Valley near
Uxbridge, a beautiful and interesting area of parkland,
where we saw a kingfisher and a heron flying in to its nest.
This was followed by a party at the home of John and
Lorna Lynch.
Margaret Fairnington

Margaret Fairnington believes that it is time for a younger
old scholar to organise or help with London Group
activities. Any member interested in arranging outings
should contact Margaret.

A GAME OF TWO HALVES"
Old Scholars 8 - School 4
Half time score 4 - 2

A rain-soaked misty Sunday afternoon produced the first
Old Scholars Football victory for several years.
Outstanding hat-tricks by both Guy Kingham and Simon
Barfoot, as well as some excellent and brave goal-keeping
by David Watling put the icing on the cake for the Old
Scholars. Although David's hilarious, and by now almost
legendary impressions of "Mick Jagger" almost caused
total chaos in the Old Scholars' defence.
The school fielded their very own version of Niall Quinn in
the-at-least-9-ft-tall Dan Lesher and he came close to
scoring several times. Chris Legg was later heard to claim
that his goal was at least a "40-yarder". Everyone of
course heartily agreed. Further goals for the school were
scored by Graham Thomas and Tom Weedon, as well as
an Old Scholars own goal. Brian Holliday who ably
patrolled the left side of the field for the school said he felt
like "Ryan Giggs". If only United had a scout!
Our special thanks go to Mike Wollerton who once again
refereed the m atch superbly, and for lending Old Scholars
his son Chris (No signing-on fee.)

MI DLAND GROUP
The Midland Branch met on three occasions in 1993. On
Saturday January 23rd the annual Christmas Party was
held at Selly Oak Meeting House so capably organised by
Irene Coxon-Smith. We brought our contributions and all
enjoyed an excellent cold buffet, with a variety of desserts
to follow. There was much talk and then we settled to hear
Mike Finch's 'Sibford Odyssey'. Rockets, of course, ended
the proceedings.
At the kind invitation of Godfrey Baseley, the older
generation (55 years and above) met at his home for tea,
scones, cake and a chatter on May 25th.
On July 17th the Midland and South-West branches met
at the home of Barrie & Sheila Naylor in the Wye Valley.
Old Scholars travelled from Birmingham in one direction
to Cornwall in the other (hardly local branches?). Most
arrived for a picnic lunch in the 13th century barn. In the
afternoon we took a walk to Tintern Abbey along the
banks of the River Wye and relaxed in the garden. We
concluded with tea and thanks expressed to Irene and
Jeanne for their work. Our President, Daphne Maw,
attended all three gatherings.
Hilary Haddleton/lrene Coxon-Smith

Old Scholars' heroes of the day.
At the final whistle, after a hard-fought but fair battle the
Old Scholar "Player/Manager" was heard to utter "THE
BOYS DONE GOOD". Although soaked to the bone and
covered head to toe in that beloved Sibford mud everyone
thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon and we all look forward
to next year.
Teams: Old Scholars - Alistair Tripp, James Thompson,
Simon Barfoot, Guy Kingham, Mike Herm, Mike Wycherley,
Andy Murray, Chris Wollerton, Kevin Young.
School - Brian Holliday, Graham Thomas, Dan Lesher,
Richard Johnson, Chris Legg, Kai Wilson, James Taylor,
Robbie Easterbrook, Tom Weedon, Christian Trellock, Andy
Wan, Simon Chard (including substitutes).
Mike Herm.

Midland Branch 's "55 years and above " party at the
home of Godfrey Baseley.
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The school v Old Scholars cricket teams. Old Scholars
won the annual cricket match held on May 23rd.

OTHER PEOPLE'S BUSINESS

THROUGH THE GRAPEVI NE

Here is a profile of an Old Scholar, Sally Darby, who was
at Sibford from 1982-88.

Alix Blakelock (nee McSwiney) 1940-44 writes . . . . . . "My
son and daughter-in-law visited Sibford recently and
brought back the magazine and the School prospectus.
I was at Sibford from 1940-44. Four very happy steady
years and I wanted to add a few lines about Arthur
Johnstone who was Head whilst I was at School. I came to
Sibford in the summer term of 1940 having previously
arrived from the continent the day before war broke out,
unable to speak a word of English. I had no father, but had
an eccentric, very depressed mother who being Irish
decided to live in Dublin for the duration of the war.
Having found Sibford I decided to stay this side of the
Irish Sea!

When Sally first arrived at Sibford she had tremendous
problems with dyslexia; she left eight years later with an
art O'level and a CSE in drama.
,

Wishing to study art, Sally applied to many colleges who
turned her down because of the dyslexia, though after
seeing her portfolio Amersham College offered a place on
the BTEC National Diploma course in Art & Design, which
she passed. Similar problems arose again when she
wanted to study for an HND in Sculpture but Derby college,
the only 'pot-throwing' college in Britain, accepted I'ter
onto a two-year HND course in Studio Ceramics.
During the two years, Sally took a work placement in
Devon for a potter who taught her many professional
skills including stoneware and 24-hour firing in a wood
fi red kiln. By the time she returned to college she could
throw a pot with skill and became interested in 'slipware'.
Her dissertation on Raku firings enabled her to gain the
HND, and following an end-of-course exhibition in Derby
she was asked to exhibit at the prestigious 'Young
Designers Exhibition' in London, winning an award of Life
Citizenship for Craftsmen for designing and throwing skills.
In 1992 Sally started up her own pottery business in a
converted garage with the 'Enterprise Allowance Scheme',
making highly decorated domestic earthenware and selling
at Camden Market and various craft fairs. Orders are now
steady and have included special plates for hotels and 300
mugs for the 'European Women's Conference' for which
she was given sixteen days to complete the order! She i s
also teaching City & Guilds pottery in adult education.
Following her marriage next April, Sally will be moving to
Ireland where she will be relocating her business and
hopes to attend the Dublin Trade Fair, a major event in the
craft world.

Sally has made a number of celebratory mugs for SOSA's
90th anniversary, priced £4. 50. She can be contacted on
0494 450569.

It is more than possible that not many people know about
the extreme kindness of Arthur Johnstone to deprived
pupils like myself. There were no great announcements
about what he was doing. I did not return to Ireland for my
holidays so every School holiday A.J. had to arrange for
me to stay with different girls from the School. There
were many other kindnesses too. It would be interesting
to hear from other old scholars who had personally
benefited from A.J's kindness" . . . . . .
El izabeth Campion wrote i n May saying how much her
husband Howard (1912-16) looks forward to receiving the
magazine...... "Unfortunately he has Parkinsons Disease
and cannot write easily. We are 90 and 92 and are lucky to
live in a marvellous retirement home in the West Country.
I have been at Sibford often but I am an Ackworth O.S
1915- 19. Because of our background we have found much
in common and when I tell you that we've been married
66 years you will understand we have so much to be
thankful for. With best wishes to all old scholars". . . . . .
Edmund Davidson (1924-26 ) visited the School i n the

spring with his son John for the first time in many years
and was impressed with the many changes but happy
that so much of Sibford was still recognisable from his
time here in the twenties.
Mary Hicks (1937-43) has moved from Somerset to Rugby
in Warwickshire and extends greetings to all old scholars
who may remember her.
Kathryn Michelle Karako (1986-87) wrote in October from

her home in California. . . . . . "I have
found myself thinking of Sibford
often lately. I realise I left Sibford
and England not realising how much
it had all meant to me. It will always
be in my heart. Last year I graduated
from university with a degree in
Marine Biology. I hope to some day
go and do graduate studies in this
field. My emphasis while in school
was the study of marine mammals. I
have spent parts of the lastfew years
working on projects d oing scientific
s t u d i e s with these beautiful
creatures. Currently I'm working with
a Vet." . . . . . .
Paul Mathews (1975-77) i s back in
England until June 1994 before
returning to the U.S.A. His father
L i st e r
M a t h ews
(1949 -54) is
recovering from a heart attack but
he and Paul were off to Romania i n
September taking medical supplies
and children's clothing to a couple
of orphanages. Paul hopes to let us
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transported it to Kensington via Essex
and Birmingham! There is a logical
reason for this route but perhaps it isn't
pertinent to this story! In any event it had
a few days to settle and as it sold out it
must have travelled well.
Tim Gebbett and I were extremely
nervous for most of the morning
wondering whether anyone was going to
turn up. Apart from the humiliation of a
flop I had guaranteed profits for Jamie's
as they had hired us their basement for
our exclusive use, including bar staff, and
had prepared a special menu for the day
including a variety of hot food and cream
teas.

Ashley Shirlin props up Andy Warlock.
have details of his experiences in time for the next issue
of the Magazine.
(1978-85) Has just
returned to this country from Ghana and writes ...... "My
husband started a four-month contract for FAO last
December and mid-way through August we were still
there! The only Ghanaian I can think of at Sibford during
my time was Kwabena Ofori and as an example he must
have been fairly typical. Like Kwabena the Ghanaians are
very friendly and Ghana is a very good country (as Africa
goes! ) in which to live as an 'ex-pat'!
Susan Owen-Schlunke (nee Owen)

We are due to leave soon and return to Australia where
we plan to build a house on land we bought on one of our
previous visits." ...... (Susan also mentioned that Helen
Trathen (1980-85) is getting married next year in Canada
where she works as a nurse.)
Eleri Ricci (nee Williams) (1940-45) and her husband Mario

have recently moved to the Sussex coast near to where
their daughter lives at Peacehaven.
Ashley Shirlin (1969-74) along with Tim Gebbett (1972-

To our relief at about 1.45pm the first
arrivals nervously appeared and then
there was no looking back! It was fantastic
to see so many people enjoying
themselves with people they hadn't seen
for 15 to 20 years. From my own point of
view it was a pleasure to see the people
from my own year but also to talk to
many people who I either knew vaguely or who I didn't
know at all.
A large group of people including myself left at about
8pm in search of dinner and so I am informed by some of
those left, the event died about an hour later!
In all about 120 people attended including 'other halves'.
Most people were aged between 30-35 although there
were some younger and a few older. Judging by the later
response from questionnaires left it was regarded as a
great success which it is hoped will be repeated." ......... .
Norman Sm ith (1935-38) sends his best wishes from

Australia and has enclosed a set of his latest poems. (If
anyone is interested in seeing a copy please contact Mike
Finch)
Susan Thomas (nee Smith) (1951-56) Is still in Canada but
has recently moved. She sends her best wishes to all who
remember her.

And Finally . . . CONGRATULATIONS to Jim Thelton and
Sue Lawrence who were married at West Molesey on
23rd October 1993.

77) organised a highly successful Reunion at 'Jamies
Wine Bar' in Kensington which
was attended by 120 people of
their year groups.
Ashley writes ... . .. "The first
person on the scene was Simon
Austing who plays in his own
band two or three times a week
and bravely agreed to provide live
music for the event. He arrived at
9.00am to set up with some help
from Mark Cohen. Needless to say
I arrived at about 10.30am just in
time to avoid unloading all the
equipment!
A w e e k beforehand we had
purchased 100 pints of 'Hooky'
ale. I was a little concerned about
this valuable commodity as I had
picked it up from Banbury and

Annie Brae (nee Barth), Marcia Butt and Jenny Charlier.
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SIBFORD OLD SCHOLARS' ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS AND COM M ITTEE

RETIRING PRESIDENT
(Ret. August 1994)

NOTICE:
Wou ld SOSA Members please note that the list of
Officers and Committee shows changes from that
agreed at the 1993 August General Meeting.
Unfortunately, lan Weatherhead has had to relinquish
his role as General Secretary due to b u si ness
comm itments but happily will still be able to continue
as your President. The Comm ittee met o n 7th
November and were able to appoint Michael Farr as
lan's successor. This appointment will be ratified at
the next Annual General Meeting.

PRESI DENT
(Ret. August 1995)

T. IAN WEATHERHEAD.
35 Ossulton Way,
Hampstead Garden Suburb,
London, N2 OJY.
TeL No.(Office)071 203 1877
(Home) 081 4583455

VICE-PRESIDENTS:
(Ret. August 1996)

CHRISTOPHER AND
PATRICIA GRIMES.
53 Chestnut Drive,
St. Albans, Herts. AL4 OER.
TeLNo. 0727 850521

GENERAL SECRETARY: MICHAEL FARR
17 Napier Gardens, Hythe, Kent,
(Ret. August 1996)
CT21 6DD.
TeLNo. 0303 267670
TREASURER:
(Ret. August 1994)

MEMBERSHIP
SECRETARY:
(Ret. August 1995)

PAUL FRAMPTON.
Stormory Cottage, Clearwood,
Dilton Marsh, Westbury,
Wiltshire, BA13 4BD.
TeL No.(Office)0749 346 186
MICHAEL FI NCH.
Oakapple Cottage, The Square,
Middle Tysoe, Warwicks.
CV35 0SJ.
TeL No.(Office)0295 78441
(Home) 0295 680570

REUNION SECRETARY: JULlE GREENHILL.
Flat 6, 1 Upper Grove, South
(Ret. August 1996)
Norwood, London, SE25 6JX.
TeL No. 081 7719217
ASSISTANT REUNION
SECRETARY:
(Ret. August 1994)

HARRIET JONES.
16 Kimberley, Church Crookham,
Fleet, Hants. GU13 OXE.
TeL No. 0252 626063

MAGAZINE EDITOR:
(SOSA SECTION)
(Ret. August 1995)

CAROLlNE BOND.
2 Brick Row, Swalcliffe, Banbury,
Oxfordshire, OX15 5ER.
TeL No. 0295 78667

SCHOOL
COMMITTEE REP:
(Ret.December 1997)

NICHOLAS BENNETT.
36 Leicester Road, Thurcaston,
Leicester, LE7 7JG.
TeLNo. 0533 364206

SCHOOL
COMMITTEE REP:
(Ret. December 1995)

ARTHUR W. HARRISON.
7 St.Pauls Gate, Wokingham,
Berks. RG11 2YP.
TeLNo. 0734 787889

DAPHNE P. MAW.
'Mendip', Worcester Road, Clent,
Stourbridge, West Mids.
DY9 0HU.
TeL No. 0562 700747

BRANCH SECRETARIES:
LONDON:
ASHLEY J.SHIRLlN.
'Kamari', High Street, Canewdon,
(No retiring date)
Essex, SS4 3PU.
TeLNo. 0702 258609
MIDLAND:
IRENE COXON-SMITH. 37 Redditch Road, Stoke Heath,
(No retiring date)
Bromsgrove, Wores. B60 4JW.
TeLNo. 0527 831857
SOUTH-WEST:
E. JEANNE SOUTHAM. 'Dilkush', 2 Farlers End, Nailsea,
Avon, BSI9 2PG.
(No retiring date)
TeLNo. 0275 852322
COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
17 Groves Close, Bourne End,
DAVID WATLlNG.
(Co-opted until
Bucks. SL8 5JP.
TeL No. 0628 8 19163
August 1994)
MICHAEL HERM.
(Ret. August 1995)

Flat 6, 1 Upper Grove,
South Norwood, London
SE25 6JX.
TeL No. 081 7719217

GUY KINGHAM.
(Ret. August 1996)

Stone House, 12 High Street,
Kimpton, Hitchen, Herts.
SG4 8RJ.
TeL No. 0438 832308

MELISSA STURGEON. 9 Almond Way, Harrow,
(Ret. August 1996)
Middlesex, HA2 6 NU.
TeLNo. 08 1 421 4338
JENNIFER LEATHEM.
(Ret. August 1996)

Fairview, Main Street,
Long Wittenham, Berks.
TeLNo. 0867 307826

ATTENDI NG EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS:
HEADMASTER
JOHN H. DUNSTON
DEPUTY HEAD
STEPHEN BUNNEY
BURSAR
BRIAN MORPHY

TeL No.(Office) 0295 78441
TeL No.(Office) 0295 78441
TeL No.(Home) 0295 78436
TeL No.(Office) 0295 78441

SCHOOL STAFF REPRESENTATIVES:
2 Hillfield, Sibford Ferris,
BRIAN HOLLlDAY.
Banbury, Oxon.
(Ret. August 1995)
TeL No. 0295 78500
GILL MANTHORPE.
(Ret. August 1994)

Fielding House, ·Sibford Ferris,
Banbury, Oxon. OX15 5QL.
TeL No. 0295 78549

HEAD BOY
HEAD GIRL

TOM EADIE
GRACE MO
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NOTICES
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 1 994
Midland Branch New Year Party
Selly Oak Meeting House
11am - 4pm.
Contact Irene Coxon-Smith

Saturday
29th January

SOSA v School Football match
Contact Brian Holliday to play

19th March

SOSA v School Cricket match
Contact Brian Holliday to play

To be announced

Sibford School Open Day
Contact School office
(Swalcliffe 441)

Saturday 2nd July

SOSA Annual Reunion
Contact Julie Greenhill

90th ANN IVERSARY MUGS
August 27th-30th

(NB. Telephone numbers in the list of officers)

HANDMADE BY AN OLD SCHOLAR SPECIALLY FOR
THE 90th ANNIVERSARY.

£4.50 EACH.
co NTACT SALLY DARBY, 0494 450569

or
CAROLlNE BOND, 0295 78667

ATTENTION !
THIS IS A REPEAT REQUEST FOR NEWS AND
WHEREABOUTS OF ANY PAST PUPILS AND
MEMBERS OF STAFF WHO HAVE LOST TOUCH
WITH THE SCHOOL & OLD SCHOLARS'
ASSOCIATION.
PLEASE CONTACT JULlE GREENHILL

TIES AND SCARVES
Are available from John Hughes whose address is:
131 Farleigh Road
Backwell
Nr. Bristol
Avon, BSI9 3PN

THOSE WHO ATTENDED
THE AUGUST REUNION 1 993
Those who attended included:
Barbara Abercrombie, Diana Baker, Nick Bennett, Lorna
Bergstrom, Bernard Blunsom, Kay, Roland, David & Suzy
Bohm, Ann & Ray Bond, Priscilla & Michael Bond, Rachel
Boyd, Loraine & Philip Brown, Maureen Budgen, Stephen
& Liz Bunney, Simon Cautherley, Sally Clayton, Naomi
Cordiner, Christine, Jeremy, Philip & Richard Coventry,
Norman Coxon, Irene Coxon-Smith, Stephen Cox, Rachel
Davis, Adrian Douglas, Olive Dalley, Helen Doyle, John,
Suzy, Matthew & Naomi Dunston, Jan & Bryony Elias,
Tom Evans, Margaret Soo, Nathanial & Barnabas
Fairnington, John & Michael Farr, Jo Farquahar, Marjorie
Fielding, Mike & Wendy Finch, Andrew, Clare, Michael &
Alexandra Finch, Hugo Finley, Ruth Fletcher, Paul
Frampton, Claire Francis, Nigel Gates, Tim Gebbett, Susan
Gillett, Julie Greenhill, Chris, Pat, Michael & Nicola Grimes,
Jane Gunston, Hilary & John Haddleton, David Haines,
Arthur & Pamela Harrison, Leslie Harrison, Ben Hedges,
lan Hedger, Mike Herm, Brian & Jane Holliday, Claire
Irving, Harriet Jones, Guy Kingham, Margaret Le Mare,
Michael Ladell, David Laity, Andrew James, Sue Lawrence,
Tom Leeman, Paul Levy, Diana Lloyd, Jennifer Macintosh,
Janet & Philip Manasseh, Gill & Paul Manthorpe, Mary
Mascaro, David & Beryl Maw, Hugh & Daphne Maw, Mark
Mercer, Philip & Rosamund Morris, Anne Muir, Barrie &
Sheila Naylor, John & Jean Osborne, Richard Owen, lan
Parsons, Cindy Poulton, Nancy Pugmire, Tim Pye, Barbara
Quinton, Hedley Quinton, Lisa Rogers, Desmond &
Margaret Rose, Harold Rose, Alexander Rowe, Jim &
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Joan Shields, Ashley Shirlin, Jack & Monica Simpson,
Jeanne Southam, Claire Smith, David & Rebecca Carlton
Smith, Russell Steed, Katherine Stewart, Mavis Stiles, M
Stone, Cherrie & Joel Taylor, Irene Tester, Betty & John
Thelton, Jim Thelton, James Thompson, Rebecca Tilley,
Jean Walker, David Watling, Christine, lan, Mary & Richard
Weatherhead, Janet Williams, Ethel Wright, lan & Jenny
Wright, Jean Walker, Michael Van Blankenstein, Bryony
& Tony Yelloly.

Those who attended the Year Reunion of 1986, '87 & '88
included: Chris Walker, Rachel Wratten, Sally Darby, Katie
Connors, Stewart McDermott, Caroline Bond, Shane
Samways, Chris Webb, Martin Perkins, Cia ire Turner,
Sarah Tatchel/, James Tustian, Dominic Fryer, Simon
Wollerton, Will Hone, John Huddleston, Christian Gilmour,
Stuart Hudson, Jonathan Beaumont, Suzanne McDermott,
Steven Bartholomew, Stuart Sanders, John Dale, Jeffrey
Donovan, Peter Finney, Tim Stark, James Binns, Amanda
Braithwaite, Cary Parsons, Dominic Semlyen, Imogen
Tittley, Phee Braithwaite, Graham Stewart, Charles
Maddock, Lucy Winslade, Natalie McCorquodale, Wendy
Perkins, Gillian Perkins, Elinor Pedlar, Catherine Jackson,
Sacha McPhedran, Andy Sanchez-Reyes, Charlie Lawson,
Helen Stephens, Philip Kelsey-Davies, Andrew Sides, Neil
Hart, Nigel Timms, Roderick Boyd, Mark Meadows, Chris
Fenemore, Pilar Elley, James Murphy, Charlotte Bewsher,
James Parsons, lan Wollerton, Wendy Imonioro, Lisa
Farmer

THE AUGUST REUNION 1 993

